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If this were to take place in a period of
one second it would be said to have a frequency of two cycles. Hence, the term 60 cycle A.C. which is commonly used for Iles
FIG.3

SEC
0

b¡g. 3. Mechanical analogy of the action
taking place in an A.C. transformer. As

the secondary current represented by
the weight "S" increases the primary
current also increases.

ignating the type of electricity used in
home service, means 60 complete cycles or
120 alternations per second. The frequency
of alternating current is the number of
times a complete cycle takes place in a period of one second.
To obtain a clear picture of the operation previously described let us refer to Fig.
1-B, which shows the hydraulic analogy.
We have a cylinder pump with a complete
loon through which a liquid can be pushed.
The piston of this pump is driven by a motor or else by hand. If the drive wheel "A"
is turned to the left the piston moves to the
left, forcing the liquid through the tube "L,"
in one direction and causing the indicator
at the top of the loop to indicate that pressure is being exerted upon it. When the piston is to the extreme left and the motor driven disc has rotated through 180 degrees,
the flow stops, allowing the indicator hand
to return to zero, due to the two centering
springs which are attached to it. This indicates half a cycle.
Then, as the motor is rotated through the
remaining 180 degrees, the opposite of the
previously mentioned action takes place,
causing the vane or indicator to register a
maximum in the opposite direction, and
then return to zero after the half of the
cycle is completed.
Associated with alternating current we
also have voltage or pressure, termed E.M.-

F. or electromotive force. This voltage is
alternating in the saute manner as the cut

rent and at the saute frequency.
The chief value of alternating current lies
in the fact that it can be transmitted over
long distances at high voltages and low
currents, permitting the use of small wire
and greater saving in cost and at inter\ alp
stepped down to lower voltages with high
currents through the medium of the trtuisfornter. '1 he action of the transformer, briefly explained, is to step the imposed voltage
up or down depending upon what the case
may require.
If we connect a coil of wire such as shown
in Fig. 2A, preferably one that has an iron
core, to a I10 -volt 60 -cycle A.C. source, or
any A.C. generator for that matter, we find
that the continuously alternating current
flow through the coil induces a magnetic
field (radiated lines of force) about the coil,
see Fig. 2A. This field builds up and collapses twice for every cycle of the imposed

alternating current.

Now, if we were to place another coil in
close proximity to this coil and one of similar design, we would find that the fluctuating magr.etic field in the one coil would induce an E.M.F. or voltage in the added coil;
this is known as induction. The entire theory of a transformer is based upon this fact
and operates. on a plan or principle of mutual induction.
If the two coils shown in Fig. 2B has e
the same number of turns and we impose a
potential of 110 volts upon the primary,
then theoretically we will have 110 volts
across the two terminals of the secondary.
No current will flow in this secondary until
it is either short-circuited wholly or in part,
either by connecting the two terminals together or by inserting between the two terminals a resistor. The current which will
then flow depends upon the resistance of
the short circuit.
This resistor is known as the load circuit.
If the load circuit is purely resistive, that
is noninductive and non -capacitive, Ohm's
Law can be applied in the same manner as
when solving direct current problems. If no
load is connected across the secondary terminals of the transformer, the only current
which will be flowing in the primary will
be that amount which is necessary to energize the primary circuit and is usually
termed the magnetization current. But, just
as soon as we impose a load upon the secondary and cause a current to flow in this
circuit, which incidentally flows in a direc-
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tion opposite to the current flow in the primary, we have an increase in the primary
current.
In order to obtain a clearer picture of
just what happens in the primary and secondary of a transformer we offer the mechanical analogy shown in Fig. 3. The two
outer scales marked from 0 to 10 in steps of
two units, represent the amount of current
in either primary or secondary that would
he shown on an ammeter.
The horizontal or tilting beam represents
the fields of the primary and secondary
moving in the opposite direction. The ratio
of the transformer is 1:1. The field of any
coil is analogous to the current flowing
through it.
Weight "S" represents the secondary
current: weight "P" represents the primary
current. As weight "S" moves down the
scale it increases the field or lines of force
of the secondary which, because they are
analogous to the current therein, are in opposition to the field already in the core and
tend to decrease it, thus raising weight "P,"
which is the primary current, upward until
the platform becomes horizontal, indicating
the same amount of primary current as
secondary current.
When the weight "S" is opposite one
zero mark, weight "P" in this analogy, will
also be opposite the other zero mark. However, as previously mentioned, there is always a slight amount of current flowing in
the primary circuit in order that it may be
energized.
Always remember that the current in the
primary and secondary of the transformer
are opposite and that the fields are also
opposite.
In all cases, though, it is important to
remember that the frequency of the alternating current in the secondary is absolutely the same as the frequency in the primary

circuit.
So far as we have considered the two
coils, the primary and secondary windings
are identical and therefore the voltage in
the secondary circuit will be the same as
the voltage impressed upon the primary.
However, if the number of turns in the secondary coil is one half the number of turns
in the primary coil, the voltage will also be
one half of the primary voltage. As an example: in transformer design, if we have a
primary consisting of 550 turns and we impose a potential of 110 volts upon it, we
find by dividing the number of turns by the
imposed voltage we have five turns per volt.

In designing the secondary then all we
have to remember is that for every volt required in the secondary circuit we should
have five turns. Space and time do not permit the complete technical discussion of
transformer design and we suggest that the
readers refer to some of the excellent books
which have been published covering this
subject."
If one would like to obtain a visual picture of the field and action of alternating
current when applied to a solenoid a simple
experiment can be made by constructing the
apparatus shown in Fig. 2C. This consists
of a coil having an iron core and beside this
core a thin piece of steel is mounted. By
fastening a piece of pencil lead to this piece
of steel and placing under it a piece of
paper, so that the lead conies in contact
with the paper as it is moved along, the
electrical action can be transferred to the
paper by applying 110-volts 60 -cycle A.C.
to the coil, when the thin strip of steel will
vibrate back and forth rapidly.
Now as we pull the paper forward at the
foot per second we will have aprate of
proximately 60 complete cycles drawn on
the paper, very much similar to these shown
in Fig. IA.
A hydraulic analogy of the action of a
transformer is illustrated in Fig. 2D, in the
form of a hydraulic jack. We have a small
pump to the left, which pumps liquid into
a large cylinder, forcing the piston of this
cylinder upward.
1
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Fig. 2D above shows a very interestink
analogy for the A.C. transformer, in
which the voltage applied to the primary may be changed to a higher or lower voltage in the secondary. In the hydraulic press shown above, a pressure
of 50 pounds exerted by the small
downward moving piston at the left, is
eventually transformed into an increased
pressure of 250 pounds in the lance
cylinder at the right.
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material, and charge it positively, we can
draw or attract the electrons to it.
In Fig. 3 we show the action which takes
place in a tube having a cathode and a plate
or anode, as the plate is technically termed.
By connecting a battery between the anode
and cathode with the positive terminals of
the battery connected to the plate, we at BELT

/(HEATER

CURRENT)

PRESSURE
GAUGE

HYDRAULIC

MOTOR)

OPEN
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yam-_

(CON,POL GRID)
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-

Simple hydraulic analogy to illustrate
how the grid in an electron tube acts
like a valve to regulate or control the
amount of current (water) passing between the plate (motor) and the cathode (pump). The water reservoir in the
analog diagram corresponds to the "B"
battery or power supply unit in a radio

circuit.
tract electrons to this plate or anode. Current will then flow between cathode and
anode, remembering always that the current flow is analogous to the electron flow.
if we insert a meter in series with the circuit we will find that it will show the
amount of current flowing in the circuit.
This tube, as shown in Fig. 3, is known as
the diode or one having two elements. If we
remove the battery from the circuit and
connect the negative side of the battery to
the plate and the positive side to the cathode, no current will flow, because the negatively charged plate will reject the electrons.

Effect of A.C. on Tube
So far, we have considered a constant
polarity of voltage applied between the cathode and anode. Now, if we were to apply
an alternating voltage between these two
elements (see explanations of alternating
current electricity), the plate will be alternately charged positive and negative, which
means that current will only flow through
the circuit during the period when a positive voltage is applied to the anode. When
the anode side of the circuit becomes negative, current does not flow. In Fig. 4 we
illustrate what is termed rectification.
The input circuit is indicated as alternating current while the output circuit shows

current flowing in only one direction during
half of the time of the input cycle. We have
flowing in the output circuit then, an interrupted direct current or what would otherwise be termed half -wave rectification. All
tubes of tite diode type are therefore termed
half -wave rectifiers. The 81 is an example
of this type of tube.
By using two anodes we can obtain full.
wave rectification. This is shown in Fig. 4A.
A rectifier of this type is termed a full wave rectifier and an example is the 80
tube
Returning to Fig. 3 we can readily understand that as we change the degree of
positive potential (voltage) applied to the
plate, we will change the volume of electrons which are attracted to it. A low potential of electrons will attract a small
amount of electrons, while a high potential
or high voltage will attract a greater number of electrons. An important point to bear
in mind is that a negative potential repels
electrons, while a positive potential attracts
them. (Unlike charges attract and vice ver.

sa.)

How the

"Grid" Works

To have a better control over the amount
of current flow in the plate circuit of the
vacuum tube, we may insert a third element
known as the grid. Tubes having three elements are termed triodes the prefix "tri"
meaning three. This grid consists of a form
of screen between the anode and cathode
through which electrons must pass in order
to reach the plate.
This grid being located nearer to the cathode or source of electrons, will have a
greater effect upon the electron stream
when it is charged either positively or negatively. In Fig. 5, we have the same circuit
as in Fig. 3, excepting for the addition of
the grid. Because of the great effect this
grid has upon the electron flow, it is called

the control grid.
We may now apply either a positive or a
negative potential to this grid and obtain
a change in plate current or a change in the
number of electrons reaching the plate, because if the grid is charged negatively, it
will tend to repel or retard the flow of electrons between the cathode and the plate.
This grid can be made so negative (biased)
that it will entirely cut off the flow of electrons, reducing the plate current to zero.
As the grid becomes more positively
charged. an increase in the flow of electrons
to the plate will take place. That is, providing the potential (voltage) of the grid is not
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heater units; how elecDiagrams above-Figs. 1 to 4A, show filament and cathode
A.
C. passing through an
of
rectification
(3)
;
trons flow from cathode to anode
of tube element;
detail
tube (4A);
electron tube (4); hook-up of full -wave rectifier
4B).
falls below the zero mark. As the input
as great as that of the plate. As this grid be- and
swings the grid more positive, or
comes entirely positive, relative to the ca- signal stated-less
negative-the plate curthode, it will then collect a certain amount better
rent begins to rise above what is commonof electrons from the stream and return
"no -signal" (static) plate curthem to the cathode, causing current to ly termed the
rent value; that is, the normal value of plate
flow in the grid circuit.
current with no applied signal.
In receiving circuits the output of the
This constitutes one-half of the cycle of
vacuum tube depends upon the plate curthe other half of the
rent change, that is, the increase and de the input signals. On
the grid becomes more
crease in amplitude or, more simply stated, input -signal cycle, the plate current to fall
the magnitude of the change. So, we can negative, causing
value. (See prereadily see that by using this control grid, below its normal no -signal"How
the Grid
which is located close to the filament, we vious explanation under
we have
circuit,
can effect great changes in the current flow- Works.") Now, in the plate
the inform
as
ing in the plate circuit of the vacuum tube apparently the same wave
howA.C.;
was
signal
with relatively small changes in the poten- put signal. The input
circuit
plate
in
the
flow
tial of the grid and thus obtain considerable ever, A.C. does not
of the tube. This fluctuating replica of the
amplification in radio circuits.
In Fig. 5a, we show what happens when input signal is termed the alternating comcurrent"
A.C. is applied to the input circuit of a tri- ponent of the plate current. ("Plate
the
circuit
through
flowing
ode, biased (bias usually means applying a is the current
the
when
anode,
or
plate,
to
from cathode
fixed negative or positive charge, independheating
by
is
established
ent of the signal voltage, to the grid of the electron stream
tube) so that the plate current is of fairly the filament.)
If we were to connect earphones in series
low value, but nowhere near the cut-off
point. We show the input signal to the grid with the plate circuit, we would be able to
as alternating current, where it rises above hear the incoming signal reproduced and
-©
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Hydraulic uttaloga allowing avtiuu of Ialfuntl alai) full -stave teetilirrl, the detector
tube in a receiving circuit acting as a rectifier. The liret diagrams ahu..a
a mingle -action p011tp and a check salve prrnliIa ..ester 10 101aa through the pipehow
up
tank on each half stroke, ..hale any counter stater preaaure is 1rr.rnted from into the
pal,sing
hack into the pump by the check -.al. e. 'hair arc
I diagrattl ahu..', ho.. two Ialf-wave
rettiliers (pumps), with the aid of t..0 cheek-.al rb vitalist' u "full-..uve" preaeure to
be developed in the unlin ..ater liar. %'Itrn one is 1101 ..orking, the other
ie.
amplified in the plate circuit, that is if 1t
tlletc is a definite electrical capacity, for
was of low enough frequency to coute withinstance, between thin plate and the grid,
in the range of the human ear.
between the grid and cathode, and also beThe fluctuating plate current or the alter
tween the plate and cathode, for the simple
hating component of the plate current
Ieason that each of these elements can be
would cause the diaphragm of the earphone
likened to the plates of a small condenser
to vibrate due to the varying current flowIcurteut absorber) The grid to cathode
ing through the phones and the change in
capacitance is lettued the input cupacituru-e.
the magnetic pull on the diaphragm.
The output capacitance is the capacity beSo long as the voltage of the incoming
tween the plate and cathode. In many very
signal does not exceed the value of the bias
"high -gain" circuits, it is necessary to neubattery, there will he no grid current flowtralize the plate to grid capacity in order
ing through the phones and the change in
that energy will not be fed back from the
the magnetic pull on the diaphragm.
plate circuit to the grid circuit.
So long as the voltage of the incoming
The Screen -Grid
signal does not exceed the value of the bias
This can be accomplished either by exbattery, there will be no grid current flow
ternal methods of neutralizing, which will
ing, because the grid will never go comhe explained later, or by
pletely positive. On the positive half of the or a screen between the inserting a shield
plate of the tube
input signal the grid, in reality, becomes and the grid. This is
commonly
termed the
just less negative.
screen -grid and tubes having a
If we were to insert a resistor (R) in se- and a screengrid, together withcontrol grid
the anode
ries with the plate circuit, the fluctuating
and cathode, are termed tetrodes.
current flowing through the resistor would
This screen -grid is so designed
that it
cause a voltage drop across the resistor,
will effectively shield the plate
from
the
varying directly with the plate current. The grid. While the plate to grid
capacity
of
a
ratio of this varying voltage drop to the in- triode may he as great as
8 mmf., the plate
is
known as the gain of to grid capacitance of
put signal voltage,
a screen -grid tube
the tube or the voltage amplification.
may be reduced to a value
as low as .007
Tubes Have Capacity Between Elements
muff. This screen must be
constructed so
In all types of vacuum tubes, we have in that it will not materially
obstruct
the flow
small
condensers in that
reality a number of
of electrons between the
cathode and plate;

Radio Amateur Course

therefore,

it is

made in the form of wire

mesh.
It also must not be negatively charged
because the flow of electrons would also
be impeded. Therefore, a positive potential
is in most cases applied to the screen -grid
in order to accelerate the flow of electrons
to the plate. This screen being an electrostatic shield must be by-passed with a condenser to the cathode in order to be
grounded, in so far as high frequency currents are concerned.
The voltage applied to the screen is usually lower than the plate voltage. The
stream of electrons going to the plate being
greatly accelerated by the screen -grid, may
strike the plate at such a terrific speed that
they will dislodge other electrons, which
may be attracted to the screen, which is the
nearest positively charged element. This is
known as secondary emission and limits the
output capabilities of the tube. This condition can be overcome by inserting between the screen and the plate another element which will not obstruct the flow of
electrons to the plate but prevent them
from returning to the screen.

11

In order to accomplish this, the third grid
or suppressor is usually connected directly
to the cathode in order that electrons dislodged from the plate may continue back
via the suppressor to the cathode.
In some tubes such as the type 34 and 39
this suppressor is connected directly to the
cathode of the tube internally. However,
tubes such as types 57 and 58 have a separate pin on the base for this suppressor grid,
in order that in special circuits a positive or
a negative voltage may be applied to it. The
values, of course, will be dependent upon
the circuit requirements. In large transmitting tubes of the pentode type (pentode is
a name given to all tubes having 5 ele-

ments), this suppressor is positively charged
to the order of 30 or 40 volts.*

'Sonic excellent books covering the electron theory
and the operation of electron tubes are:

"Electrons at Work," by Charles D. Underhill.
"Radio Receiving Tubes," by Moyer & Wostrel.

The RCA Tube Manual also contains a wealth of
information covering the operation of various types
of vacuum tubes.
"Principles of Radio Communication," Prof. John
H. Morecroft.
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stored up as electrocharged to its maximum capacity. The cur- of the chargingin source
dielectric.
the
rent then ceases to flow and the condenser static energy
A simple analogy for the action of an
is charged. Then, after the source of elec-

electrical condenser is a sponge, which absorbs water when placed in a cupful of it,
for example, and afterwards is pressure is
exerted on the sponge, then it gives up the
coulomb
water stored in it. It requires
(ampere -second) to charge a condenser of
farad to a potential of volt. A condenser
mf. (1 mf.=1 milhaving a capacity of
farad) requires a charge of
lionth of
coulomb to charge it to a
millionth of
potential of volt.

tricity (battery for example) ís removed
from the circuit, the condenser will hold its
charge until, due to its inherent (conductivity of dielectric) resistance, the power is
dissipated.
If the insulation is mica or parafined
(waxed) paper, the condenser will hold its
charge for a considerable length of time.
In large condensers of one or two micro farads the charge may remain in the condenser for several hours. This can be
proved by short-circuiting the two terminals of the condenser and noting the spark,
or an ammeter could be connected

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Inductance

The coils used in radio circuits are called
inductances or inductors: In the drawings we
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In Fig. 1 we have a diagram showing how the size of a pipe governs the amount that
can he forced through it. In Fig. 2 we have resistors connected in series; in Fig. 3
they are connected in parallel; the formulae are given in the text. In Fig. 4 is the hydraulic analogy for the action of a condenser when alternating current is applied to it.
rig,. 5 shows the magnetic fields and direction of current flow in straight wires and
coils; also the right-hand rule is given, where, if the thumb points in the direction
of the current flow, the four fingers will curve around the conductor in the direction
of the magnetic field
across the condenser and it would indicate see how an electro -magnetic field may be
the current flowing until the condenser was produced around the wire when a current
completely discharged and the power dis- is passed through it. If the flow of current
sipated. The unit of capacity is a farad; through a conductor is constant (D.C.) a
however, in radio work, we use consider- steady electro -magnetic field is produced
around the conductor. However, when alably smaller units ín our condensers.
farad,
a
of
ternating current (abbreviated A.C.) flows
is
millionth
one
A micro/arid
millionth
-/grad
is
through a conductor, the current flow is
-micro
one
micro
and one
a
part
of
most
vital
constantly changing and likewise the field
The
of a microfarad.
mais changing.
insulating
or
is
the
dielectric
condenser
it
popular
belief,
to
When current begins to flow through
contrary
terial because,
resides.
the
a
wire the circular electro -magnetic field
charge
that
the
is in
dielectric
dielectric
at the center of the conductor
is
the
originates
charged,
a
condenser
When
di.
travels
outwardly away from the center
electric
and
ap
an
setting
of
the
opposes
increasing diameters and of
dielecin
constantly
in
the
field
electric
of
an
placement
tric and the charge is said to be the energy course, extends into the space surrounding
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the wire. Until this field becomes of larger
diameter than the wire, it causes a second
current to flow in opposition to the main
current.
When the current flow through the wire
decreases or stops, the circular fields collapse and are then said to cut the wire in
ever -diminishing diameters. This induces a
current in the opposite direction to the field
but in the same direction as the original
(exciting) applied current, tending to prolong the flow of the exciting current.
This property of a coil or conductor to
act upon itself or another inductor in close
proximity to it, is called inductance. The unit
of inductance is the henry and in most
- SELF
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Induction subdivides into two branches
self and mutual induction. If the current passing through a coil, for example, is rising
from zero to maximum value, such as when
the circuit is closed from a battery, (or the
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current) the magnetic field around the wire
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Fig. 6 above shows measurement of
resistance. Fig. 7 shows how pressure or voltage
decreases with increase in resistance to
how pressure or voltage decreases with flow of water or electric current. Fig. 7 shows
increase in resistance to flow of water or electric current. Fig. 8 shows action of expanding
and contracting magnetic
shows mechanical "spring" analogy for
Fig. 9
inductance; Fig. 10-Fly wheelfields.
analogy of
inductance. Fig. 11-Analogies for condenser.
formulas it is usually designated by the circuit,
symbol "L." A henry is the inductance of a spring. just as if you had compressed a
circuit in which the induced E.M.F. is one spark atThe opening of the circuit, and
volt, when the (varying) current travels at ing the the switch, corresponds to releascompressed spring and heaving off
the rate of one ampere in one second. Usuthe
weight.
ally in radio circuits, inductance values are
Another analogy is the flywheel. The inindicated as one thousandth of a henry or ertia
of the wheel opposes any
to
one millihenry; a millionth of a henry is
set it in motion; once in motion, force
the enknown as a micro -henry. The physical dimen- ergy tied up
in the wheels tends to keep it
sions and form of a circuit, determine the
going, if any effort is made to stop it.
amount of inductance and it is for this reaLet us
son that our radio circuits consists of coils next phaseconsider for a moment now the
rather than straight wire, because a greater the circuit isof the action taking place when
opened or when the second half
amount of inductance can be obtained by of the alternation
of an applied
coiling the wire, also allowing considerably
ing place. Now the magnetic A.C. is takfield around
less D.C. resistance because less wire is
the wire or turns of wire
comprising
the
used. A straight wire, of course, would have
coil is contracting and while
this occurs.
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coil 2, and this effect is what is known as
mutual induction.
The usual radio tuned circuit consists of
a coil and a condenser, namely: inductance
and capacity. Coils or inductances have what
is known as inductive reactance. When the
capacity reactance minus the inductive reactance equals zero, at some certain frequency, the circuit ís said to be in resonance.
When the condition known as Resonance
has been established in any given circuit,

the Ines of magnetic force are cutting the
wir in the opposite direction and a current
of ,posite sign is induced in the wire, this
cur:nt being in the same direction as the
aped (exciting) current which is flowing
aroid the wire and creating the magnetic
fiel

other words, the self-induced e.m.f.
opposite direction, while the field

I

in e

15

is
is

ending about

the wire, and tends to op no. it while the opposite is the case when
nc< field is contracting and the current is
the in the same direction or aids the in dung current and acts to prevent its decay.
will be apparent, of course, that while
th( urrent is varying in strength or let us
ca-ncreasing, the field about the coil is exr'a ling, and the lines of magnetic force
t x .nding out from the coil composed of a
nu ber of turns, will induce a current by
incetion in a second coil, placed near or
id cent to the first or exciting coil.
we term the exciting coil No. I, and
adjacent unconnected coil as No. 2, coil
said to have a current induced in it by
.lf romagnetic induction. As the magnetic
in coil No. 1 subsides, the magnetic
r
of force surrounding coil No. 2 also
u ides. At the same time these lines of
e cut across the turns in coil No. 1 and
u ce therein an e.m.f. or voltage (also a
ent) and thus we have a third e.m.f. set
n¡ y induction.
3 begin with, we have the original ex ig e.m.f. in coil l; secondly we find an
in iced e.m.f. in coil 2; and thirdly, there
is reinduced e.m.f. in coil 1, due to the re ac on of the magnetic field surrounding

whether a series or parallel type circuit,
then we know that the inductive and capacitive reactance are equal, and that they balance each other. When this condition has
been achieved their reactive effect upon the
circuit is zero. Under these conditions, or
when the circuit has been made resonant,
(by the proper adjustment of the capacity
and the inductance of the circuit) any current flowing in the circuit due to an applied
e.m.f. will be that due simply to the ohmic
or direct current resistance in the circuit.
Expressed another way, the current passing
through such a resonant circuit will be given by the expression: I=E=R.
The difference between the capacitive and
inductive reactance of a circuit at some
frequency is called the impedance. However, at resonance, this is always zero, and
the losses in the circuit arc due only to the
usual D.C. resistance of the circuit, through
which the currents are flowing.
In Fig. 4 we see a hydraulic analogy of
current flowing into a condenser. When the
piston is moved forward, the elastic partition will bend or become curved but will
not allow the liquid to be transferred from
one side to the other.
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pipe with a definite pressure. In ulhel
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the greater amount of \\ ate', can be totted
through it at a definite paessure, or the larger the pipe becomes, the less its resistance
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The formulas for finding the resistance,
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three are known are as follows:
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'¡'his holds true in conductance of rte.
tricity inasmuch as a fine wire or cunductot
offers a greater amount of resistance than
a heavy conductor. "1 he resistance of a ruta
ductor is inversely proportional to its cro
sectional area and with some materials, in
fact most of them, the resistance also in
creases as the temperature rises.
In dealing with resistance in electrical
circuits, we have what is known as Ohm's
Law. In Ohm's Law, we have :o considrl
three things: First, the flow of electricity,
which is current; second, the force or pre, sure, which is voltage; and third, the resist
ance which the flow of electricity encounters. Three letters are assigned to the above,
and they are:
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of the charging source stored up as electrocharged to its maximum capacity. The curstatic energy in the dielectric.
rent then ceases to flow and the condenser
A simple analogy for the action of an
is charged. Then, after the source of elecis a sponge, which abtricity (battery for example) is removed electrical condenserplaced
in a cupful of it,
when
from the circuit, the condenser will hold its sorbs water
is pressure is
afterwards
and
for example,
charge until, due to its inherent (conducit
gives up the
then
sponge,
the
on
tivity of dielectric) resistance, the power is exerted
coulomb
requires
It
it.
in
stored
water
dissipated.
of
a
condenser
to
charge
-second)
If the insulation is mica or parafined (ampere
A
condenser
volt.
of
potential
a
to
farad
(waxed) paper, the condenser will hold its
mf. (1 mf.=1 milof
charge for a considerable length of time. having a capacity
a charge of
requires
farad)
I
of
lionth
In large condensers of one or two micro it to a
to
charge
coulomb
of
millionth
farads the charge may remain in the conpotential of volt.
denser for several hours. This can be
Inductance
proved by short-circuiting the two terminin radio circuits are called
used
coils
The
als of the condenser and noting the spark,
In the drawings we
inductors.
or
inductances
ammeter could be connected
an
or
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In Fig. 1 we have a diagram showing how the size of a pipe governs the amount that
can he forced through it. In Fig. 2 we have resistors connected in series; in Fig. 3
they are connected in parallel; the formulae are given ín the text. In Fig. 4 is the hydraulic analogy for the action of a condenser when alternating current is applied to
Fig. 5 shows the magnetic fields and direction of current flow in straight wires and
coils; also the right-hand rule is given, where, if the thumb points in the direction
of the current flow, the four fingers will curve around the conductor in the direction
of the magnetic field
across the condenser and it would indicate see how an electro -magnetic field may be
the current flowing until the condenser was produced around the wire when a current
is passed through it. If the flow of current
completely discharged and the power disfarad;
is
a
through a conductor is constant (D.C.) a
capacity
sipated. The unit of
considersteady
we
use
electro -magnetic field is produced
radio
work,
however, ín
around
the conductor. However, when alin
condensers.
our
units
ably smaller
farad,
of
a
millionth
ternating
current (abbreviated A.C.) flows
is
one
A microfarad
millionth
is
-farad
one
through
a
-micro
conductor, the current flow is
micro
and one
of
a
part
most
vital
constantly
and likewise the field
The
changing
of a microfarad.
mais
insulating
changing.
or
dielectric
is
the
condenser
When current begins to flow through
terial because, contrary to popular belief, it
resides.
wire the circular electro -magnetic field
that
the
charge
a
the
dielectric
is in
the
dielectric
originates
at the center of the conductor
is
charged,
a
when condenser
disup
and
travels
outwardly away from the center
an
electric
setting
the
of
opposes
in constantly increasing diameters and of
placement of an electric field in the dielectric and the charge is said to be the energy course, extends into the space surrounding
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Fig. 6 above Dhows measurement of
resistance. Fig. 7 Dhu..s lob.. pressure- or
decreases with increase in resistance to flow
of %ester ur eleetril current. hit;. 7%ultage
how pressure or voltage decreases .idle
inrreasr in resistance lo flow of water orshoa.s
irk current. Fig. 8 DIows action of expanding
rice-and contracting magnetic fields. Fig. 9
shows mechanical "spring" analogy for
inductance; gig. 10 illy a.htrl analogy of
inductance. Fig. 11 -Analogies for condenser.
formulas it is usually designated by the circuit,
just as if you had compressed a
symbol 11L." A henry is the inductance of a
spt tng The opening .if the
circuit, and
circuit in which the induced E.M.F. is one
swill. at the snitch, corscspunds to releasvolt, when the (varying) current travels at
ing the coinllir- 1,-d spring and
heaving off
the rate of one ampere in one second. Usuthe weight.
ally in radio circuits, inductance values are
Another analogy is the flywheel. The in
indicated as one thousandth of a henry or
ertia of the %%heel opposes any
force to
one milli-henry; a millionth of a henry is
set it in motion; once in
motion,
the enknown as a micro-henry. The physical dimenergy tied up in the wheels tends to
keep it
sions and form of a circuit, determine the
going, if any effort is made to
stop
it.
amount of inductance and it is for this reaLet us consider for a moment
now the
son that our radio circuits consists of coils
next phase of the action taking
place
when
rather than straight wire, because a greater
the circuit is opened or when
the
second
hall
amount of inductance can be obtained by
of the alternation of an applied A
is
C.
takcoiling the wire, also allowing considerably
ing place. Now the magnetic
field around
less D.C. resistance because less wire Is
the wire or turns of (lire
comprising
the
used. A straight wire, of course, would have
coil is contracting and while this
occurs

Radio Amateur Course

the lines of magnetic force are cutting the
wire in the opposite direction and a current
of opposite sign is induced in the wire, this
current being ín the same direction as the
applied (exciting) current which is flowing
around the wire and creating the magnetic

15

coil 2, and this effect is what is known as
mutual induction.

The usual radio tuned circuit consists of
a coil and a condenser, namely: inductance
and capacity. Coils or inductances have what
is known as inductive reactance. When the
capacity reactance minus the inductive refield.
some certain freIn other words, the self-induced e.m.f. is actance equals zero, at
to be in resonance.
said
quency, the circuit is
in the opposite direction, while the field is
When the condition known as Resonance
expanding about the wire, and tends to opgiven circuit,
pose it while the opposite is the case when has been established in any type circuit,
the field is contracting and the current is whether a series or parallel
capacthen in the same direction or aids the in- then we know that the inductive and
balthey
that
ducing current and acts to prevent its decay. itive reactance are equal, and condition has
It will be apparent, of course, that while ance each other. When this
effect upon the
the current is varying in strength or let us been achieved their reactive
conditions, or
say increasing, the field about the coil is ex- circuit is zero. Under these made resonant,
panding, and the lines of magnetic force when the circuit has been of the capacity
expanding out from the coil composed of a (by the proper adjustment
circuit) any curnumber of turns, will induce a current by and the inductance of the due
to an applied
rent flowing in the circuit
induction in a second coil, placed near or
to the ohmic
simply
e.m.f. will be that due
adjacent to the first or exciting coil.
the circuit.
in
resistance
or direct current
If we term the exciting coil No. 1, and Expressed another way, the current passing
the adjacent unconnected coil as No. 2, coil through such a resonant circuit will be giv2 is said to have a current induced in it by
en by the expression:
electro -magnetic induction. As the magnetic
The difference between the capacitive and
subsides, the magnetic inductive reactance of a circuit at some
field in coil No.
lines of force surrounding coil No. 2 also frequency is called the impedance. Howsubsides. At the same time these lines of ever, at resonance, this is always zero, and
force cut across the turns in coil No. 1 and the losses in the circuit arc due only to the
induce therein an e.m.f. or voltage (also a usual D.C. resistance of the circuit, through
current) and thus we have a third e.m.f. set which the currents are flowing.
up by induction.
In Fig. 4 we see a hydraulic analogy of
To begin with, we have the original ex- current flowing into a condenser. When the
citing e.m.f. in coil 1; secondly we find an piston is moved forward, the elastic partiinduced e.m.f. in coil 2; and thirdly, there tion will bend or become curved but will
not allow the liquid to be transferred from
is a reinduced e.m.f. in coil 1, due to the reaction of the magnetic field surrounding one side to the other.
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offers a greater amount of tesistance than
a heavy conductor. The resistance of a can
ductor is inversely proportional to its cru
sectional area and with some mate¡ ials, In
fact most of theist, the resistance also in
creases as the temperature kes.
In dealing with resistance in electrical
circuits, we have what is known as (
Law. In Ohm's Law, we have to consider
three things: First, the flow of electricity,
which is current; second, the force or pre`sure, which is voltage; and third, the resist
ance which the flow of electricity elicoun
ters. Three letters are assigned to the above,
and they are:
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Radio Amateur Course
stored up as electrocharged to its maximum capacity. The cur- of the chargingin source
dielectric.
the
rent then ceases to flow and the condenser static energy
A simple analogy for the action of an
is charged. Then, after the source of elecis a sponge, which abtricity (battery for example) is removed electrical condenserplaced
in a cupful of it,
when
water
from the circuit, the condenser will hold its sorbs
is pressure is
afterwards
and
example,
for
charge until, due to its inherent (conducthen it gives up the
tivity of dielectric) resistance, the power is exerted on the sponge,
water stored in it. It requires 1 coulomb
dissipated.
a condenser of
If the insulation is mica or parafined (ampere -second) to chargevolt. A condenser
of
a
potential
to
farad
(waxed) paper, the condenser will hold its
mf. (1 mf.=1 milcharge for a considerable length of time. having a capacity ofrequires a charge of 1
lionth of 1 farad)
In large condensers of one or two micro coulomb to charge it to a
farads the charge may remain in the con- millionth of
denser for several hours. This can be potential of volt.
Inductance
proved by short-circuiting the two terminin radio circuits are called
used
The
coils
als of the condenser and noting the span;,
In the drawings we
inductors"
or
inductances
an ammeter could be connected
or
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In Fig. l we have a diagram showing how the size of a pipe governs the amount that
can he forced through it. In Fig. 2 we have resistors connected in series; in Fig. 3

they are connected in parallel; the formulae are given in the text. In Fig. 4 is the hydraulic analogy for the action of a condenser when alternating current is applied to it.
Fig. 5 shows the magnetic fields and direction of current flow in straight wires and
coils; also the right-hand rule is given, where, if the thumb points in the direction
of the current flow, the four fingers will curve around the conductor in the direction
of the magnetic field
across the condenser and it would indicate see how an electro -magnetic field may be

the current flowing until the condenser was
completely discharged and the power dissipated. The unit of capacity is a farad;
however, in radio work, we use considerably smaller units in our condensers.
A microfarad is one millionth of a farad,
and one micro-micro -farad is one millionth
of a microfarad. The most vital part of a
condenser is the dielectric or insulating material because, contrary to popular belief, it
is in the dielectric that the charge resides.
When a condenser is charged, the dielectric
opposes the setting up of an electric displacement of an electric field in the dielectric and the charge is said to be the energy

produced around the wire when a current
is passed through it. If the flow of current
through a conductor is constant (D.C.) a
steady electro -magnetic field is produced
around the conductor. However, when alternating current (abbreviated A.C.) flows
through a conductor, the current flow is
constantly changing and likewise the field
is changing.
When current begins to flow through
a wire the circular electro -magnetic field
originates at the center of the conductor
and travels outwardly away from the center
in constantly increasing diameters and of
course, extends into the space surrounding
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RES!Sl'ANCI, capacity

and ndu. lance,
in order to understand how a t acuwn
tube oscillates, how tuned co suits work, and
the function of a tuning condenser, it is
necessary to become familiar with tlurse
three very important subjects.
Itesistanre
When electrical current flows through a
wire or some other conducting medium it
encounters resistance or opposition, tlir
same as the flow of material substance..
For instance, a certain amount of watei,
can he forced through a length of one inch
pipe with a definite pressure. In other
words, the site of the pipe offers resistance
to the flow. The larger the pipe becuntes,
the greater amount of water can be forced
through it at a definite pressure, or the larger the pipe becomes, the less its resistance

will be.
This holds true in conductance of elec-

tricity inasmuch as a fine wire or conductor
offers a greater amount of resistance than
a heavy conductor. The resistance of a con
ductor is inversely proportional to its cro-.s
sectional area and with some materials, in
fact most of them, the resistance also in
creases as the temperature rises.
In dealing with resistance in electrical
circuits, we have what is known as Ohm's
Law. In Ohm's Law, we have to consider
three things: First, the flow of electricity,
which is current; second, the force or pre. sure, which is voltage; and third, the resistance which the flow of electricity encounters. Three letters are assigned to the above,
and they are:
I =Current
E=Voltage (EM F)

R=Resistance
The formulas for finding the resistance,
voltage, or current, where either two of the
three are known are as follows:
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Capacity
Most of us are familiar with the now wellknown cowl( ii er which is an instrument
capable of storing up a certain amount of
electricity and consists of two or more
plates placed adjact lit to each other, with
insulation of eitlcr air or some other insulating medium \\ hen a constant direct
toltage is applied ht-tt,eru the plates of a
t uudrnt I, cut rent will flow into the
coil
denser, until
the condenser
becomes
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stored up as electrocharged to its maximum capacity. The cur- of the charging source
dielectric.
in
the
rent then ceases to flow and the condenser static energy
A simple analogy for the action of an
is charged. Then, after the source of elecis a sponge, which abtricity (battery for example) is removed electrical condenserplaced
in a cupful of it,
when
water
from the circuit, the condenser will hold its sorbs
is pressure is
afterwards
and
example,
charge until, due to its inherent (conduc- for
then it gives up the
tivity of dielectric) resistance, the power is exerted on the sponge, requires
coulomb
it.
It
in
stored
water
dissipated.
of
a
condenser
to
charge
-second)
(ampere
If the insulation is mica or parafined
A
condenser
volt.
of
a
potential
to
farad
(waxed) paper, the condenser will hold its
mf. (1 mf.=1 milcharge for a considerable length of time. having a capacity ofrequires a charge of
farad)
lionth of
In large condensers of one or two micro coulomb to charge it to a
of
millionth
farads the charge may remain in the condenser for several hours. This can be potential of volt.
Inductance
proved by short-circuiting the two terminin radio circuits are called
used
The
coils
als of the condenser and noting the span:,
In the drawings we
inductors"
or
inductances
be connected
or an ammeter could
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In Fig. 1 we have a diagram showing how the size of a pipe governs the amount that
can be forced through it. In Fig. 2 we have resistors connected in series; in Fig. 3
they are connected in parallel; the formulae are given in the text. In Fig. 4 is the hydraulic analogy for the action of a condenser when alternating current is applied to it.
fig. 5 shows the magnetic fields and direction of current flow in straight wires and
coils; also the right-hand rule is given, where, if the thumb points in the direction
of the current flow, the four fingers will curve around the conductor in the direction
of the magnetic field
across the condenser and it would indicate see how an electro -magnetic field may be
the current flowing until the condenser was produced around the wire when a current
completely discharged and the power dis- is passed through it. If the flow of current
through a conductor is constant (D.C.) a
sipated. The unit of capacity is a farad;
study
use
considerelectro -magnetic field is produced
we
radio
in
work,
however,
the conductor. However, when alin
condensers.
around
our
units
ably smaller
farad,
a
ternating
millionth
of
is
current (abbreviated A.C.) flows
one
A microfarad
millionth
is
one
-farad
through
a
-micro
conductor, the current flow is
micro
and one
a
part
of
most
vital
changing
and likewise the field
The
constantly
of a microfarad.
mais
insulating
changing.
or
is
the
dielectric
condenser
When current begins to flow through
terial because, contrary to popular belief, it
resides.
wire the circular electro -magnetic field
that
the
charge
a
in
the
is
dielectric
When a condenser is charged, the dielectric originates at the center of the conductor
opposes the setting up of an electric dis- and travels outwardly away from the center
placement of an electric field in the dielec- in constantly increasing diameters and of
tric and the charge is said to be the energy course, extends into the space surrounding
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CHAPTER 3

RESIS'1'A V(,'E, INDUL"/AN (;1;

and CAPACITY
RESISTANCE capacity and inductance,
in order to understand how a vacuum

tube oscillates, how tuned circuits work, and
the function of a tuning condenser, it is
necessary to become familiar with these
three very important subjects.
I(eeititance
When electrical current flows through a
wire or some other conducting medium it
encounters resistance or opposition, the
same as the flow of material substances.
For instance, a certain amount of water,
can he forced through a length of one inch
pipe with a definite pressure. In other
words, the size of the pipe offers resistance
to the flow. The larger the pipe becomes,
the greater amount of water can be forced
through it at a definite pressure, or the larger the pipe becomes, the less its resistance

\

I:

I

I

When twu we more resistors air Lon
necttd in series the total value of the re
sistance is the sum of all the resistors. n
other words, three 5 -ohm resistors in se
would has e a total resistance of 15 ohms.
Howes el, when resistors ate connected in
parallel the method of calculation is a bit
mere coplicated. For instance, if we have
three resistors connected in parallel, on..
has the resistance of 5 ohms, another of 10,
and another of 20. The formula for expressing this is:
1

will be.

This holds true in conductance of electricity inasmuch as a fine wire or conductor
offers a greater amount of resistance than
a heavy conductor. The resistance of a conductor is inversely proportional to its cross
sectional area and with some materials, in
fact most of them, the resistance also increases as the temperature rises.
In dealing with resistance in electrical
circuits, we have what is known as Ohm's
Law. In Ohm's Law, we have :o consider
three things: First, the flow of electricity,
which is current; second, the force or pressure, which is voltage; and third, the resistance which the flow of electricity encounters. Three letters are assigned to the above,
and they are:
I =Current
E=Voltage (EMF)
R=Resistance

The formulas for finding the resistance,
oltage, or current, where either two of the
three are known are as follows:
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Capacity
/\lost of us are familiar with the now wellknown condenser which is an instrument
capable of storing up a certain amount of
electricity and consists of two or more
plates placed adjacent to each other, with
insulation of either air or some other insulating medium. When a constant direct
voltage is applied between the plates of a
condenst r, current will flow into the condenser, until the condenser becomes
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of the charging source stored up as electro-

charged to its maximum capacity. The current then ceases to flow and the condenser
is charged. Then, after the source of electricity (battery for example) ís removed
from the circuit, the condenser will hold its
charge until, due to its inherent (conductivity of dielectric) resistance, the power is
dissipated.
If the insulation is mica or parafined
(waxed) paper, the condenser will hold its
charge for a considerable length of time.
In large condensers of one or two micro farads the charge may remain in the condenser for several hours. This can be
proved by short-circuiting the two terminals of the condenser and noting the spark,
or an ammeter could be connected

M

static energy in the dielectric.
A simple analogy for the action of an
electrical condenser is a sponge, which absorbs water when placed in a cupful of it,
for example, and afterwards is pressure is
exerted on the sponge, then it gives up the
water stored in it. It requires 1 coulomb
(ampere -second) to charge a condenser of
farad to a potential of volt. A condenser
having a capacity of 1 mf. (1 mf.=1 millionth of 1 farad) requires a charge of 1
coulomb to charge it to a
millionth of
potential of 1 volt.
1

1

1

Inductance

The coils used in radio circuits are called
inductances or inductors" In the drawings we
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we have a diagram showing how the size of a pipe governs the amount that
can he forced through it. In Fig. 2 we have resistors connected in series; in Fig. 3
they are connected in parallel; the formulae are given in the text. In Fig. 4 is the hy-

In Fig.

1

draulic analogy for the action of a condenser when alternating current is applied to it.
Fig. 5 shows the magnetic fields and direction of current flow in straight wires and
coils; also the right-hand rule is given, where, if the thumb points in the direction
of the current flow, the four fingers will curve around the conductor in the direction
of the magnetic field
across the condenser and it would indicate see how an electro -magnetic field may be
the current flowing until the condenser was produced around the wire when a current
completely discharged and the power dis is passed through it. If the flow of current
sipated. The unit of capacity is a farad; through a conductor is constant (D.C.) a
however, in radio work, we use consider- steady electro -magnetic field is produced
around the conductor. However, when alably smaller units in our condensers.
ternating current (abbreviated A.C.) flows
A microfarad is one millionth of a farad,
and one micro -micro -farad is one millionth through a conductor, the current flow is
of a microfarad. The most vital part of a constantly changing and likewise the field
condenser is the dielectric or insulating ma- is changing.
When current begins to flow through
terial because, contrary to popular belief, it
a wire the circular electro -magnetic field
is in the dielectric that the charge resides.
When a condenser is charged, the dielectric originates at the center of the conductor
opposes the setting up of an electric dis- and travels outwardly away from the center
placement of an electric field in the dielec- in constantly increasing diameters and of
tric and the charge is said to be the energy course, extends into the space surrounding
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in order to understand how a acuunl
tube oscillates, how tuned cocuits work, and
the function of a tuning condense', it is
necessary to become familiar with t:1,sr
three very important subjects.
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\\'her electrical current Hoes through

I

a

wire or some other conducting medium It
encounters resistance or opposition, the
same as the flow of material substancrs.
For instance, a certain amount of water,
can be furced through a length of one inch
pipe \kith a definite pressure. In other
words, the size of the pipe offers resistance
to the flow. The larger the pipe becomes,
the greater amount of water can be forced
through it at a definite pressure, or the larger the pipe becomes, the less its resistance

will be.
This holds true in conductance of rlestricity inasmuch as a fine wire or conductul
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offers

a greater amount of resistance than
heavy conductor. The resistance of a con
ductor is inversely proportional to its cro,s
sectional area and with sonic materials, in
fact most of them, the resistance also in
creases as the temperature rises.
In dealing with resistance in electrical
circuits, we have what is known as Ohm's
Law. In Ohm's Law, we have to considrl
three things: First, the flow of electricity,
which is current; second, the force or pre., sure, which is voltage; and third, the resistance which the flow of electricity encounters. Three letters are assigned to the above,
and they are:
I =Current
E= Voltage (EM F)

R=Resistance
The formulas for finding the resistance,
soilage, or current, where either two of the
three are known are as follows:
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Capacity
Most of us are familiar with the now well know n condo user which is an instrument
capable of storing up a certain amount of
electricity anti consist' of Iwo or more
plates placed adjace tut to each other, with
insulation of either air or some other in
sulating medium \\ lit u a constant direct
ultage is applied between the plates of a
(undt n't I, . Mien( WIII How into the colt
denser,
until the condenser becomes
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stored up as electrocharged to its maximum capacity. The cur- of the charging sourcedielectric.
in
the
rent then ceases to flow and the condenser static energy
A simple analogy for the action of an
is charged. Then, after the source of elecwhich abtricity (battery for example) is removed electrical condenser is a sponge,
of it,
in
a
cupful
placed
when
from the circuit, the condenser will hold its sorbs water
is
is
pressure
afterwards
and
charge until, due to its inherent (conduc- for example,
the
up
it
gives
then
sponge,
the
on
tivity of dielectric) resistance, the power is exerted
coulomb
water stored in it. It requires
dissipated.
of
a
condenser
charge
to
-second)
(ampere
If the insulation is mica or parafined
A
condenser
volt.
of
a
potential
to
farad
(waxed) paper, the condenser will hold its
mf. (1 mf.=1 milcharge for a considerable length of time. having a capacity of
a charge of
requires
farad)
1
of
lionth
In large condensers of one or two micro it to a
charge
to
coulomb
of
millionth
farads the charge may remain in the convolt.
of
denser for several hours. This can be potential
Inductance
proved by short-circuiting the two terminin radio circuits are called
used
coils
The
als of the condenser and noting the spark,
In the drawings we
inductors"
or
inductances
connected
or an ammeter could be
1
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In Fig. 1 we have a diagram showing how the size of a pipe governs the amount that
can he forced through it. In Fig. 2 we have resistors connected in series; in Fig. 3
they are connected in parallel; the formulae are given in the text. In Fig. 4 is the hydraulic analogy for the action of a condenser when alternating current is applied to it.
Fig. 5 shows the magnetic fields and direction of current flow in straight wires and

coils; also the right-hand rule is given, where, if the thumb points in the direction
of the current flow, the four fingers will curve around the conductor in the direction
of the magnetic field
across the condenser and it would indicate see how an electro -magnetic field may be
the current flowing until the condenser was produced around the wire when a current
completely discharged and the power dis- is passed through it. If the flow of current
sipated. The unit of capacity is a farad; through a conductor is constant (D.C.) a
however, in radio work, we use consider- steady electro -magnetic field is produced
around the conductor. However, when alably smaller units in our condensers.
farad,
a
millionth
of
is
ternating current (abbreviated A.C.) flows
one
A microfarad
millionth
is
one
-farad
through a conductor, the current flow is
-micro
micro
and one
of
a
part
most
vital
The
constantly changing and likewise the field
of a microfarad.
mainsulating
is changing.
or
dielectric
is
the
condenser
it
When current begins to flow through
belief,
to
popular
contrary
terial because,
resides.
wire the circular electro -magnetic field
the
charge
a
that
is in the dielectric
is
dielectric
at the center of the conductor
the
originates
charged,
a
condenser
When
distravels
outwardly away from the center
Lip
an
electric
and
of
setting
the
opposes
placement of an electric field in the dielec- in constantly increasing diameters and of
tric and the charge is said to be the energy course, extends into the space surrounding
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the wire. Until this field becomes
of larger
diameter than the wire, it causes a second
current to flow in opposition to the stain
current.
When the current flo%% through the wire
decreases or stops, the circular fields collapse and are then said to cut the wire
ever -diminishing diameters. This induces ina
current in the opposite direction to the field
but in the same direction as the original
(exciting) applied current, tending to prolong the flow of the exciting current.
This property of a coil or conductor to
act upon itself or another inductor in close
proximity to it, is called inductance. The unit
of inductance is the henry and in
most
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ing through a coil, for example, is rising
from zero to maximum value, such as when
the circuit is closed from a battery, (or the
first half of an alternation of an alternating
current) the magnetic field around the wire
is expanding and while this is taking place
there is induced in the conductor a countercurrent (and counter e.m.f. or voltage)
which tends to buck or oppose the current
(and voltage) which is producing the field.
As one of the diagrams shows there is
electrical energy stored up in an inducti'. e
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Fig. 6 above shows measurement of resistance.
Fig. 7 shows how pressure or voltage
decreases with increase in resistance to flow of water
or electric current. Fig. 7 shows
how pressure or voltage decreases with increase
in
resistance
to flow of water or electric current. Fig. 8 shows action of expanding and
contracting
magnetic fields. Fig. 9
shows mechanical "spring" analogy for inductance;
Fig. 10-lly wheel analogy of
inductance. Fig. 11-Analogies for condenser.
formulas it is usually designated by the circuit, just
as if you had compressed a
symbol "L." A henry is the inductance of a
spring. The opening of the circuit, and
circuit in which the induced E.M.F. is one spark at the
switch, corresponds to releasvolt, when the (varying) current travels at ing the
compressed
spring and heaving off
the rate of one ampere in one second. Usu- the weight.
ally in radio circuits, inductance values are
Another
is the flywheel. The inindicated as one thousandth of a henry or ertia of theanalogy
wheel
opposes any force to
one millihenry; a millionth of a henry is
set it in motion; once in motion, the enknown as a micro-henry. The physical dimen- ergy tied up in the
wheels tends to keep it
sions and form of a circuit, determine the
going, if any effort is made to stop it.
amount of inductance and it is for this reaLet us consider for a moment now the
son that our radio circuits consists of coils next phase of the action
rather than straight wire, because a greater the circuit is opened or taking place when
amount of inductance can be obtained by of the alternation of an when the second half
applied A.C. is takcoiling the wire, also allowing considerably
ing place. Now the magnetic field around
less D.C. resistance because less wire is
the wire or turns of wire comprising the
used. A straight wire, of course, would have
coil is contracting and while this occurs.
GREATER IN!
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the lines of magnetic force are cutting the
wire in the opposite direction and a current
of opposite sign is induced in the wire, this
current being in the same direction as the
applied (exciting) current which is flowing
around the wire and creating the magnetic
field.
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as
coil 2, and this effect is what is known

mutual induction.
The usual radio tuned circuit consists of
a coil and a condenser, namely: inductance
and capacity. Coils or inductances have what
is known as inductive reactance. When the
capacity reactance minus the inductive reactance equals zero, at some certain frequency, the circuit is said to he in resonance.
When the condition known as Resonance
has been established in any given circuit,

In other words, the self-induced e.m.f. is
in the opposite direction, while the field is
expanding about the wire, and tends to oppose it while the opposite is the case when
type circuit,
the field is contracting and the current is whether a series or parallel
and capacinductive
the
then in the same direction or aids the in- then we know that
they balthat
and
equal,
ducing current and acts to prevent its decay. itive reactance are
has
condition
this
When
It will be apparent, of course, that while ance each other.
the
upon
effect
reactive
the current is varying in strength or let us been achieved their
or
conditions,
these
say increasing, the field about the coil is ex- circuit is zero. Under been made resonant,
has
panding, and the lines of magnetic force when the circuitadjustment of the capacity
expanding out from the coil composed of a (by the proper
of the circuit) any curnumber of turns, will induce a current by and the inductance circuit due to an applied
the
in
induction in a second coil, placed near or rent flowing
e.m.f. will be that due simply to the ohmic
adjacent to the first or exciting coil.
or direct current resistance in the circuit.
If we term the exciting coil No. 1, and Expressed another way, the current passing
the adjacent unconnected coil as No. 2, coil
through such a resonant circuit will be giv2 is said to have a current induced in it by
en by the expression: I= E- R.
electromagnetic induction. As the magnetic
The difference between the capacitive and
field in coil No. 1 subsides, the magnetic
inductive reactance of a circuit at some
2
also
lines of force surrounding coil No.
frequency is called the impedance. Howof
subsides. At the same time these lines
ever, at resonance, this is always zero, and
1
and
force cut across the turns in coil No.
the losses in the circuit arc due only to the
a
(also
induce therein an e.m.f. or voltage
usual D.C. resistance of the circuit, through
current) and thus we have a third e.m.f. set which the currents are flowing.
up by induction.
In Fig. 4 we see a hydraulic analogy of
the
To begin with, we have the original ex- current flowing into a condenser. Whenpartielastic
the
forward,
moved
is
citing e.m.f. in coil 1; secondly we find an piston
will
induced e.m.f. in coil 2; and thirdly, there tion will bend or become curved but from
transferred
be
to
liquid
the
not allow
is a reinduced e.m.f. in coil 1, due to the reaction of the magnetic field surrounding one side to the other.
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In the chapter (over-Mg alternating wren!
we find the current star ring at a zero
leall:t,
building up to a maximum, de reasint'
attain to rrro, then building up in the uppea
site direction, and finally falling to eta,
thus completing one cycle or one useilla
tiun. An oscillating vacuum tube is a goner
utur of alternating current, but has the ad
vantage over the usual generator rmplo ed
in generating our house current, in that it
can he made to generate electricity of a
frequency as high as five hundred million
cycles. Before .cillation takes lal, ee In a
vacuum tube, connecttd as sht. at In the
accompanying drawings, y e trust It'1ve re
generation. This regeneration re -pre.< nts
power taken from the output of the tube
and fed back into the input circuit, aul,li
fled through the tube :nd taken out of the
plate circuit again. In 1igure
'se have a
simple circuit using a triode, which is cap
able of regenerating and aiscillatin
11 we
were to impose a Signal vtalt.tl'r on the trr1.1
of this tube at the point marked Xl, this
signal would be carried threaurh the tube
and amplified; then by Lllaciny coil 1.1 in
inductive relation to coil 12, this sil;a,l
would be fed back from Coil 1.1 to L2 and
reamplified. This process continues over
and over again. That is why our regener
ative circuits are so very sensitive
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found in the circuit L2 applied a positive
voltage to the grid, the plate current would
rise above its normal value. This rise is current would strengthen the field around LI
and continue to increase the EMF induced
in L2, and so the plate current would continue rising, remember that the energy used
to cause the plate current to rise was taken
from the plate circuit. This is the feed-back
action. Due, as we said before, to the action
of the grid -leak, this increase cannot continue indefinitely. When the plate current
ceases to increase, the induced voltage in the
grid circuit falls to zero. The plate current
will then tend to decrease toward its normal resting value, and as it decreases, the
magnetic field around LI will begin to collapse or recede and thus move inward towards íts center. The magnetic lines of
force of this decreasing field now thread
through the grid coil in a direction opposite
to the movement when they were expanding; that ís, when the plate current was rising. This induces an EMF in the grid circuit, but of the opposite polarity. Now, we
assumed that the first impulse was posili
to the grid; this one will then be negative,
causing the plate current to continue to fall
below its normal resting value; as the field
will
is entirely collapsed, the plate current
value.
resting
normal
its
to
tend to go up
This will cause a field to again cut the coil
as
12, causing a positive voltage, the same
the
the original impulse to be applied to
and
reciprocated,
be
will
action
grid. This
will continue indefinitely, and is termed
sustained oscillation, just as we show in Figure 2.
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The Hartley Oscillator

0)

So far, we have considered an oscillating
circuit of the tickler feed -back variety commonly used as detectors in short wave receivers. There are many varieties of this
circuit. In Figures 3 and 4, we have the
llurtley circuits. The one in Figure 3 has its
plate voltage fed through the section of the
oil marked 1,1, while the plate voltage of

Fig. I- The it.nnl regenerative ot<cillisting circuit famed for receiving. Fig. 2
--The build-up of oscillations start
feebly and are gradually ineren.ed in
to "regeneration" or
ti nplitude dire

"feed -hock." Fig... 34 --`erica
shunt -led I ratuonitting círruit«.
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Figure 4 is fed directly to the plate of the
tube through an R.F. choke. Figure 3 is
known, as series feed, while Figure 4 is
termed parallel or shlult feed. lit both cases,
we really have a tickler and grid coil as in
dicated by the letters Ll and L2. In presentday receiver circuits, and in some transmitting circuits, the cathode of the tube is connected to the coil in order to obtain feed
back, and the plate is apparently not used.
This may be quite mystifying to the average
person, not technically inclined, but when
comparing Figure 5, which has its cathode
connected to tite coil, with the diagram in
Figure 4, we find there is really no differ
ence in the circuit. All we have done is disconnect the "B" negative front the cathode
and connected it to the bottom of L.1, causing the "B" current to flow through the
coil. By comparing and studying these two
circuits, the cathode tap arrangement should
not be the least bit confusing.

In all the diagrams and circuits so far.
we have considered magnetic feed -back that
is, energy fed front plate to grid by magnetically or inductively coupling the two
coils together. in Figure 6, we show an oscillating circuit which does not have mag-

W

a

W

5

..HARACTERISTIC CURVE
OF OSCILLATOR WITH
PLATE MAINTAINED
AT 90 VOLTS

\

POINT OF
OPERATION

SHOWING RISE AND

FALL IN PLATE

CURRENT. THESE
VARIATIONS ARE CALLED
A.C. COMPONEENT"

'NORMAL
PLATE
CURRENT

GRID VOLTAGE
SHOWS THE ALTERNATING
E.M.F. APPLIED TO THE
OSCILLATOR. GRID PROVIDED BY THE "FEED-

BACK" OF ENERGY FROM
PLATE TO GRID

Fig. 5-Sltows the cathode tap method
of feed -back. Fig. 6-The tuned -plate
tuned -grid oscillating circuit used for
transmitting. Fig. 7-This circuit is
the same as No. 6, except that two
tubes
are used in push-pull.
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netic or inductive coupling. The feed -back
in this case is due to the plate -to -grid -capacity within the tube. In triodes, this capacity may be anywhere from 3 to 10 mmf.
in this circuit, the grid and plate circuits
must closely approach resonance with the
same frequency, because the feed -back :s
not as strong or as great as in the other
circuits. This is the tuned -plate tuned -grid
circuit. Screen -grid tubes will not oscillate
in a circuit of this type, because the plate to -grid capacity, as pointed out in a previous chapter, is too low to effect sufficient
feed -back to cause oscillation.
That is why, in the I.F. amplifiers of our
cuperhets, the plate and grid circuits are
tuned to the same frequency, allowing extremely high gain with no feed -back. However, if there were coupling directly between L and L2 of this circuit, even
though it used a screen -grid tube, oscillations would occur. In Figure 7, we have the
same type of circuit-tuned-plate, tuned grid, except that two tubes are used in pushpull, that is, each tube operates on alternate
half -cycles. These circuits shown in Figures
3, 4, 6 and 7, can be and are used for transmitting.
How can we take R.F. power from such
an oscillator and feed it into an antenna'
The answer is quite simple, if you will hear
in mind what we have said about the inductive relation between coils in a transformer. In figures 4, 6 and 74 we
have additional coils coupled to Ll. The
high frequency alternating current in the
tuned circuit, consisting of LI and C, will
1

induce similar currents in the coil coupled
to it. This coil is then connected to the antenna, and the power from our oscillator,
or a goodly part of it, is radiated.
What Determines Frequency of the

Oscillator
The frequency of the oscillator is largely
determined by the tuned circuit L1 and C,
that is, in all diagrams except the first. In
this circuit the frequency is controlled by
L2 and C.
It takes

certain length of time for an
oscillation or one complete cycle (reversal
of current) to take place in any circuit,
which consists of inductance and capacity,
clue to the electrical inertia of the circuit
itself. This inertia or lag is readily apparent when we consider what has been studied
previously regarding inductances. When a
current is passed through a coil, it sets up a
field within the wire which, starting at the
center of the wire itself, expands :outward
in ever increasing diameters. These lines of
force not only cut the wire going outward,
but cut adjacent wires. This cutting induces
a current in the conductor or inductance in
the opposite direction to the original current, tending to oppose the increase in current flow, thus prolonging the length of
time, between the application of current and
the time when the current is flowing at
maximum amplitude. Now, if we decrease
the current flow, the lines of force contract
to flow in an opposite direction to the field,
but in the same direction as the original receding current; thus tending to prolong the
current flow and preventing its decay.
a
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In Figure 1-A, the tube is operated under
conditions so that the output is an exact
replica of the input signal. It can, therefore,
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Diagrams of pentode A.F. ampl fier«, single and push-pull, together with neutralizing
single and push-pull R.F. amplifiers.
come positive on one-half of the incoming "A" amplifier, the plate current is continusignal, running the plate current way up. ally flowing, and in the Class "B" amplifier,
On the negative half of the cycle in the is only flows through 180 degrees of the inR.F. amplifier, we find that the plate cur- put cycle, while on Class "C" amplifier,
rent is zero and remains zero through the which is next to be discussed, on less than
entire 180 degrees of the negative grid 180 degrees of the input cycle.
swing, and then it begins to rise as the
Class "C" Amplifiers
grid goes positive. It can thus be seen that
Class "C" amplifiers are usually used only
plate current flows over the 360 degrees
for
radio frequency amplification because of
of the grid swing in Class "A" amplifier,
the
tremendous amount of distortion which
in
a
and only 180 degrees of the grid swing
is
in the output wave. In Class "C"
present
sysClass "B" amplifier. Now, in an audio
amplifiers,
the bias is increased to about
an
extem, it is essential that we reproduce
two
times
the
value necessary to bring the
is
that
act replica of the incoming signal;
plate
to
zero. This means that a
current
for
intended
why in Class "B" amplifiers
greater
amount
of
excitation is required in
in
push-pull
use
audio frequency use, we
order
to
make
the
plate current flow. This
inhalves
the
of
both
order to reproduce
requires
of
course,
that the grid be driven
coming signal.
considerably positive. Vacuum tubes operated in the Class "C" category are capable
Class "R" Amplifiers
of tremendous power output as compared
In R.F. amplifiers wherein the variations
to a Class "A" or "B" amplifier, and arc
in amplitude of a constant frequency carrier constitutes our audio frequency signal, usually quite a bit more efficient, insofar as
plate -power conversion is concerned. Effiwe do not need push-pull, because if we
refer to Figure 1-D, we will see that com- ciencies as high as 85 per cent are quite
plete A.F. variation is present on the one- easily obtained. Of course, the ratio of
half, although two tubes arc often used in power amplification is reduced considerably
the Class "B" R.F. amplifier. This is only in a Class "C" amplifier, because of the fact
clone to increase the power output. We can that plate current only flows on a small
very easily see why only one-half of the portion of the input cycle and because a
modulated R.F signal is needed; because Class "C" amplifier requires a good deal
more excitation.
of the action of our detector, really only
A class "C" amplifier in a radio frequency
one-half of it is used anyway. In Class "B"
transmitter is modulated directly, i.e.,
phone
amplifiers of all descriptions, the grid -bias
modulator is used to vary the
a
powerful
is
zero
is adjusted so that the plate current
plate
the tube at audio frequencies,
the
input
to
in
or nearly zero with no signal present
amplifier used in a phone
while
a
"R"
Class
popular
"AB"
Class
grid circuit. In the now
transmitter
is
not
modulated directly, but
amplifiers.
frequency
or "A" prime, audio
a
low
-power,
class
"C" amplifier which is
more
than
throughout
plate current flows
frequencies, is used to
modulated
at
voice
less
than
cycle
but
180 degrees of the input
"13"
the
linear R.F. amplifier.
drive
Class
may
current
the
plate
360. This means that
the
"13"
While
Class
amplifier is not as
for
just
small
a
fall to zero and remain zero
the
as
efficient
Class
"C"
amplifier, it into
1-E,
In
Figures
portion of the input cycle.
duos
a
considerable
in the cost of
saving
how
in
the
Class
show
I: and (;, we clearly
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input cycle In Figures 2 C and 2 I),
have pentt.d.r+ used as audio Jee/uency amplifiers. Bias for these is obtained by inserting
the resistor in series with the cathode, or if
it is a tilanneut type tub., a center -tap tesistor is needed, as shown in Figures 2 A
n an R.F. amplifier, usually the
and 3-A.
center -tapped resistor is by./u..ed with two
condensers, as in Figure 3-B. Resistors "R"
in Figure 2-C, 2-1), and 3-A, are the m,11
biasing resistors.
Neutralizing
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ping resistor, thus lowering the plate voltage to a sufficient value for the screen.
Frequency Multipliers
Radio frequency amplifiers can be used for
frequency multiplication. For instance, we
can feed a 3500 kc. signal into the grid of
any one of the "single -ended," Class "B" or
"C" R. F. amplifiers shown in the various
diagrams; then by tuning the plate circuit
to 7,000 kc. and taking power out of this circuit, we have doubled the frequency of the
original exciting signal. Class "B" amplifiers
are not well suited for frequency doubling,
because there is less second harmonic present in the output círcuít. A Class "C" amplifier is a very fine frequency multiplier where
the even order of harmonics are to be obtained. A push-pull amplifier does not make
a good second harmonic amplifier or frequency doubler because the push-pull output circuit tends to cancel out the even
order of harmonics. The push-pull multi-

23

plier can be used as a frequency multiplier
where the odd order of harmonics are desired. For instance, the 3rd, 5th, etc.
Push-pull amplifiers are generally used
where frequency tripling is required. Through
the use of the new pentode tubes, such as
the 2A5, 42, 802, and 23, an oscillator and
frequency multiplier can be combined within a single tube. In Figure 6, we have a pentode oscillator and multiplier. The crystal
is connected between the cathode and the
grid. A tuned circuit ís inserted between the
cathode and the "B" negative and is tuned
to a frequency about midway between the
crystal frequency and its second harmonic.
This will cause the crystal to oscillate; then
the plate circuit can be tuned to twice or
even three times the crystal frequency, with
a fair amount of power output. It can also
be tuned to four times the crystal frequency,
but the power output and plate efficiency
are very much lower.
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M.

O. P. A.

MASTER OSCILLATOR

POWER AMELII7L,R
THIS chapter

of our Amateur Radio
Course will cover the M.O.P.A. (master
oscillator-power amplifier) transmitter using crystal -control, frequency -multiplication buffers, etc.
Amateur Radio has advanced to the point
where multi -tube transmitters are almost a
necessity, although single -tube crystal -controlled transmitters are usually very efficient insofar as 'stability and power output
are concerned. On the other hand, for greatest flexibility and efficiency, an M.O.P.A.,
comprising at least three stages, is necessary if real efficiency is desired along with
three or four band operation.
Today, the Ham does not need to spend
a fortune in constructing a modern multistage transmitter with a fairly respectable
power output, because in nearly all cases,
receiving tubes may be used.
R.FC.

2.5
MN.

AMP

OÁ5.

In Figure 1, we have a crystal -controlled
transmitter built entirely around 2A5 tubes.
Although few hams realize it, this tube is
ideally suited to low -power transmitters or
in the omcillator, buffer and frequency multiplier stages. In this transmitter ,we use a

2A5 connected as a pentode crystal oscillator. another 2A5 as a neutralized amplifier or frequency doubler, and in the third
stage, 2-2Á5's in push-pull, as amplifiers.
When using the 2A5 as an amplifier or doubler, the control grid and screen grid should
be tied together.

Pentode Oscillator

In the pentode-oscillator circuit of Figure
I, we have condenser coupling to the first
amplifier. Experience has proven that the
excitation tap on the plate coil should be
connected between one-half and three quarters the length of the entire coil, front the
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Complete diagram of 3 -stage crystal -controlled M.O.P.A. (Master Oscillator Power
Amplifier) transmitter with details of the tuning light and plug-in coil suggestion
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transmitter using pentode oscillator -doubler and pentode -buffer
doubler.
amplifier are tuned to the same frequency,
B plus side. If this tap were connected diand, therefore, neutralization is necessary
considcoil,
the
of
end
rectly to the plate
For a more thorough discussion of neutralcircuit
oscillator
in
the
erable instability
ized amplifiers, we refer you to the fifth
oscilthe
cases,
many
in
and
would result,
chapter.
the
when
oscillating
start
lator may fail to
All values of resistors and condensers arc
transmitter is turned on.
given.
However, coil data is omitted because
2A5
connected
the
of
grids
two
With the
this
will
depend upon the particular batid
high
-mu
a
represents
tube
this
together,
in
which
the transmitter is to be operated.
separate
and
no
46,
the
to
similar
triode
A
transmitter
resistor,
of this type should have an
small
a
although
necessary,
is
bias
grid
output
from
of
30 to 40 watts on 80 and 40
the
with
series
,in
ohms
500
around
eturn, increases the second harmonic out- meters, and slightly less on 20.
Tuning Procedure
put when doubling. Many who have used
The tuning procedure for this transmitter
the 46 will recall that the plate current
tends to creep up if the circuit is detuned or is as follows: With all the B -plus voltages
disconnected, the filaments or heaters alif too much excitation is applied. This
trouble is entirely eliminated in the 2A5 no lowed to heat up for at least two or three
doubt due to the suppressor which is con- minutes. Then the plate and screen voltages
nected directly to the cathode inside the should be applied to the oscillator with the
tube. We might also mention here that excitation tap of the first amplifier removed
those having trouble with the 46 will do from the oscillator plate coil. Then with a
well to change to the 47, because this tribe flash -light bulb connected to a single turn
exhibits the same characteristics as the 2A5, of wire, coupled rather closely to the plate
and requires no change in circuits formerly coil in the oscillator, swing the plate conusing the 46, other than a reduction in the denser back and forth until a point is
value of the grid bias resistor; 500 ohms reached where the light glows the brightest. Back the pick-up coil away from the
seems to be the optimum value.
plate coil, and retune for a peak in brilAdvantages of Link Coupling
liancy of the lamp. The excitation tap
of
stage
push-pull
or
amplifier
final
The
to
should
now be connected to the oscillator
-coupled
is
link
1,
(Fig.
transmitter
this
the first amplifier. Experiments have long somewhere around two-thirds the distance
ago proven ,where a "single -ended" driver from the B -plus end of the coil. The plate
milliammeter could have been used for
is used in conjunction with a push-pull
stage, that inductive coupling is far more tuning the oscillator. However, the maxiefficient than any other method of coupling. mum output does not come about with
Each coil of this link circuit should consist either a maximum or minimum reading on
this plate meter but somewhere between
of two turns, coupled fairly close to
the
two. Now when the excitation tap is
the center of both the first amplifier plate
to the oscillator plate coil, the
connected
coil and the push-pull amplifier grid coil.
plate
will increase, as shown on the
current
Both grid and plate circuits of the push-pull
3 -stage M.O.P.A.

2t1
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meter, With the neutralized condenser "nc"
set at zero capacity, and the flashlight bulb
coupled to the first amplifier (V2) plate coil,
swing the plate condense' of this stage back
and forth until the bulb lights. Now, if we
are operating this amplifier at the satue
frequency as the oscillator, it must be twit
tralized. Increasing the capacity of tite ueu
tralized condenser gradually, and swinging
the plate condenser back and forth through
resonance, will el entually result in a setting of the neutralizing condenser where
the flashlight bulb will not glow. A WOO

8+

FIG 3 8

ha
FIG

30

Various methods of coupling antennas
to a push-pull amplifier.

accurate method of neutralizing can be used
by plugging a zero to 50 ma. meter in the
grid circuit of the amplifier. You will notice
that rectified grid current will be present
even though no plate voltage is applied to
the tube. As the plate condenser is swung
back and forth, you will also notice, if the
amplifier is not perfectly neutralized, a
slight "bump" in the grid current when the
amplifier condenser swings through the
resonant point. A further adjustment of the
neutralizing condenser will eliminate this.
After this stage is thoroughly neutralized,
the plate voltage can be applied.
Tuning of the Push -Pull Amplifier
Our next job is to "tune up" the pushpull amplifier. Couple the flashlight bulb to

1

the g'id tu1 Lf the anp11.1w' and tuur ling' id condense' fu maximum brilliancy. 'File
neutralizing t undensrts of this stagy should
be at minimum capacity; then couple the
flash -light bulb to the plate roil of the push
pull auplific I, and adjust the plate condeu
ser fin maximum brilliancy of the bulb
This stage is then neutralized the sane as
the first auplifiet, extent that both neutral
izing condensers are adjusted simultaneous
ly, and a point will he reached in the setting of these condensers where the flashlight bulb will not glow, and the grid cut rent meter when plugged into this circuit
will not change.
A word of warning about push-pull amplifiers-unless a push-pull amplifier is perfectly symmetrical, ie., the two grid leads of
identical length, and the tap on the grid coil
in the exact electrical center,; the plate leads
identical, and the B -plus tap on the plate
coil in the exact electrical center, it cannot
be neutralized. Also, identical makes of
tubes should be used. In a perfectly sytnmetrical amplifier, the neutralizing condensers will he set at exactly the same capacity. The leads to these condensers should
also be symmetrical; they should be mounted so that the grid leads to them are identical, and the plate leads both of the sante
dimensions. Many experimenters have given
up push-pull amplification because they
could not neutralize the amplifier, and this,
undoubtedly, was due to luck of symmetry.
If plug-in coils are used in the push-pull
amplifier, do not use the usual plug-in receiver type coil with the pins in the base.
The coils should be of the flat mounting
type, such as shown in the drawing IA. The
other type of plug-in coil form will make
the leads uneven in length.
The push-pull amplifier in this transmitter is keyed in the cathode circuit, and the
biasing resistor should be 200 ohms or larger. In the plate and grid circuits of the
push-pull amplifier and the plate circuit of
the first amplifier, single section condensers
are used. This makes both ends of the condenser "hot" and an insulating shaft should
be used for coupling to the knob or dial.
For those who have split -stator condensers,
or can afford their usage, they are highly
recommended. This transmitter when used
with an 80 -meter crystal, can be used on
tite 80 and 40 meter bands. For 80 meters,
all three stages are tuned to the crystal
frequency; on 40 meters, the first amplifier
(V2) is a doubler, and the second amplifier
tuned to 40 meters. With a 40 meter crys-
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tal, all three stages can be tuned to 40, or
we can operate on 20 by tuning the first
amplifier (V2) and final (V3) to that band.
All the power amplifier circuits are tuned

the same whether they are frequency multiplier stages or not. After they have been
neutralized, that is, if they require it, the
plate voltage should be applied and the plate
tuning condenser immediately adjusted for
minimum reading on the plate milliammeter
-this always indicates resonance.
Three -Stage Transmitter Using 2 S. G. Tubes
1n Fig. 2, we have another 3 -stage tran,mitter using two screen -grid tubes and two
801's in the final amplifier. Tuning the first
amplifier and the final amplifier will be identical to the transmitter shown in Figure 1,
except that the first amplifier (V2) need not
be neutralized because a screen -grid tube is
used. The oscillator here is quite different.
Because we are using a screen -grid tube
which will serve not only as an oscillator,
but as a frequency-multiplier. With this
transmitter and an 80 -meter crystal, we can
work on either 80, 40 or 20 meters without
changing crystals. This is the well-known
Triter oscillator circuit, where a cathode coil
is used to bring about oscillation of the
crystal independent of the plate tuning circuit. This plate circuit can be tuned to either
80 or 40 meters. When operating on 80 meters all circuits will be tuned to that band.
On 40 meters, the plate circuit of the oscillator, as well as other two stages, will be
tuned to 40 meters. For 20 -meter operation,
we have the plate circuit of the oscillator
tuned to 40, the first amplifier, V2, tuned to
20, and the final amplifier, V3, tuned to 20
meters. En this transmitter, external bias is
needed for the amplifier stages This can be
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supplied by conventional B batteries or off
an especially designed low -voltage power
supply.
Method of Coupling Antenna
In Figure 3, we have shown the various
methods of coupling an antenna to a pushpull amplifier. In Figure 3A, we have the
impedance -matching network used with two wire feed systems. In adjusting this type,
the amplifier plate circuit is adjusted for
minimum plate current without the net
work attached to the amplifier coil; then
the two feed wires are attached to the plate
tank coil and Condenser Cl immediately adjusted for a minimum plate current in the
amplifier. If a dip in the plate current cannot be obtained, C2 should be changed from
minimum to maximum, or vice versa. If a
minimum setting of C2 will not allow a dip
in plate current when Cl is adjusted, then
the maximum setting will. CI and C2 should
then be adjusted until the plate current of
the amplifier rises to normal value for full load conditions, always setting Cl to a point
giving minimum plate -current. The plate tuning condenser should never be touched after
it first has been adjusted without the feeders connected. In Figure 3B, we have the
usual inductive coupling where either series
or parallel tuning of the feeder system is
employed. Link -coupling can also be used
between the final amplifier and the antenna
circuit, as shown in Figure 3C. In Figure
3D, we have link -coupling to a single wire
antenna with a tuned circuit connected to
one end of the antenna. In this case, the
total antenna length from the tuned circuit
to its farthest end should be slightly less
than one-half wavelength.
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CHAPTER 7

. . .

ANTENNAS and FEEDERS
for A CIA TEUR STATIONS
ONE of the most important parts of any
short-wave station, transmitting or receiving, is the antenna. We will endeavor to
point out in simple English the nature of
each ty pe of antenna and its various uses.
The "Ilalf-Wave" %ntenna
It is an established fact that a wire will
resonate at a wave -length twice as great as
the actual length of the antenna in meters.
This is called in ra'dio circles a hall -wave antenna. On the other hand, certain antennas,
which are apparently one -quarter wavelength long, may he used when operating
against ground (Earth.) This is shown in
Figure A. The current and voltage distribution along an antenna of this type, which
1

is commonly called the Marconi (intenna, is
shown by the curves I and E. We notice
that the point of maximum voltage is at the
ungrounded end, while the point of maximum current is at the grounded end. In
Figure 13 and C, we show how this type of
antenna may be tuned and coupled to a
transmitter or receiver. In Figure D, we
show a method of operating a Marconi an-

tenna with an twinned transmission line.
This transmission line is connected to the
antenna a short distance from the grounded
end. Usually, this distance should be equal
to 28% of the length of the antenna which
as stated before, is one -quarter of a wavelength. In Figure 2A, we have the wellknown one -hall carve antenna. The length of
this antenna in feet for any given frequency
is expressed by the following formula:

L=

4-92,000

X

F

K=feet

Where Lis the length of the antenna in
feet, and F is the frequency in KC., and
K is the correction factor. Below 3,000 kc.,
K=.96. From 3,000 to 28000 kc., K=.95,
and above 28,000, K=.94.

l

Points of Maxiun to Voltage and
Current
In Figure 2A, we find that the point of
maximum current is in the center of the antenna, and the point of maximum voltage is
at the ends of the antenna. This hall-nave
antenna is undoubtedly the most popular of
all types.
In Figure AA, we find the entire current
distribution group for an antenna a half wavelength long, one wavelength long, 1;2
wavelengths long, and two wavelengths
long. This corresponds to a single antenna
operated on any one of three amateur bands.
If it were cut to operate as a half-wave antenna on 80 meters, for instance, it would
be a full wave antenna on 40 meters, and
the current distribution would be shown by
curve 13. It would then be said that the antenna was operating on the second harmonic, as a full -wave antenna. If the same
antenna were operated on the 20 -meter
band, the curve D, indicates that it is operated on its fourth harmonic, and the antenna would be two wavelengths long. Now,
curve C shows the current distribution
when the antenna is operated on its third
harmonic, or when there are three half
waves standing on the antenna. For instance, if we wish to construct an antenna
operated on its third harmonic in the 40 meter band, the antenna would have a
length of three half waves or 60 meters.
Third harmonic antennas are not very popular because the average Ham desires an
antenna as short as possible. Antennas are
usually fed or excited at either point of high
current, or a point of maximum voltage
when tuned feed lines are used. For instance, in the Zeppelin type antenna where
the feeders are connected to the end of the
antenna for a point of high voltage, the antenna is said to be voltage -fed. In the
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doublet type, where the feeders are connected to the center of the antenna, i.e., a
half -wave antenna, it is said to be current fed. Antennas fed at the center are only
current -fed when they are a half wavelength long. This is clearly shown by the
curves A and C in Figure AA. If an antenna had a current distribution as shown
by Fig. B or D and was fed in the center,
it would be said to be voltage -fed. Another
method of exciting an antenna, which will
he described later, is by an untuned transmission line matched in impedance to the
antenna at any point which may provide
the necessary impedance match. In Fig. 2
-B, C and D, we have this sort of an antenna.
In Figure 2B, we have what is known as
the single wire matched-impedance feed system which consists of a single wire attached
to the flat -top slightly of center. The distance (A) between the center of the antenna and the point where the feeder is attached, is equal to 14% of the total length
of the antenna flat top. With this type of
antenna, the feeder should be run at right angles to the flat -top for a distance of at
least 30% of the length of the antenna. In
Figure 2C, we have the two -wire feed
matched impedance antenna, using a 600
ohm transmission line. The dimensions are:

of the feeder systems, in this case, is quite
important because they form part of the
antenna, although they do not radiate because the fields about the two wires cancel,
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and C=75 X D. K= .25 for frequencies
below 3,000 kc., .24 from 3,000 to 28,000 kc.
and .23 for all frequencies above 28,000 kc.,
and D is the diameter of the wire. In other
words, the spacing between the two feeders should he equal to 75 times the diameter
of the wire. This antenna should also have
its feeder system running at right angle to
the flat top for a considerable distance. Tests
have proven that when a halfwave antenna
is split in the center (Fig. 2D) it represents
an impedance of 70 ohms at this point. Recently, various cables have been introduced
on, the market having a characteristic impedance of 70 ohms. This type of cable can
be connected directly to the center of a
half -wave antenna.
In Figure 2f4"., we have the very popular
hlll/UHIe Zepp antenna which is voltage fed
I,v a pair of "folded -up" feeders. The length
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being 180 degrees out of phase.
In Figure
2F, we have the half -wave
antenna current
Jed (meaning the antenna is
fed at a luint

2 WIRE MATCHED IMPEDANCE

(A)

I
SINGLE WIRE

MATCHED
IMPEDANCE

of maximum cut tent) in the center
with :t
coil loin two tuning.; condensers used fat
tuning the antenna to enact resonance with
the ttattstuitter ftequrncy. "1'ht disadva
:tntage of this type auleuna, of course, t`
that the radiating portion of the antenna i
usually brought directly into the tranrniit
ter ruotu.

In Figure 2G, ue have the half wave an
tenna with a tuned feeder system connected
to its center. 'l'his is also a curteutJed an
tetina system when the total flat top length
is equal to one-half wavelength. The
feed
ers of this system will have approximately
the same dimensions as those for tite Zep
peliu antenna, i. e., they can be 1/4, 3/1,
5/4, etc., any odd number of quarter waves
in length. All of these half -wave Ilertzian
antennas are quite directional in directions
at right angles with the plane of the
antenna; in other words, should an antenna
point north and south, it would be direr
tional east and west.
Aerial Constructional Details
The most important elements of any antenna systems are its height and insulation.
The IIertzian antennas, regardless of the
type or how it is energized, should be as
high as possible. The average height above
ground for best results should be at least
1/4 wavelength. Insulation, wherever
used,
should be glass or preferably glazed, porcelain or isolantite, and the insulation at the
ends of the antenna should be from 8 to 12
inches. In draping the feeders about the
"shack," all sharp beads should be avoided
Wherever a bend is necessary, it should be
well rounded out rather than making a
sharp angle. Another important part of an
antenna system is the method of coupling
to the transmitter. In Figure 3A, we have
the usual connections for the two
wirematched impedance antenna. In Figure 3B,
we have the single -wire antenna
connected
to a single -ended power amplifier. Both of
these antennas should be connected
through
condensers ín order to keep D. C. plate
voltages out of the antenna system. In Figure 3C, we have the well-known
impedance
matching network, wherein two variable condensers and tvv o coils are used for tuning
and matching a two -wire feed system to the
transmitter. With a tuning device of this
type, and the correct impedance match
which it provides between the antenna
feeders and the amplifier have proven to be
very efficient, and many times increase the
effective radiated power of the transmitter
a goodly percentage.
-

Methods of tuning and coupling antennas to the final amplifier of your transmitter; also "impedance-matching" networks which provide a great increase
in the efficiency of the antenna system.
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In Figure 3D, we have the same type of
antenna -matching device except that only a
single coil is used. This is for coupling a
single feed system or a single wire of any
convenient length to a single -ended amplifier. The two -wire feeder system can be
coupled to the single -ended amplifier merely
by making both ends of the tank coil hot.
This is done by feeding the B plus or the
low R.F. potential portion to the center of
the coil. This ís clearly illustrated in Figure
3E. Many amateurs have reported excellent
results with a well-known German antenna
wherein a separate tuned circuit is used to
couple the antenna to the transmitter. In
Figure 3F, we show the Fuchs antenna link coupled to the plate coil of the amplifier.
With this type of antenna a very loose coupling is needed, otherwise it would be almost
impossible to get the antenna into resonance with the transmitter frequency. In Figure 3G, we have the usual inductive coupling where the antenna coil is coupled to
the low potential end of the plate coil and
the transmitter. Coupling is varied by
changing the distance between the two
coils. This type of feeder system may also
be link -coupled to the amplifier, as shown
in Figure 3H.
All types of tuned coupling, except impedance -matching networks, should he
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tuned to exact resonance and the coupling
made loose rather than close coupling with
a detuned antenna. This takes in the usual
systems used with the Zepp and the doublet
type antennas, which are toned with a coil
and condenser combination.
The plate circuit of the amplifier should
also be reset to resonance after each antenna adjustment, except where the matching network is used.

1
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CHAPTER 8

.

e

SELECTION OF TUBES FOR
LOW-POWER EXCITER STAGES
THE choice of tubes for the oscillator,

tal controlled oscillator and allowed less
R.F. crystal current; thus lightening the
load on the crystal. In Fig. 4 we have the
same circuit except that the heater-cathode type tube is used; such as the 59,
2A5, etc. 1 here is little advantage in this
circuit over the 47 aside from the fact that
the heater is separate and no filament bypass condensers are necessary.

buffer, or multiplier stages of a trans-

mitter is always quite a problem to the
amateur. Also the circuits to use are nu-

merous, especially with the recent tube developments. In Fig. 1, we have the conventional triode crystal oscillator circuit; with
this tube the crystal is used in the grid circuit and oscillation is brought about when
the plate circuit, is tuned to approximately
the crystal frequency. This circuit was the
first to be used among amateurs when crystals were still a luxury. Either series or parallel plate feed may be used in this circuit.
Fig.
shows the series method, while Fig.
2 is the same set-up but with parallel feed.
Number 2 allows the rotor plate tuning
condenser to be independent of the high
oltage, and it can be mounted on a metal
panel or chassis with no insulation.
The next popular crystal circuit was that
using the 47 pentode; this was a considerable improvement over the former circuits.
In Fig. 3, we find the conventional 47 pentode, which proved to be an excellent crys-

Tritet Oscillator
Later del elopments in pentode circuits
brought forth the well-known Tritet oscillator as shown; this is a modification of
the Dow oscillator. In this circuit we can
multiply the crystal frequency in the plate
tuned circuit, independent of the crystal
oscillatory circuit. However, the plate circuit can not be tuned to the crystal frequency because of insufficient internal
shielding in the tube. This circuit is shown
in Fig. 5, and a number of different type of
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tubes may be used as is indicated. A more
flexible adaptation of this same circuit is
shown in Fig. 6 where the screen grid pentode tubes are used, the shielding in these -
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The dual pentode exciter unit, which will operate on any one of three
crystal and drive the average medium -power amplifier. hands, with one
Fig. 16: The 53 twin triode is used as an oscillator and multiplier. This will
also excite
the average medium -power "final" amplifier.
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tubes is sufficient to allow plate circuit to
be tuned to the crystal frequency or an
harmonic of it. Here the power pentodes
such as the 802, RK23, 807 or RK39, etc.,
may be used, or the pentode receiving type
tubes where only low -power stages are required. Where a number of multiplications
are necessary, the reveiving type tubes, such
as the 57 and 59, are recommended, because
of their low cost, and very respectable
power "out -put." In the receiving type tubes
though there seems to be little advantage
in applying a positive potential to the suppressor, while in the power-type tubes this
does increase the out -put appreciably.
Neutralization
So much for the oscillator circuits. We
now consider Fig. 7 in which an amplifier
tube is added to the oscillator. Here we
have a triode neutralized amplifier when operating on a crystal frequency. For a frequency multiplication neutralization is not
absolutely necessary, although the neutralizing condenser and the tapped coil
arrangement should be employed, because
a certain amount of regeneration may be
obtained by the proper adjustment of this
condenser N.C. and thus increase the harmonic out -put considerably. Those who
have not tried this method of frequency
doubling will be well rewarded with a considerable increase in "output," through the
use of the neutralizing condenser, which
then becomes merely a feedback control.
The coupling between the two stages in
this instance is capacitive.
Link Coupling
In Fig. 8 we have both the grid and plate
circuits of the amplifier tuned and link
coupled to the preceding stage. This link
coupling may consists of one or two turns
connected with a twisted pair of insulated
wires coupled to both tank circuits. This
is a recommended method where the extra
coil and condenser can be incorporated
conveniently in. the set-up, although where
a great many multiple stages are used, as
pointed out previously, employing receiving type tubes, this method would be entirely too complicated and the advantages
would probably be slight. It is only in the
last buffer or between the last buffer and the
final amplifier stages where this method is
really a distinct advantage.
In Fig. 9 we have the same circuit except
that we use two tubes in push-pull. In this
case one link coil is coupled to the B plus
end of the driver tube, and the other coupled to the center of the grid tuned circuit,
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while in Fig. 8, both coupling coils were
coupled to the low potential end of the
tuned circuits. The push pull circuit, of
cuurie, is not suited for frequency doubling
although it is recommended for tripling.
Iluweve, frettueuy tripling is not common
ly used in the amateur bands.
We can also obtain frequency
ultipli
cation witl a single tube in another
ner as shown in Fig. 10. This is tite twin
triode type, such as the 53 and the 6A6,
where one section is used as a plate -tuned
crystal oscillator and the other triode section
capacitively coupled to it, is used as a
harmonic amplifier. Choosing the proper
method of neutralizing amplifiers is another
problem which very often confronts the
amateur. Either grid neutralization, as shown
in Fig. 11, or plate neutralization (Ilazeltine)
may be used. "There is really no difference
in the two circuits where adequate driving
power is employed. However, in some instances tite plate neutralization method
may be slightly superior. In both of these
circuits, we have used a center -tapped coil,
with the tuning capacity shunted across
tite entire inductance. Another method of
accomplishing this is shown in Fig. 12A,
where the tuning condenser is only shunted
across the plate section of the coil. If the
plate coils are well constructed and tapped
in the exact electrical center, the methods
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are more convenient, because coils may be changed without requiring a resetting of the neutralizing
condenser. Neutralization voltage may be
also obtained as shown in Fig. 13; that is,
directly from the driver -stage tank coil.
If push-pull circuits are to be used for
frequency doubling, then the connections,
as shown in Fig. 14, must be employed. In
this case, the grids are connected in the
usual push-pull manner, while the plates
are connected in parallel. This is a very
efficient frequency doubler although it employs two tubes instead of one, and unless
the increased power obtained in this manner is really necessary, the complication
does not warrant the use of this type of
multiplier. The most versatile and efficient
oscillator and multiplier circuits where low powered exciters with an out -put of around
10 or 15 watts is required, are shown in Fig.
15 and 16. In 15 we have the pentode Triter
"oscilhitor buffer" or multiplier, which in turn
drives another screen -grid tube. This arrangement will provide 10 to 15 watts output used as amplifier and not a multiplier,
and around 5 to 10 watts when doubling
m
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Here we have the oscillator-multiplier
-and also neutralized amplifier and
doubler.
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takes place in the plate circuit of the amplifier.

In Fig. 16 we have used the combination
oscillator and multiplier with the 53 tube,

using a two -point switch for operation
either at the crystal frequencies or the se45
cond harmonic of it, and a 210 or type
tube is used as an amplifier.
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CHAPTER 9

.

.

.

THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF AMPLITUDE MODULATION
THE term modulation alone might scare

the uninitiated, but, really, the radio
transmission of voice and music is not in
the least complicated if a few of the basic
principles are clearly understood. An ordinary continuous wave or CW transmitter
emits a wave of constant power or amplitude when the key is keld down. Theoretically when transmitting code signals, tht.

question were to press his foot down, shutting off half the water flow, he would then
by moving his foot up and down be able to
either increase or decrease the flow of
water. The degree by which he may increase
or decrease the water would be analogous
to the volume of the imposed voice signal,
and the rapidity with which he may repeat
this motion would be analogous to the

Diagram of ©ass "B" modulator and also suppressor
grid modulation.

transmitter is modulated in the form of
dots and dashes. In this case, however, the
wave is cut off abruptly to form the char-

acters. In the case of radio telephony, the
audid frequency modulation varies the
power output of the transmitter in accordance with the intensity of the audio frequency variation imposed upon the microphone.
The analogue shown in the drawing Fig.
1. where we have a person standing on a
hose indicates a hydraulic analogy of modulation. For instance, if the gentleman in

voice frequency. In other
words, modulation does nothing more or less
the output of the transmitter at than vary
voice or
audible frequencies. 1'he degree of
variation is the percentage of
modulation,
and
the number of times it makes a
complete
change is the frequency of tite audio
component. In diagram 2 we have
graphically
illustrated how modulation affects the
transmitted wave. In the beginning at
"A"
we
have the normal carrier amplitude.
Now
if
we increase this 75%, for
example,
on
onehalf of the audio cycle it would
naturally
be followed by a similar
decrease below
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normal, during the opposite half of the
audio cycle.
Therefore, it can be seen by referring to
the diagram, that we have limits to the increase and decrease. This limit is commonly termed 100% modulation. At point "B"
we find the carrier has been doubled in
amplitude, then this is followed by the reverse of this action and the carrier ís reduced to zero at point "C." If we only modulated the carrier slightly or some amount
less than 100%, it does not cut off completely, and neither does ít increase to
double the amplitude. This is shown in
points "D" and "E." We may, however,
modulate the transmitter more than 100%
as shown in points "F" and "G." The peaks
here are well over twice the normal carrier
and while the transmitter output can he
reduced no further than zero, distortion
comes about due to the fact that the output remains zero for the same length of
time that it was greater than twice the amplitude. This causes considerable distortion
and interference and should be avoided in
all cases.
Thoroughly studying the hydraulic analogue, together with the graphic illustration
in Fig. 2, should provide anyone with the
necessary knowledge of how modulation is
accomplished.
Modulation of a transmitter may be accomplisher) electrically in a number of
ways. The plate voltage to the final amplifier of a transmitter may be varied as
shown in Fig. 3 or 4, or by other wellknown methods.
In Fig. 3 the modulator merely changes
the plate power input to the rf. amplifier at
voice frequencies. Ily connecting the output circuits of the modulator and rf. amplifier in parallel and feeding the D.C. voltage to the two tubes through the audio frequency choke CH. the audio voltage is de
Moped across the choke and either adds to
the effe_I live plate voltage applied to the
amplifier or cancels it. If we were to develop 300 volts of audio frequency across
the choke and the voltage applied to the
rf. amplifier without modulation was 300
volts, we would find that on the plus half
of the Al: cycle we would have 600 volts
.applied to the rf. amplifier. This would he
the 300 original volts and the 300 volt' de
' eluprd on the modulator. Now on the negative half of the cycle we have 300 volts
inning which actually nullifies the original
100 volt,, applied to the rf. amplifier, result
ing in zero pl mte volt.l,e. The rf. amplifier
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in this case is
in a previous

operated
C, as described
chapter, where the changes
in power output is directly proportional to changes in
the power input.
Therefore, when plate voltage is redoubled the amplitude of the carrier is
doubled and when the plate voltage is reduced to zero, of course the output is also
zero. In Fig. 4 we have other methods of
accomplishing the same conditions through
the use of push-pull modulator. coupled to
the amplifier through transformers.
Another method of varying the output
of the transmitter is shown in Fig. 5. This
is the recently introduced suppressor modulation, where changes in suppressor voiage have direct control over the output of
the amplifier. These tubes are pentodes
such as the 802, 803, RK20, and many
others. In this case, however, the audio
power requirements are not as severe as
when plate modulation is used. For in
plate modulation if we have 50 watts input
to the R.F. amplifier, that is D.C. plate
voltage times D.C. plate current, we need
at least 25 watts of audio power. In other
words, for plate modulation the audio requirements are just 5U'/o of the power input to the modulated amplifier for 100%
modulation. In figure 5, the audio requirements are, of course, touch less. Usually
5 or 6 watts of audio is more than sufficient
to modulate even the largest of pentodes.
The adjustment of a suppressor modulated
amplifier is quite simple. The suppressor
voltage is adjusted until the output of the
amplifiers is reduced to about 25%. This is
accomplished by running the suppressor
negative. The audio voltage is then coupled
to the suppressor through a suitable transformer, and in this manner will increase and
decrease the suppressor voltage, thus causing an increase and decrease in the power
output of the tube.
In Fig. 6, we have grid modulation. This
is accomplished by adjusting the RF. amplifier so that the variation in output is directly in proportion to the changes in grid
voltage Here, too, only a low -powered modulator is required. The output of a grid
modulator may even be less than that required for suppressor modulation.
In Fig. 7, we have a diagram of a complete modulator with an output of around
25 watts. We have two stages of speech
amplification using type 56 tubes, coupled
to a 46 connected as a triode driver for the
class B 46's. The output transformer should
be of proper design to match the output of
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Complete 25 -watt modulator and speech amplifier diagram together with a speech
amplifier for a "low-level" microphone.
fiers of this sort, sufficient circuit isolation
the modulator to the input circuit of the
or de -coupling must be employed in order
modulated amplifier. Such a modulator will
to eliminate feed -back and audio frequency
modulate any transmitter having a plate inoscillation.
put of 50 watts. For higher power inputs,
T1 in diagram 9 should be coupled to the
naturally greater modulator power is nedriver stage of any modulator. For instance,
cessary.
it would be coupled to the 45's in push-pull
In Fig. 8 we have the type 830B's or
of figure 8.
800's as class "B" modulators with type
Below is a list of modulators which may
45's as drivers. These tubes will modbe used with various types of power amulate up to a 200-watt power input. The
plifiers. These are all, of course, for plate
output of such an amplifier ís around 100
modulation.
watts. The speech amplifier in Figure 7 will
carbon
-button
Modulation
In put t i
serve for the average double
R.F.
microphone or a crystal microphone. For
lower -level microphones, naturally greater
amplification is necessary, and in Fig. 9 see
have shown three stages of resistance coupled triodes.
In dealing with high -gain speech ampli-

%fod Out

put

Amp. Tubes R.F. Amp.
SOW
46's. 10. ,inLle
push-pull or par.
100W
801's in push-pull
150W
800's in push-pull

10's in Class R
800', in Class R

-03A -838-830R
up to 200W
For Inputs exceed200W
ina

100W
800', in Clay. R
u,.. 83H's or
203Á's Clar, R 200 to 260W

211

Tubes

46'e Class R

25W

50-60W
100W
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orating radio tianstuitteis and 'rickets is
take¡ directly front the alteiiatiiig cuiirht
power mains. In Fig. 1, we have the cations
types of rectifier units for opt-ration directly hunt alternating cut lent. PIintiplrs
of alternating current and the action tak
iitg place in rectifier circuits ha\ e uteri
clearly defined in previous lessons of this
course In Fig. 1A, we find a representative
drawing of alternating current with each
half of the cycle numbered starting with
The fluff -Wave Rectifier
In Fig. 1B, \\ e have the well-known half
wave rectifier with its pulsating D.C. out
put also illustrated. We find that the first
impulse is transmitted to the output of
the rectifier system. The second impulse
though, as shown by the dotted line is not
transmitted, and then No. 3 which is in the
same direction as No.
is also traustnitted,
and so on to NO. 5. Here we find a considerable space in between each impulse
which is received at the output tel
of
the rectifier system. This is characteristic
of all half -wave systems, and it will be seen
that this is much harder to filter or .muorh
out, due to the great tinte space occurring
between the direct impulses.
Full -Wave Rectifier
however, we can utilize the tithe! half
of this .1.C. input cycle, by what is known
as the full -wort rectifier system, diagram
Hied in Fig. C. In this case we have no particular time space between the impulses as
shown in the drawing accompanying Fig. C.
This current, of course, is much easier to
filter because of the relative .ntoothne coin pared with the output of the rectifier in
Fig. B. In Fig. C, we utilize a center -tapped
1
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ttr can obtain
full \\air tertilitattoil and hate the Chitin
secondary \oltage upping at the output tel
¡finals of the rectifier.
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The Bridge Rectifier
In pig. If we hate the bridge letliliei
system which requites four iii -wave rectifiers. Het(' the outiut is just as smooth as
that shot% n in I ig. C, and the voltage is
toter as great!
When selecting the Ilmt\ei ttansfuiuci,
there ate many things to consider besides
the voltage tating. t)f rohlse, the
primary
of flit ttansfmturi must be designed III
operate at the \oltage of the putter mains.
I10 -volt mains rrtfuoi a tiausfornier with
a 110 -volt primal t, and if the
power mains
deliver 220 volts, then of course a like primary would be heeded. We also have to consider the ittqut ncy of the A.C. service. 'II,
average of course is 60 cycles. However, in
different parts of the United States, and in
various foreign countries, the frequency
may be anywhere from 25 to 60 cycles. The
average 60 -cycle power transformer will
operate satisfactory on (itl i 50 or 60
cycles. However, where 25 or 30 cycle
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vacuum rectifier in former years was so designed that there was a considerable drop
in voltage through the tube. Then to overcome this mercury was added to the tube
and the ionization thus coming about during operation, lowered the resistance to a
negligible amount, and, therefore, the volttage drop was practically eliminated. The
rated voltage drop of the average mercury
vapor tube is 15 volts.
For power supplies up to 300 volts the
type 80 tube ís recommended. For power
supplies delivering in the neighborhood of
500 volts, the type 5Z3 is suitable. For good
regulation in the 500 -volt category, either

power is available, a transformer designed
especially to operate at that frequency will
he required.
Power Rating of Transformer
The power rating of the secondary of the
average transformer is given in volts and
milliamperes. The voltage rating is determined entirely by the rating of the vacuum
tube for which the transformer is intended
to furnish power. For instance, the average
50 -watt tube operates at around 1,000 volts,
therefore, a transformer delivering from
1,000 to 1,250 volts will be required. Usually, the voltage rating of the transformer
in
is slightly greater than the tube rating,
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various types of filter networks together with a
In fig«. 3, A, B, and C, we have the three
ín
series.
method of connecting condensers
fundamental power supply systems. The receiving type, the low -powered transmitting
type, and finally the dual power -supply, using the "bridge" rectifier system.
n Figs. 2, A, B, C, and D, we have

order to allow for a voltage drop in the
filtering system. If the total load on the
power supply, for instance, is to be 250 ma.
(milliamperes), the current rating of the
transformer will have to he 250 ma., plus
the current drawn by the bleeder resistor.
The bleeder will be covered later on in this

chapter.

Choke of Ilectificr Tube
The choice of the rectifier tubes is quite an
important one. There arc two types of rectifiers generally used among amateurs and
experimenters. These are of the high vacuum
type and the mercury vapor type. The high

the mercury vapor tube may be used or the
new high vacuum "83V". The "83V" provides excellent regulation and has an extremely low voltage drop, due to the very
close spacing of the elements. For the average power supply delivering in the neighborhood of 1,000 volts, with a center -tapped
transformer, the type "866" which k a one
half wave mercury vapor rectifier or the
high vacuum type 836 arc recommended.
In fact, both of these tubes work well in
power supplies delivering as high as 2,000
volts. The. "866" may he used on voltages
well above this figure.
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In Fig. 1, A, I3, C, and I), we have various types of rectifying circuity;, including the buff -wave, full-ivuve with center tapped Irunsfornter, and the full -wale
"Bridge" circuit.
The Filter Circuit
After the alternating current has been
rectified, we have to use some sort of
smoothing or filtering circuit in order to deliver pure D.C. to the transmitting vacuum
tubes. In Fig. 2, we show various filter systems. In 2A, we have the so-called "brute
force" filter, wherein a single choke and
two condensers are used, The current carrying capacity of the choke should be identical to the transformer rating. The inductance of the choke for low -voltage filters

should be around 30 henries, and is not at
all critical. In Fig. 2B, we have the double section filter using two chokes and three
condensers. This provides greater smoothing than the one shown in Fig. A. Both of
these are known as the condenser input
types. Either of these filter systems work

power supplt s that develop 1,000 volts O1
over. lit this case, we have choke input;
meaning that there is no condenser ac robs
the input to tier filter.

Filter Chokes

The regulation of a power supply of this
type, regulation pertaining to the difference
in output voltage during changes from
minimum to naxiununt load, is better than
the condenser input system. The input
chokes CHI should be of the swinging type.
The second choke CH2 can be of the usual
30 -henry type; or, in fact, anything from
15
to 30 henries seems to work well, where
the input power is obtained front a 60-cycle
source. 'When the power supply is to he
operated front a 25 -cycle source, the choke
inductance and capacities of the condensers
should be increased approximately 2.5 times
to obtain the same amount of filtering
at
the output of each one of the filter
systems

shown.
In Figs. 2 A, B, and C, we must
employ a
so-called bleeder resistor or what might be
called a "buffer load " The amount of
power consumed by the bleeder
resistor
bears a definite relation to the
variation of
the power taken from the filter.
However,
values which give satisfactory results
under
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in one. Here we have utiknown conditions are as follows: for 300 power supplies-tap transformer giving apvolts a 15,000-ohm, 25 to 35 -watt resistor; lized a center
proximately 600 volts each side of the cen500 volts 20,000 ohms, 50 watts; for 1,000
tap. This delivers 1,000 volts through
volts, 25,000 ohms, 100 watts; 1,500 volts ter filter
on one side of the B negative, and
35,000 ohms, 150 watts; 2,000 volts, 100,000 the
on the other side of B negative.
ohms, 200 watts. In some cases, the ama- 500 volts
transformer having three septeur may find that he has, for instance, two A filament
arate filament windings is required. The
1,000 -volt condensers and desires to employ
used are three types "83" mercury
them in a filter circuit of 2,000 -volt power tubes rectifiers. CHI in both cases should
vapor
supply.
be swinging chokes and CH2 may be from
of
method
a
In Fig. 2 D, we have shown
henries, the same as in 3B. The
connecting condensers in series and in or- 15 to 30
C, of course, will have to have
der to obtain equal voltage across each one condensershigh enough to safely stand the
rating
of these condensers a voltage divider must a
volts, but condensers Cl will require
be connected across the condensers, as 1,000 one-half this rating. If the power
shown in 2 Fig. D. This is also necessary only
transformer, TI, ís capable of supplying 300
if electrolytic condensers are used in series
ma., this power supply makes an
and the polarity has been indicated. The to 400
combination to run an entire
value of R is not critical, and may be any- excellent
including the low -power stages
where from 150,000 to 500,000 ohms each. transmitter,
the final ampiifier.
This parallel resistor reduces the effective as well as
filtering' capacity of the condenser slightly,
but can be ignored for all general purposes.
3 Power Supply Line -Ups
In Fig. 3, we have three complete power
supplies. Fig. 3A, shows the receiving type
power supply using the type 80 tube. This
circuit is satisfactory for voltages up to
around 400. The two condensers marked
Cl are used solely to reduce tunable hums,
and the capacity is not critical. Something
in the order of .002 to .006 mf. seems to work
satisfactory. The ratings of the chokes depend upon the amount of current taken
from the power supply, and also the current drawn by the bleeder R. The inductance, however, should be 30 henries, and
the capacity of the condensers C should be
8 mf., electrolytics being the most economical.
in Fig. 3B, we have a full -wave power
supply, using separate half -wave rectifiers.
If the type 81 vacuum type tubes are used,
condensers CX may be employed: that is,
condenser input may be used to the fil ter,
to 2 mf. being the proper capacity of
this condenser. For the mercury vapor
type tubes, condenser CX should be ehininated. CHI should be a swinging choke having an inductance of approximately 20 to
100 henries. CH2 may be in the order of
15 to 30 henries. Separate transformers are
used for the high -voltage and filament supplies. in all cases, the filaments of the tubes
should be switched on several minutes before the switch SW2 is closed.
Here we have analogies of the "bridge"
In Fig. 3C we have the Bridge rectifier
rectifier circuit in hydraulic form, and
of
capable
supply
power
in
a
used
also an hydraulic analogy of the "filter
circuit
two
is
really
network."
this
voltages;
two
delivering
1
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8-W RECEIVERS
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.

REGEIVERA 7'I ONr

METHODS
'I'll IS chapter will be devoted entirely to
a

discussion of simple receiver circuits,
in so far as various types of
feed -backs,
regeneration controls, and many other
minor details are concerned. The theory
of the circuits will not be discussed,
because
this was given in previous chapters.
The most important consideration in
simple regenerative detectors is the method
by which regeneration is obtained. This may
be clone in a number of ways. The two most
prominent are the plate feed-back method,
as shown in Fig. 1, and the cathode method,
shown in Fig. 2.
Controlling the regeneration of any receiver may be accomplished by a variation
in voltage of one of the
elements of the
tube or by varying the degree of feed -back
coupling. In Fig. 1, we show both
the
throttle condenser control of regeneration
which ís indicated by condenser "C", or
the variation of plate voltage by the potentiometer "R". For any detector circuit
using a triode there is an optimum range
of plate voltage within which the detector
operates most efficiently and smoothly. It
is strongly advised that both the resistor
"R" and condenser "C" be employed to
obtain best results. Resistor "R" may be a
part of the power supply, and when once
adjusted regeneration may be further controlled with the throttle condenser "C".
The number of tickler turns is also very important. No definite rule can be given for
the number of tickler turns which will work
satisfactorily for all conditions. If the
throttle condenser "C" has a maximum capacity of 140 mmf. the tickler turns should
be adjusted simultaneously with the plate
voltage for maximum sensitivity, with the
plates of your condenser "C" about 3/4
meshed. This will allow smooth control of
regeneration with the remaining 25 per
cent of the capacity of the condenser.

.
.
.

IIANIISPItEAD
. CO UI'L /NG
.

An example of what might happen and
a situation which in many cases has pre-

vented the experimenter from obtaining a
high degree of sensitivity in the receiver
follows: For instance, suppose the tickler
turns were considered greater than the
number necessary to bring about oscillation
with a plate voltage of say 45. This
mean that the voltage on the plate would
have to be reduced considerably belowwould
this
value in order, to stop oscillation, 'thus resulting in operation of the tube at a plate
voltage which does not permit maximum
sensitivity. This holds true with the
grid detector as shown in Fig. 2. screen
In this
case, the screen voltage is the critical potential. The diagram shown employs the
cathode tap, or so-called electron -coupled
arrangement. This tap should be varied exactly the same as suggested for the tickler
turns in diagram 1.
In Fig. 3, we endeavor to show the
proper
connections for plate and cathode feedback where separate coils are used. For
instance; starting at the top of the
form, and providing the two windings coil
ate
both wound in the same direction, we have
the terminal going to the grid or grid -condenser and grid -leak. This is the grid coil,
the lower terminal of which connects to
the "B" negative.
feed -back Connections Important
Now for plate feed-back, the B plus connects to the top of the tickler and the plate
of the tube to the bottom. If we are using
cathode feed-back with this coil, the
top connection of the tickler will go to the cathode, and the bottom connection will go to
the B negative.
We trust that the reader will familiarize
himself with the above statements
regarding coil connections. It is
surprising
the
number of mistakes made in the connection of the coils.
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and 2, we find
Going back to Figs.
'that the grid -leak is shown both across the
condenser and directly from grid to "B"
negative; each has its advantage. The grid leak being across the condenser is not a
1

dous howl or hum will result. Connecting
the grid -leak directly from grid to the "B"
negative side of the circuit, instead of across
the grid condenser, eliminates this irritating occurrence of noise. Practically, there
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Various types of coupling between two
stages of a receiver are illustrated above.
will be no noticeable decrease in efficiency
of the detector because the resistance is so
high it offers extremely small losses in the

FIG.5

In the above drawing we show various
methods of obtaining regeneration and
hand -spread tuning.

parallel shunt to the tuned circuit and introduces no losses. However, it can easily
be seen, and many will recall, that when
the plug-in coil is removed the grid circuit
is open and in nearly all cases a tremen-

tuned circuit. Therefore, the writer believes
that it is the most logical connection.
Band -spread Problem
Band -spread has always been a considerable problem and dozens of methods have
been put forward. In Fig. 4, we have the
parallel condenser arrangement which consists of a fairly large tuning capacity "Cl"
which is used for setting the range of the
smaller condensers "C2". For a fair degree
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Above-we have the audio coupling arrangement

used in the average short -..ove
complete working model diagram, embodying
the various
features discussed) in this lesson.
Coupling R. F. Stage to Detector
imum efficiency, u\er the entire tuning
Coupling the R. F. ,t
to the detector range of that particular grid
coil. The conalso provides a number of problems. Un- nections of a coil of
this type, having three
doubtedly the most satisfactory for gen- windings, all wound in
the sante direction,
eral use is the inductive method. However, will he identical to
those shown in Fig. 3,
each will will be discussed so that the readwith the addition of the connection for the
er has a clear picture of just what they conplate coil, which are exactly as indicated
sist of.
in the diagram. The top of
In Fig. 6, we have the original method nected to the plate, i.e thethis coil is conterminal nearwhich was used many years ago; the so- est the grid end of the grid
and the
called tuned impedance coupling. The tuned other terminal of the plate coil,
coil
is concircuit between the detector and R.F. stage nected to the "B" plus.
is connected in the plate circuit of the R.F.
Coupling Detector to Audio Stage
stage. And in this case, the grid -leak must
Coupling the plate circuit of the detector
be connected between the grid and the "B
for an audio stage may be done either with
negative for best results. This method, of a transformer or through the
use of resistcourse, does not provide a good match be- ance and condensers. In Fig. 9, we
have

receiver, together with
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Radio Amateur Course
the resistance -capacity coupling, which is
usually employed with pentodes. For
triodes, such as the 56 jot- example, or s nue
battery -operated triode, then resistor "RI"
and "R2" would he replaced respectively by
the primary and secondary of a transformer and condenser "C3" would he eliminated. In many cases where additional
audio amplification may be desirable with
pentodes, resistor "RI" may be replaced by
a high -impedance choke coil; one having
an inductance from 300 to 700 henries is
entirely satisfactory. It may also be found
necessary to connect a f/4 meg. resistor
across the A.F. choke in order to stabilize
the circuit.
Resistance coupling, as shown in Fig. 9,
may he used for triodes as well as pentodes. In this case, "R1" would he anywhere from 50,000 to 100,000 ohms. 250,000
ohms is the proper value for screen -grid
pentode tubes such as the 57 and 58.
The audio amplification of a simple receiver offers no problem whatsoever. Here
an indirectly heated cathode type tube is
used. Bias is usually obtained by inserting
a resistor ín series with the cathode, by-

passing it with a high capacity low voltage
condenser; in the diagram these are indicated at "CI" and "R3." The resistor, "R3,"
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size upon the type tube used
Condenser "C4" should have a capacity of
from 5 to 25 mf. Elrctrolytics having a
working- voltage of around 50 volts are

will depend in

entirely satisfactory.
The R.F. filter circuit shown in Fig. 9,
consisting of R.F.C., Cl, and C2, is really
necessary for stable operation. The capacity of "Cl" should be about .0001 mf., while
that of "C2" is about .0005 mf., for the general short-wave bands from 45 to 200
meters.
in Fig. 10, we have endeavored to incorporate all the various features mentioned
in this discussion into a 3 -tube receiver,
consisting of a pentode, R.F. amplifier,
pentode detector, and triode audio amplifier.
In tuned R.F. circuits of this type, shielding
is necessary as indicated in the diagram.
This should separate the two stages corn
pletely.
The input to the R.P. stage is alsn inductie and when a doublet is used the
dotted connection between the antenna
coupling coil and the ground or "B" negative is not made. This connection is only
made when an antenna and ground combination such as the Marconi antenna is
used.
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CHAPTER 12

POPULAR SUPERHETERODYNE
CIRCUITS
IN this chapter

we will continue the receiver discussion. In our last chapter we
took into consideration the simple receivers
such as the regenerative detector, with and
without the R.F. (radio frequency) stage.
n this lesson we will cover some of the
important points concerning superheterodynes. Of course, there is no end to the
technicalities involved in designing super heterodynes. However, the average short
wave "Fan" and amateur is not interetsed
in detailed technicalities. For instance, the
average amateur or "Fan" would not be interested in the technicalities of the converter diagram shown in Fig. 1. It will do
him very little good to know the ratios of
oscillator output voltage to grid bias and
signal in the detector circuit, when in nine
cases out of ten he would not be equipped
to make the delicate measurements necessary. Therefore, we will cover the standard
methods of frequency conversion in so far
as practical tube combinations and circuit
values are concerned.
Pentode Power -Detector and Electron Coupled Oscillator
In Fig. 1, we have the pentode power-detector and the pentode electron -coupled oscillator. In this circuit the output of the oscillator is coupled to the suppressor grid of the
detector. This is known as supressor grid injection. This arrangement works out remarkably well because the tuned circuits
are entirely independent of the coupling arrangement. Isolation is accomplished by the
screening (shielding) of the two tubes. It is
in this circuit combination that a minimum
of pulling takes place. For instance, the
strength of the incoming signals and the
adjustment of the detector circuit will have
practically no effect upon the oscillator
tuning which, of course, results in excellent
stability. If regeneration is to be used in the
first detector circuit in order to improve
1

the sensitivity and selectivity without adding
R.F. preamplifiers, this coupling is the one
to use. Of course, without regeneration it
would be advisable to employ at least one
and preferably two tuned R.F. stages ahead
of the pentode detector in order to bring
up the sensitivity and reduce image response.
Adding R.F. stages to the front end of a
superheterodyne also results in lower -overall set noises, and generally provides a better signal -to -outside noise ratio.

Getting the Circuits to "Track"

One of the most difficult problems in a
superhet construction is getting the two
tuned circuits to track. The oscillator is
tuned to a frequency equal to the I.F. frequency higher than the first detector. This
means that if we use 465 kc. as the inter-

mediate frequency the oscillator will be
tuned 465 kc. higher than the frequency of
the first detector, which is the signal frequency. This can be accomplished by the
use of properly proportioned inductances
and the use of padding condensers. In the
diagrams we have shown a condenser in
series with the oscillator tuning condenser.
This condenser is marked "X." Also, we
have a condenser across the entire coil.
In the diagram 1, this is marked "T," and
there is one in the detector circuit also. For
general use in short-wave receivers where
trimmers ("T" 140 mmf. bandsetters are
used and mounted on the panel, condenser
"X" should have a capacity of between .001
and .002 nif. By properly adjusting the coils
of the oscillator circuit nearly perfect
tracking may be maintained between the
two stages. We are considering, of course,
that the two tuning condensers "C" (usually 35 mmf.) are small in capacity and the
two trimmers "T" are fairly large, the
usual band -spread and band -setting condenser combination.
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to crowding, improper use
The high frequency coils, for instance, nearly all cases,
or carelessness in
tuning around 14 to 15 megacycles will be of by-pass condensers,
identical in construction. The padding con6C6,57
6J7
denser "X" will easily take care of the difference. However, in coils tuning around 7
megacycles it will be necessary to use
slightly less turns on the oscillator coil; of
T a
course, if we go lower in frequency or
b[
,.
MF '+T
around 3.5 mc., it will be necessary to have
' OHMS
111.-t_. MF
o1_
a
iO.1-MEG
a greater difference between the number of
O.lNEG.
6J 7
t 100
MF
turns in the oscillator and detector coils.
MMF
.000 - 0.25
Use of "Dual Purpose" Tube for Detector
OHMS
MEO
and Oscillator
x
1001
T
.
a
MMF
In Fig. 1 we have used two separate
c
Fig.
tubes for converting the frequency. In
01-MF
2 we have the 6A7 or 2A7 pentagrid con50,000 OHMS
/
function
\,.
verter. This tube was designed to
,a
vwlr.r
rvw
both as the first detector and oscillator.
CB_
B+
01-MEG
FIG.1
Mixing is accomplished electronically within
OSC
I FORIN 11REGEN.
the tube. Although this arrangement is as
OEr
sensitive as that shown in Fig. 1, experiences have shown that there is consider_
O1-MF
able reaction between the tuned circuits.
(40.4)
noticeable
a
Tuning the detector circuit has
Z.
MF
effect upon the oscillator.
is
the
course,
The main advantage, of
low
1.500 i
elimination of the extra tube. However,
"
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50000
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MEG
FIG. IA
OHM5
considering performances, especially on the
6A7oR 207
short waves, one prefers the additional
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tube.
(
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Superhets
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superof
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efficiency
prove the conversion
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heterodyne, and the result has been the inMF
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an
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stage.
detector
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into
oscillator signal
B+)
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other circuit arrangements, but so far it
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proved the most satisfactory as shown in
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ciency, especially at the higher frequencies
©
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e
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of band -spread when "Cl" is 140 inf., "C2"
twee the two tubes, and is usually fairly
should he around 20 to 35 mini. however, broad in response when the detector is in
with this arrangement the degree of hand - tite null oscillating condition. In this case,
spread is not the same for different settings the tuning condenser rotor and stator botl,
of "Cl". In other words, the hand -spread
have high -voltage applied to them and must
is considerably greater when "CI" (the
he insulated from the metal panel, should
band -setting condenser) is at maximum ca- one be used. In Fig. 7, we have another va
pacity than it is when "C-1" is at minimum. rietv of the sane idea. However, in this
This can be overcome with the arrange- case, we have incorporated the tuning conment shown ,n Fig. 5. Here we have "C -I" denser and coil in the grid circuit in tite
the regular band -setting control, and "C2" usual manner, and the plate of the R 1'. tube
the band -spread unit, with another large is coupled through a condenser directly to
condenser similar to "Cl" in series with it. the grid of the detector. Voltage is fed to
This condenser is "C-3". By proper adjust- the plate through an R.F. choke coil. For
ment of "C3" and "Cl", exactly the same general short-wave reception, this usually
amount of band-spread may he obtained at consists of the conventional 2% ,nh. choke.
any point of the entire tuning range of the
In Fig. 8, we have the latest and most
circuit. For great band -spread, "C3" will popular and, undoubtedly, the most efficient
have a small amount of capacity and for a method of coupling an R.F. stage to the desmall. amount of band -spread, "C3" will he tector or to provide coupling, for that matincreased in capacity. This undoubtedly is ter, between any two tubes. Here we have
the most satisfactory method of the twu, the plate coil usually interwound with the
if a constant band -spread ratio is to be maingrid coil and the inductance of the plate
tained.
coil is usually proportioned to provide niaxo tMF,
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Above-we have the audio coupling arrangement used in the average short-wave
receiver, together with a complete working model diagram, embodying the
various
features discussed in tisis lesson.
Coupling R. F. Stage to Detector
imum efficiency o er the entire tuning
Coupling the R. F. stage to the detector range of that particular grid coil. The conalso provides a number of problems. Un- nections of a coil of this type, having three
doubtedly the most satisfactory for gen- windings, all wound in the same direction,
eral use is the inductive method. However, will be identical to those shown in Fig. 3,
each will will be discussed so that the read- with the addition of the connection for the
er has a clear picture of just what they con- plate coil, which are exactly as indicated
sist of.
in the diagram. The top of this coil is conIn Fig. 6, we have the original method nected to the plate, i.e., the terminal nearwhich was used many years ago; the so- est the grid end of the grid coil, and the
called tuned impedance coupling. The tuned other terminal of the plate coil is concircuit between the detector and R.F. stage nected to the "B" plus.
is connected in the plate circuit of the R.F.
Coupling Detector to Audio Stage
stage. And in this case, the grid -leak must
Coupling the plate circuit of the detector
be connected between the grid and the "B" for an audio stage may be done
either with
negative for best results. This method, of a transformer or through the use of resistcourse, does not provide a good match be - ance and condensers. In Fig. 9, we have
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the resistance -capacity coupling, wI irl is
usually employed wit! penode. For
triodes, such as the 16 íá,r example, r,. ,n+e
battery -operated triode, then resistor "R1"
and "R2" would be replaced re,pectiEelr ,-the primary and se'_nndary of a tran,forrner and condo n-er "C3" would be binhere additional
inated In many caseaudio amplification may he desirable ith
pentodes, resistor "HI" nta' be replaced !r.\
oil; one Navin
a high -impedance chok
an inductance from 300 to 700 henries. i
entirely satisfactory. 1t may al,o be found
meg. resistor
necessary to connect a
across the A.F. choke in order to stabilize
the circuit.
Resistance coupling, a, shown in Fig. 9,
may he used for triodes as well as pentodes. In this case, "Rl" would be anywhere from 50,000 to 100,000 ohms. 250,00-0
ohms is the proper value for screen -grid
pentode tubes such as the 57 and 58.
The audio amplification of a simple receiver offers no problem whatsoever. here
an indirectly heated cathode type tube is
used. Elias is usually obtained by inserting
a resistor in series with the cathode, bypassing it with a high capacity low voltage
condenser; in the diagram these are Indii and at "Cl" and "R3." The resistor, "R3,"
,
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POPULAR SUPP;RiIt;TEirOD } NL
CIRCUITS
IN this chapter we will continue the receiver discussion. In our last chapter we
took into consideration the simple receivers
such as the regenerative detector, with and
without the R.F. (radio frequency) stage.
In this lesson we will cover some of the
important points concerting superheterodynes. Of course, there is no end to the
technicalities involved in designing super heterodynes. However, the average short
wave "Fan" and amateur is not interetsed
in detailed technicalities. For instance, the
average amateur or "Fan" would not be interested in the technicalities of the converter diagram shown in Fig. 1. It will do
him very little good to know the ratios of
oscillator output voltage to grid bias and
signal in the detector circuit, when in nine
cases out of ten he would not be equipped
to make the delicate measurements necessary. Therefore, we will cover the standard
methods of frequency conversion in so far
as practical tube combinations and circuit
values are concerned.
Pentode Po,er-Detector and Electron Coupled Oscillator
In Fig. 1, we have the pentode power -detector and the pentode electron -coupled oscillator. in this circuit the output of the oscillator is coupled to the suppressor grid of the
detector. This is known as supressor grid injection. This arrangement works out remarkably Mell because the tuned circuits
are entirely independent of the coupling arrangement. Isolation is accomplished by the
screening (shielding) of the two tubes. It is
in this circuit combination that a minimum
of pulling takes place. For instance, the
strength of the incoming signals and the
adjustment of the detector circuit will have
practically no effect upon the oscillator
tuning which, of course, results in excellent
stability. If regeneration is to be used in the
first detector circuit in order to improve

the .,en,iticity and selerti, ity without adding
R.F. preamplifiers, this coupling is tite one
to Ilse. Of c nirsr, without i egeneration it
would he adviablr to employ at least one
and prefrmably two tuned R.F. stages ahead
of the pentode detector in order to bring
up, the sensitivity and reduce image response.
Adding R.I. stages to the front end of a

superheterodyne also results in lower -overall set noises, and generally provides a better signal -to -outside noise ratio.
Getting the Circuits to "Track"
One of the most difficult problems in a
superhet construction is getting the two
tuned circuits to track. The oscillator is
tuned to a frequency equal to the 1.F. frequency higher than the first detector. This
means that if we use 465 kc. as the interinediute frequency the oscillator skill be
tuned 465 kc. higher than the frequency of
the first detector, which is the signal frequency. This can he accomplished by the
use of properly proportioned inductances
and the use of padding condensers. In the
diagrams we have shown a condenser in
series with the oscillator tuning condenser.
This condenser is marked "X." Also, we
have a condenser across the entire coil.
In the diagram 1, this is marked "T," and
there is one in the detector circuit also. For
general use in short-wave receivers where
trimmers ("T" 140 mmf. bandsetters are
used and mounted on the panel, condenser
"X" should have a capacity of between .001
and .002 mf. By properly adjusting the coils
of the oscillator circuit nearly perfect
tracking may be maintained between the
two stages. We are considering, of course,
that the two tuning condensers "C" (usually 35 mmf.) are small in capacity and the
two trimmers "T" are fairly large, the
usual band -spread and band -setting condenser combination.
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The high frequency coils, for instance,
tuning around 14 to 15 megacycles will be
identical in construction. The padding condenser "X" will easily take care of the difference. However, in coils tuning around 7
megacycles it will be necessary to use
slightly less turns on the oscillator coil; of
course, if we go lower in frequency or
around 3.5 mc., it will be necessary to have
a greater difference between the number of
turns in the oscillator and detector coils.
Use of "Dual Purpose" Tube for Detector
and Oscillator
In Fig. 1 we have used two separate
tubes for converting the frequency. In Fig.
2 we have the 6A7 or 2A7 pentagrid converter. This tube was designed to function
both as the first detector and oscillator.
Mixing is accomplished electronically within
the tube. Although this arrangement is as
sensitive as that shown in Fig. 1, experiences have shown that there is considerable reaction between the tuned circuits.
Tuning the detector circuit has a noticeable
effect upon the oscillator.
The main advantage, of course, is the
elimination of the extra tube. However,
considering performances, especially on the
short waves, one prefers the additional

nearly all cases, to crowding, improper use
of by-pass condensers, or carelessness in
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"Mixer" Tube for Superhets
Tube engineers have been working to improve the conversion efficiency of the superheterodyne, and the result has been the introduction of the new 6L7, which is especially designed for use as a mixer tube. Here
we have a tube provided with an extra grid
solely for the purpose of introducing the
oscillator signal into the detector stage.
This tube may also be used in a number of
other circuit arrangements, but so far it
proved the most satisfactory as shown in
Fig. 3. This tube provides remarkable efficiency, especially at the higher frequencies
and reaction between the two stages has
been reduced considerably over other circuits. Of course, both of the diagrams in
Fig. 2 and 3, as well as in Fig. 1, require
the addition of R.F. stages ahead of the
detector although, as we said before in
Fig. 1, regeneration may be introduced conveniently in the detector circuit to partly
offset the need of tuned R.F. stages.
The intermediate frequency amplifier of
the superhet presents no problem at all if
care is used in the layout of parts. Most
experimenters who have encountered
trouble such as due to feedback or regeneration in 1.F. amplifiers can blame it, in
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IN this chapter we will continue the re-

ceiver discussion. In our last chapter we
took into consideration the simple receivers
such as the regenerative detector, with and
without the R.F. (radio frequency) stage.
n this lesson we will cover some of the
important points concerning superlteterudynes. Of course, there is no end to the
technicalities involved in designing super heterodynes. However, the average short
wave "Fan" and amateur is not interetsed
in detailed technicalities. For instance, tite
average amateur or "Fan" would not be interested in the technicalities of the converter diagram shown in Fig. 1. It will do
him very little good to know the ratios of
oscillator output voltage to grid bias and
signal in the detector circuit, when in nine
cases out of ten he would not be equipped
to make the delicate measurements necessary. Therefore, we VI ill cover the standard
methods of frequency conversion in so far
as practical tube combinations and circuit
values are concerned.
Pentode Power -Detector and Electron Coupled Oscillator
In Fig. 1, we have the pentode power -detector and the pentode electron -coupled oscillator. In this circuit the output of the oscillator is coupled to the suppressor grid of the
detector. This is known as supressor grid injection. This arrangement works out remarkably well because the tuned circuits
are entirely independent of the coupling arrangement. Isolation is accomplished by the
screening (shielding) of the two tubes. It is
in this circuit combination that a minimum
of pulling takes place. For instance, the
strength of the incoming signals and the
adjustment of the detector circuit will have
practically no effect upon the oscillator
tuning which, of course, results in excellent
stability. If regeneration is to be used in the
first detector circuit in order to improve
1

the ben,iti its and selectie ity without adding
R.F. preamplifiers, this coupling is the one
to use Of course,
idiom regeneration it
would he advi-able to employ at least one
and preferably two tuned R.F. stages ahead
of the pentode detector in order to bring
%%

up the
sponse.

,ensitivity and reduce image

re-

Adding R. F. stages to the front end of a
superheterodyne also results in lower -overall set noises, and generally provides a better signal -to -outside noise ratio.
Getting the Circuits to "Track"
One of the most difficult problems in a
superhet construction is getting the twu
tuned circuits to track. The oscillator is
tuned to a frequency equal to the I.F. frequency higher than the first detector. This
means that if we use 465 kc. as the interaediute frequency the oscillator will be
tuned 465 kc. higher than the frequency of
tite first detector, which is the signal frequency. This can be accomplished by the
use of properly proportioned inductances
and the use of padding condensers. In the
diagrams we have shown a condenser in
series with the oscillator tuning condenser.
This condenser is marked "X." Also, we
have a condenser across the entire coil.
In the diagram 1, this is marked "1'," and
there is one in the detector circuit also. For
general use in short-wave receivers where
trimmers ("T" 140 mmf. bandsetters are
used and mounted on the panel, condenser
"X" should have a capacity of between .001
and .002 ntf. By properly adjusting the coils
of the oscillator circuit nearly perfect
tracking may be maintained between the
two stages. We are considering, of course,
that the two tuning condensers "C" (usually 35 mrnf.) are small in capacity and the
two trimmers "T" are fairly large, the
usual band -spread and band -setting condenser combination.
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The high frequency coils, for instance,
tuning around 14 to 15 megacycles will be
identical in construction. The padding condenser "X" will easily take care of the difference. However, in coils tuning around 7
megacycles it will be necessary to use
slightly less turns on the oscillator coil; of
course, if we go lower in frequency or
around 3.5 mc., it will be necessary to have
a greater difference between the number of
turns in the oscillator and detector coils.
Use of "Dual Purpose" Tube for Detector
and Oscillator
In Fig. 1 we have used two separate
tubes for converting the frequency. In Fig.
2 we have the 6A7 or 2A7 pentagrid converter. This tube was designed to function
both as the first detector and oscillator.
Mixing is accomplished electronically within
the tube. Although this arrangement is as
sensitive as that shown in Fig. 1, experiences have shown that there is considerable reaction between the tuned circuits.
Tuning the detector circuit has a noticeable
effect upon the oscillator.
The main advantage, of course, is the
elimination of the extra tube. However,
considering performances, especially on the
short waves, one prefers the additional
tube.
A New "Mixer" Tube for Stiperhets
Tube engineers have been working to improve the conversion efficiency of the superheterodyne, and the result has been the introduction of the new 6L7, which is especially designed for use as a mixer tube. Here
we have a tube provided with an extra grid
solely for the purpose of introducing the
oscillator signal into the detector stage.
This tube may also be used in a number of
other circuit arrangements, but so far it
proved the most satisfactory as shown in
Fig. 3. This tube provides remarkable efficiency, especially at the higher frequencies
and reaction between the two stages has
been reduced considerably over other circuits. Of course, both of the diagrams in
Fig. 2 and 3, as well as in Fig. 1, require
the addition of R.F. stages ahead of the
detector although, as we said before in
Fig. 1, regeneration may be introduced conveniently in the detector circuit to partly
offset the need of tuned R.F. stages.
The intermediate frequency amplifier of
the superhet presents no problem at all if
care is used in the layout of parts. Most
experimenters who have encountered
trouble such as due to feedback or regeneration in I.F. amplifiers can blame it, in

nearly all cases, to crowding, improper use
of by-pass condensers, or carelessness in
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tuned Ii.F, stage added to the popular 5 -meter recei%er, tlus increasing hennitivi.ly
and eliuinutirg radiation.
placing the wire of the grid and plate cirB.F.O. In reality there would be an optimcuits.
um coupling for each value of signal going
Beat Oeeillutor -Its Purpose
through the amplifier which we wish to
In Fig. 4 we have a two -stage I.F. ampliheterodyne. The best that can be hoped lot
fier, the second detector and the beat freis a "happy medium" adjustment.
quency oscillator. The beat oscillator, of
We suggest that the experimenter be
course, is necessary for continuous wave
very careful in using the above mentioned
(CW) reception, as we must have some
methods, and wherever possible avoid them.
means of bringing about an audible tone
The amplifier shown in Fig. 4 is equipped
from a pure unmodulated carrier. No audio with automatic volume control, which is
amplifier is shown in this diagram, how- more or less essential for phone reception,
ever, a single 3A5 or 3 watt pentode of any but does not work out to advantage with
design will provide sufficient audio ampli- code. In Fig. 5, we have shown how autofication. Coupling between the beat fre- matic volume control (A.V.C.) may be inquency oscillator (B.F.O.) and the second corporated in a receiver of similar design.
detector is accomplished through the sup- Here we have used a duo -diode triode as the
pressor of the detector, the same as was second detector and first stage of audio
done in the original diagram in Fig. 1. This
amplification. In the second detector cirprovides an excellent method of coupling cuit, we rectify a portion of the incoming
the beat oscillator to the second detector. signal and feed it back to the grids of the
However, the power output of the B.F.O.
I.F. amplifiers in the form of negative bias,
must be greater with this system than if it
which cuts down the gain of the receiver. In
were coupled to the grid circuit of the se- this manner, a strong signal will allow a
cond detector or the second I.F. amplifier. large amount of negative bias to be applied
Coupling to the I.F. amplifier or grid cir- to the grids thus cutting the gain of the recuit of the detector allows a greater chance ceiver to a further degree than would a
of running into difficulties than the method
weaker signal. In this respect we obtain a
shown. For instance, coupling to a grid cir- fairly constant signal level. In this second
cuit we may have the tube, to which the
detector circuit it is necessary to couple the
oscillator is coupled, considerably over- oscillator to one of the diode leads. Here
loaded due to the output of the oscillator we must be very careful, because excessive
driving the grid positive. In many commer- coupling would, when the switch was in the
cial receivers coupling is accomplished
A.V.C. position, reduce the gain of the remerely by running a wire from the tuned
ceiver the same as would a strong signal
circuit of the beat oscillator near a gt id or station. It is not so critical in the C.W
wire. Should the distance between the two
position, that is, when the A.V.C. switch is
or the couplings change appreciably, a conin the o/J position. But, at the same time,
siderable change in results would be no- considerable cut and try will be necessary
ticed. If the coupling becomes too great
in order to bring about an optimum in
the entire amplifier may "go dead," in so coupling. The diode second detector, of
far as the incoming signal is concerned, be- course, cuts down the gain of the receiver
cause of the fact that it is already over- considerably. In the 57 we had quite a gain,
loaded by the signal generated by the
while in the diode there is actually a loss.
A
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CHAPTER 13
ULTRA -HIGH FREQUENCY RECEIVERS

FOR 5 METER AMATEUR BAND
In this unstable condition a fairly weak
signal will cause the detector to commence
oscillating, and these will continue to build
up to an amplitude permitted by the tube
constants. However, the receiver cannot reproduce the signal because after the oscillations once start they would not cease.
Therefore the interruption frequency oscillator is employed to stop the detector from
oscillating at intervals, which depend upon
the frequency of this interrupting oscillator.
It is assumed that on the upward swing a
signal is built up along with oscillations,

probably nothing so fascinating in the radio field as experimenting
on the ultra high frequencies. In this field
lies the future of radio and a great opportunity for all ambitious experimenters. In
this lesson we will deal with the more or
less standard super -regenerative receiver_,
which have become the most important part
of ultra high frequency reception. The
super -regenerator is capable of excellent
sensitivity and is probably, without doubt.
the most sensitive simple receiver which
ever was or will be devised. This does not
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Su per -regenerator using a separate quenching oscillator, together with diagram of a

battery operated 5-metei receiver.
mean, though, that time will not change but this procedure is halted before the self the method of reception of ultra high fre- oscillations reach a value comparable with
quency signals, but for the time being the the signal.
This same action can also be obtained
most interesting and most popular receiver
without the use of the low frequency oscilis the super -regenerator.
Reviewing what we have already learned lator. The single tube can be made to oscilabout regenerative detectors and bearing this late at two frequencies; one the signal frein mind, we may easily understand the quency, and the other of super -audible fresimple functions of the super -regenerator. quency in the neighborhood of 15 to 50
kc. The best all-around frequency for the
A regenerative detector is one wherein a
signal is built up by regeneration to a point, quenching oscillation has been found to be
where, if we employ further regeneration- from 15 to 25 kc.
The selectivity of the super -regenerator
the tube will break into sustained operais also governed by the interruption fretion oscillation.
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quency. As the interruption frequency
becomes higher, the receiver becomes broader
or more unselective. Therefore, the
lowest
possible frequency commensurate with
good quality reproduction is desirable.
In Fig. l we have either a tetrode or pencode detector. In the case of the
the suppressor is connected to the pentode
screengrid; either will give the same results. However, the 954 Acorn tube, especially designed for ultra high frequencies, is preferable when operating the receiver at frequencies higher than 60 meg. At 5 meters
or 56 megs. it is defficult to notice the difference between the signal sensitivity of
the 954 and the usual tetrode or pentode.
It will be noticed, though, that the conventional receiving tubes such as the 6C6
or the 57 will give greater volume, and in
this respect, it may be somewhat superior
inasmuch as less audio frequency amplification is needed. Of course, this is only true
in cases of a super -regenerator detector.
In an R.F. amplifier circuit the 954 would
be far superior to the other tubes. In the
circuit in Fig. 1, the screen is modulated by
connecting it in parallel with the plate circuit of the interruption frequency oscillator.
The voltage to the screen is variable
through the use of a variable resistor, independent of the oscillator plate voltage,
It is advisable to also adjust the voltage
applied to the oscillator plate for maximum
sensitivity and best super -regeneration action of the detector.
It will be found that the voltage fed to
the I.F. oscillator is quite critical inasmuch
as with high voltage on the oscillator we
will have tremendous distortion in the signal and with very low voltage on the oscillator we are liable to have repeat spots,
that is, the station may appear at several
points on the dial very close together. As
we said before, there is just one value of
plate voltage which gives the cleanest regenerative action in the detector circuit.
We should also make sure that the detector
is not superregenerating by itself, -that is,
that it is not self-quenching along with the
applied voltage of the I.F. oscillator. This
can be determined by noting the smoothness of the regeneration control in the detector screen circui. This should be very
smooth in operation and the hiss of the detector should appear gradually as the resistance in the control is decreased. It
should not plop into oscillation.
One cause of poor operation in a superregenerator circuit of the type shown in

t;tust:

Fig. I may be found in the I.F. oscillator
circuit. Usually the detector, if the tube
is o.k., will function properly. There are
two types of I.F. or low frequency oscillator coils available on the market; one is
the shielded and the other is the unshielded
type. It has been found that some of the
shielded type introduces a loss in the oscillator circuit, sufficient to cause the necessity of high plate voltage in order to make
the oscillator function. In turn, this raises
the voltage to the screen above the point
where there is not enough resistance in the
50,000 -ohm control to bring the detector
out of oscillation. The unshielded low frequency coils, however, work perfectly. Re gardless of the type of oscillator coil used.
make sure that it is possible to bring the
detector out of oscillation smoothly with
the regeneration control "R."
Low -Frequency Oscillator Coif
There seems to be no set standard for
the value of inductance used in the low frequency oscillator coils. Therefore, we
have shown a capacity of .002 to .004 rnf.
in the grid circuit across the grid coil.
This
condenser is used to lower the frequency
of the I.F. oscillator and its capacity will
depend upon the original design of the coil.
In any event, place sufficient capacity across
this to bring the I.F. oscillations down to
around 20 kc. A good method to follow is
to connect a number of .001 mf. condensers across this secondary, bringing the
oscillator into the audible range, so that a
very high pitched whistle is heard; then re move one condenser at a time, until this
whistle becomes inaudible to the ear. Ad justing the low frequency oscillator and its
plate voltage is quite important, contrary
to popular belief. With excessive voltage
on
the plate of the oscillator, it may take on
"R8" signal to make a "sizeable" dent
in
the rush of the super -regenerator, where
with the proper value, that is a voltage just
in excess of the amount that
causes
spots to appear, will permit even a repeat
very
weak signal to cause an appreciable "dent"
in the characteristic rushing
sound of the
super -regenerator. In the output circuit of
the super -regenerative detector, we find
indicated a 75 to 100 mh. R.F. choke bypassed with two .002 mf. condensers. The oretically, this choke should be relatively
large. However, actual practice has proven
that the usual 21/2 mh. R.F. choke is entirely
satisfactory. The idea of this filter is to
keep the low frequency oscillations out of
the A.F. amplifier grid circuit.
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Battery -type Receiver
In Fig. 2, we find a self -quenching battetytype, 5 -meter receiver, which is generally
accepted as a good design for portable
equipment. This uses a split -coil circuit and
sufficient feed -back is employed to cause
.pelf -quenching in the detector circuit. The
frequency of this "quench" is governed
largely by the amount of feed -back, the
size of the grid -leak, and the size of the
grid condenser. The values given in the diagram are generally found satisfactory.
In Fig. 3 we have what is probably the
most "popular" of all super -regenerative
receivers. This is a self -quenching triode detector with the pentode audio amplifier.
This was originally introduced in the November, 1934, issue of Short lra,.e Craft and
from ít sprung a great number of receivers
of the self -quenching variety. When first
introduced, this receiver caused many unfavorable comments. The "old guard" experts frowned unfavorably upon this method, but gradually conceded that it is the
best simple arrangement after all. It possesses many desirable qualities inasmuch as
it is entirely self-regulating and when adjusted for the proper amount of feed -back,
it is an extremely sensitive affair; undoubtedly more sensitive than the usual run of
the older type separately quenched detectors. We here have used the cathode as an
active R.F. element by connecting it two
or three turns from the low potential end
of the grid coil. In adjusting this type of
detector, starting off with no plate voltage
and raising it gradually, we find that at one
point the detector will click into oscillation. And as the regeneration control is advanced further, raising the plate voltage,
the detector will click again-this time into
super regeneration. It is just at the point beyond the second state of oscillation, where
the detector is the most sensitive. I lere too
the 955 ultra High frequency tube may be
used, but in 5 meters the conventional type,

e-
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with

a

self -

triode.
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audio amplifier.

such as the 37, 76, 6J5 -G, or 56 will provide
a much stronger audio signal. With the 955
two stages of audio frequency amplication
would be necessary.
Tuned R. F. Stage Ahead of Detector
In Fig. 4 we have a more advanced re-

ceiver, employing a tuned R.F. stage ahead
of the super -regenerative detector. The
main advantage in this case is in the elimination of undesirable radiation of the detector. Super -regenerative detectors emit a
strong equealing or modulated signal,
which will interfere with other receivers
located nearby, where only a detector is
used without R.F. ahead of it, the antenna
coupling should be loose; and also the tubes
should be operated with as low plate voltage as possible in order to limit this interference. Aside from overcoming this evil,
the tuned R.F. stage provides an appreciable gain in sensitivity and makes the super -regenerative detector more easy to
handle and smoother in operation. In the
diagram in Fig. 4 we show a pentode in the
R.F. stage which may be of the conventional glass type, or of the newer metal type
tubes, or the Acorn 954 pentode. The 954
in this case is decidedly better than the
others, in so far as gain is concerned. The
detector and A.F. portions of this receiver
are identical to the one shown in Fig. 3.
Inductive coupling is preferable between
the R.F. and detector stages. However, in
Fig. 4A, we show a method of coupling
through a capacity with shunt voltage feed
to the plate of the R.F. amplifier. In this
case the most effective coupling is brought
about by tapping on to the detector coil at
about the mid -point.
In each of the circuits we have shown
the antenna either tapped on to the grid
coil of the input stage, or through a coup
ling coil. Ihowever, if .a doublet antenna is
used the coupling coil of course, is recont
mended. However, for a single -wire an-
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A tuned IH.F. stage added to the popular 5 -meter receiver, thus
increasing sensitivity
and eliminating radiation. Fig. 4.
tenna or one having a single -lead, tapping;
from the top of the antenna, at an angle
the antenna on to the grid coil, near the
of approximately 45 degrees, and should
low potential end, is preferable to the older be no closer
than this to the antenna proper.
method of tapping it directly on to the grid
The length of lead-in does not seem to be
side of the coil. The method shown in the
important and tests have proven that stadiagrams permits a greater variation in the
tions which could not be heard on many
degree of coupling, without appreciably afother antennas came in at an R5 and 6
fecting the calibration of the grid tuning strength with the
one shown.
condenser. Tuning of the R.F. stage is
In the tuned circuits of each receiver we
similar to all other receivers, as the R.F. have shown a 15
mmf. condenser and have
stages comes into resonance with the degiven the sizes of the inductances. This
tector stage, there will be a slight dip or does not provide
an appreciable amount of
decrease in the rushing sound and it will
band -spread and to increase this, remove
be necessary to advance the regeneration
one or two plates from the 15 mmf.
condencontrol for proper results.
ser and add turns to the coil. The Acorn
Type of Antenna
tubes will require a greater number of
Nearly any type of antenna will work metal tubes. In each case the coil may
he
with the 5 -meter receiver. Aside from the adjusted by spreading or collapsing the
doublet, the most effective antenna has
turns, in order to place the band well withbeen found to be a single eight foot wire
in the range of the dial. This same
method
with a lead-in tapped directly on the
is used for tracking the R.F.
and detector
top. The lead-in should come directly
stages.
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CHAPTER 14
ADVANCED ULTRA -HIGH
FREQUENCY RECEIVERS

band where the equipment is none too carefully constructed and operated.
The super -regenerator in most cases has
about the same band-width as the modulated oscillator. Therefore, as the transmitters are stabilized and held down to a band
of from 10 to 15 kc., immediately we need
a more selective receiver if we are to cope
with the ever-increasing number of stations. The answer to this, of course is the
super-heterodyne. The most popular superheterodyne for ultra high frequency reception at this writing is the well-known
resistance -coupled design in which the I. F.
stages are resistance -coupled and the values
are chosen to permit a band width of from
10 to 100 kc. In time, even this receiver

Previously we considered the use of the
super -regenerative receiver for ultra high
frequency reception. While, as previously
explained, the superheterodyne has qualities not found in any other set, it also has
certain disadvantages which may be rather
important under certain conditions. Eventually, the superheterodyne will be perfected for ultra high frequency use because
of its controllable selectivity and exceptional sensitivity.
In the early clays of ultra high frequency
experiments, the broad super -generator was
desirable because of the type of transmitting apparatus employed, such as modulated oscillators. As time goes on, these
modulated oscillators will be dispensed
with, and the more stable MOPAs, with
and without crystal -control, will be used.
There are two good reasons why the trans-

mitter will change and

is

be selective enough, although it
can be made considerably more selective

will not

than the super -regenerator.
Resistance -Coupled Superhet
In Fig. 1, we have the resistance -coupled
I.F. superheterodyne, employing a stage of
tuned radio frequency, an autodyne first detector, two stages of 1. F. amplification, a
second detector, and a pentode audio amplifier. Conversion in this receiver is accomplished by slightly de -tuning the detector

changing-and

they are: first-the ever-increasing number
of amateur stations operating in the metropolitan areas, and the desire for better
quality signals. The average modulated
oscillator occupies a band width in the ultra
high frequency region of from 50 to 100
kc., and in many cases a considerably wider

C

A complete resistance -coupled

Mo

NO1 BE NCCDCD

ultra high frequency superheterodyne, suitable for

"Ham" reception.
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from the signal frequency. "Thus, if we were
to assume that the I.F. was 50 kc., the first
detector would be detuned 50 kc. from the
signal frequency. This means that 50 kc.
either side of the resonant point will receive the station. We then have to allow a
band width of over 100 kc. for that station
because directly between the two beats we
hear the "carrier" of the station, the same
as you would on an oscillating detector.
This carrier whistle is heard because the
amplifier stages, as well as the second detector and audio stages, are operating as
straight audio frequency amplifier. The R.F.
stage is not entirely necessary and may be
dispensed with and the antenna connected
to the cathode tap on the coil through a
15 mmf. variable condenser. The R.F. stage
helps somewhat in working duplex and also
increases the sensitivity slightly when the
regular glass type tubes are used, and a
considerable increase in sensitivity is
brought about through the use of the Acorn
pentode 954. The best arrangement, of
course, would be to use 954's or 956's in
both the R.F. and detector stages.
The "Converter"
With the increasing number of stabilized
transmitters, one's thought naturally turns
to the converter, which may be connected
before the regular superheterodyne receiver. This makes an excellent combination when a sensitive receiver and converter are employed. Of course, the sensitivity of such a combination is far beyond the
amount which can be used, because of the
relatively high background noise in the average metropolitan location. A converter
combination which works out very nicely

Converter diagram employing the Acorn
tubes, 954 and 955.
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converter circuit for ultra high fre
quency reception, using metal tubes.
is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of a 6A8
metal tube pentagrid and a 6C5 triode. The
6A8 is used as the first detector and grid
number I is used for injecting the oscillator
voltage supplied by the 6C5 oscillator. It
has been found that by applying the proper
screen voltage to the 6A8 and using very
loose antenna coupling, considerable regeneration will come about in this circuit
and for this reason we have shown a potentiometer for controlling the screen -grid
voltage. This converter works best with a
receiver tuned to a frequency of at least
2000 kc., and preferably higher. In choosing this intermediate frequency, we have
to bear in mind harmonics of the oscillator in the superhet receiver with which the
converter is being used. The receiver should
be adjusted so that any harmonics would
fall out of the range desired to be covered
with a converter. Also, keeping the high
I.F. frequency makes images a considerable
distance apart and less bothersome. This
particular converter in conjunction with an
I.F. amplifier tuned to 8000 kc. gave marvelous results, and no image interfernce
was experienced because of the high selectivity of the regenerative detector stage
and the wide separation in frequency of the
images.
Acorn Tube Converter for High Frequencies
In Fig. 3, we have a similar converter, except that here the Acorn tubes are employed. The detector is a 954 Acorn triode.
Here regeneration is also employed to further the degree sensitivity. The advantage
of the converter using the Acorn tubes, of
course, is that it may be operated at a much
higher frequency than the one using the
metal tubes. These two converters are
shown for operation directly from the anA
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denser, and the secondary in another, with
a single turn coupled to each coil and connected by a link of twisted pair. Such an
amplifier, having a range of from approximately 6000 to 8000 c. would require I. F.
transformers consisting of 14 micro -henries
inductances and a 50 minf. variable condenser connected across it. Each coil would
consist of 27 turns of No. 28 enamelled wire,
close wound on 34 inch Ilia, form.
With the increasing activity in television
production on the ultra high frequencies, a
receiver of this type is sorely needed. For
greater selectivity, of course, the intermediate frequency should be lowered. If used
entirely for stabilized ultra high frequencies transmitters of the phone or code variety, an intermediate frequency of 2000 to
3000 kc. should be entirely satisfactory.
ur,

1jM,

y

1

rated above the I.F. transformers. In this
case, the primary would be housed in one
shield can with its associated tuning con-
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When working "duplex," the wave-tral
shown above should be tuned to your
own transmitter frequency. This will
practically eliminate acoustical feedback between speaker and mike.
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Circuit diagram of a 954 T.R.F.
Amplifier.
tenna, while the R.F. stage shown in Fig. 4,
may he employed with these converters it
is not entirely necessary, but will improve
sensitivity by a noticeable amount. A complete high frequency I.F. amplifier is shown
in Fig. 5 for those who want a somewhat
broader receiver, but one still not as broad
as the resistance -coupled affair shown in
Fig. 1.
The 1.F, amplifier of Fig. 5 may be used
in conjunction with either of the converters
shown in Fig. 2 or 3. In this diagram we
have employed only two I.F. stages, while
some experimenters prefer three. However,
if carefully designed, two stages will be entirely satisfactory. The I.F. transformers
'may be constructed the same as the conventional 1.F. transformers, i.e., the primary and secondary wound on the same form
or spool, or each may be housed in separate compartments, and the only coupling
between the primary and secondary clue to
the length of twisted pair which is inch -
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I.F. detector and A.F. circuits for an ultra high frequency superheterodyne. For Television and "I lam" reception the I.F. frequency should be somewhere between 6000
and 8000 Ice.
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CHAPTER 15

U. H. F.

TRANSMITTERS

this chapter of the Course we will
consider various types of ultra high
frequency transmitters, not including, of
course, the well-known transceiver. Fundamental circuits of the more important and
efficient transmitters are shown and will be
discussed.
In Fig. 1, we have the unity -coupled circuit using two triodes in push-pull. Either
two separate tubes may be employed or
the dual triode tubes, such as the 53, 6A6,
and others. For those desiring a compact
oscillator circuit of simplicity this one is
recommended. Its inherent stability is no
11\1

75.000
ONMS

89

$,

89

15MMP

the center of the copper tubing opposite
to the tubes the grid return lead is brought
out. In a sketch in Fig. 1 we have shown
just how this coil is constructed.

The antenna may be coupled to the plate
coil at points "A", that is on either side of

the "B" plus lead, or another single -turn
"loop" the same as the plate coil may be
employed for antenna coupling.
In Fig. 2, we have the very popular longline oscillator, sometimes called a linear
oscillator. Here we have extended the tuned
circuits by employing two heavy copper
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Two very popular 5 -meter MOPA's; one uses type 89's while the other uses type 61.6's
better than the usual tuned oscillator, al- rods or pipes in each circuit. The tuning
though it is more easily controlled and usu- is accomplished by sliding the bars marked
ally better results are obtained because no "S" either toward or away from the tubes,
critical adjustment of grid circuit tuning is making the circuits shorter or longer. As
necessary.
they become shorter of course, they resonThe inductance consists of a fairly heavy ate at a higher frequency. Theoretically,
piece of copper tubing, through which a these lines should be approximately 14
finer insulated wire is run. The inside wire wavelength long, but due to the internal
is the grid coil, while the copper tubing is
capacities of the tubes and the inductance
in the plate circuit. It will be noticed that
of the tube leads and connecting leads from
the grid of one triode enters the copper the copper pipes to the tubes, the length of
tubing at the plate end of the other triode
the line will be somewhat shorter than 1/4
This is necessary to obtain a feed -back. In wavelength.

Radio Amateur Course

For the special ultra high frequency tube,
such as the 800 or 304A and 304B, the lines
will be longer than if 210's or 801's are employed. A good length would he somewhere
around 46 inches. This would serve for any
type of tube in the 5 -meter band. Best results have been obtained when the spacing
between the two rods is equal to the diameter of one of the rods. In other words,
if % inch rods are used the spacing between
inch. Complete informathem would he
in Fig. 2. When opis
shown
tion on this
erating on wavelengths shorter than 5 meters the lines of this system become uncomfortably short. In Fig. 3, we show the
open-end line which theoretically at resonance would be 1/2 wavelength long used ín
conjunction with a single tube. Here, also,
the line will be somewhat shorter than 'A
wavelength because of the losses introduced
by the tube. The "B" plus and the grid lead
wavelength
are tapped on to the rods
to
opposite
end
the
or
end
open
from the
the tube. This is the point marked "X" in
the diagram and at which no R.F. voltage
will appear. This system works exceptionally well on wavelengths as low as 11/4 meters and exceptionally well on 21/2 meters
with the average present-day tube.
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Special tubes, such as the new W F -3l6Á
will give more satisfactory results, of
course, and may be employed in the push-pull
arrangement of the same circuit shown in
Fig. 4. While the oscillator circuits, already
explained and shown in the diagram, arc
efficient and have served the purpose for
the past four or five years, during which
the ultra high frequency region has been
most popular, they eventually will have to
be dispensed with and replaced by the more
modern type of transmitter, such as used
on the lower frequency amateur band.
The master -oscillator, power -amplifier
(MOPA), is unquestionably the most satisfactory on frequencies as high as 60 megacycles. However, as we approach higher
frequencies, the circuit become more unwieldly and very difficult to manage. On
the 5 -meter (56 to 60 mc.) band, the MOPA
should be adopted by every "Ham" who is
seriously interested in the betterment of
conditions now existing.
In Fig. 5, we have shown the MOPA
which uses the type 89 receiving tubes. One
is used as an oscillator in the tritet circuit
with its grid circuit tuned to 10 meters and
the plate círcuít to 5. This is followed by
two 89's employed as screen -grid amplifiers
in push-pull. This is very much superior to
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The simplest of all ultra -high frequency
transmitters is shown in Fig. 1. Figs. 2,
3 and 4 show "long lines" or linear
oscillator.

the previously described circuits inasmuch
while the amplifier is being modulated there
is no appreciable frequency shift, due to the
fact that there is considerable isolation between the actual signal generator and the
modulated amplifier. The amplifier being re
moved by 30 megacycles from the frequency
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push-pull amplifier using 61,6's for the 2-t a he 6L6 MOPA.
of the oscillator accounts for its excellent
the glass tubes required considerable shieldstability during modulation. While in the ing together with neutralizing
and were no
previously explained circuit the oscillator more efficient.
will change frequency as much as 100 hc.
if one is not satisfied with the 20 watts
during modulation.
output from the circuit shown in Fig. 6,
In Fig. 6 we have the 6L6 Beam tube two 6L6 amplifiers may be
added
used in the MOPA circuit. This is unques- diagram is shown in Fig. 7. The and the
amplifier
tionably the most superior arrangement up in Fig. 7 added to the two tube transmitter
to the time of this writing. Due to the con- in Fig. 6 will provide some
50 watts outstruction of the tube excellent efficiency put. Here also the metal tubes
should be
may be obtained in the 5 -meter band even used. For best results with
the
6L6, bywith a single -ended -amplifier. The circuit passing should be done right
at the tube
lineup is essentially the same as the 89 socket! In Fig. 7A we
have shown how the
transmitter shown in Fig. 5. The oscillator metal shell, the cathode,
and one side of
is tuned to 10 meters and "doubling" takes
the heater are all connected right at the
place in the plate circuit, while the second
socket and grounded to the metal chassis.
6L6 operates as a screen -grid amplifier.
(a metal
is recommended in all
With 400 volts on the plate, it is possible cases for chassis
ultra -high frequency circuits of
to obtain 20 watts of R.F. output from the this type), the
other side of the heater is
6L6 amplifier. It may be advisable to in- by-passed
immediately at the tube socket.
clude a word of warning at this point that The same is true of the
screen grid. While
the 6L6's are made in two types; one with
in the diagram Fig. 7 we show a single bya glass envelope and another with a metal
pass condenser with
two screen -grids
envelope. For 5 meters, the metal tube is connected together, it the
is advisable to emrecommended, inasmuch as a number of ploy two condensers-one
for each grid.
extensive tests have proven that it is more Various methods
of coupling the antenna
stable and far superior in opertion, requir- to these circuits hale
ing no neutralizing while the excitation volt- depend entirely upon been shown and will
age is being applied. No intricate shielding er system employed the antenna and feedin the transmitting
was found necessary with these tubes while
station.
A
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CHAPTER 16

.

RELAYS SIMPLIFY
OPERATION OF STATION
UNQUESTIONABLY the up-to-date
amateur station should be relay oper-

ated. The use of relays in connection with
radio and electrical apparatus not only provides a very desirable convenience but in
many cases safeguards the apparatus and
the operator against damage or injury.
The first application of a relay in an amateur station is for keying the transmitter.
There are a number of reasons why this
works out most effectively, and they arc:
It removes high voltage from the metal
parts of the key and permits uniform characters to be transmitted, especially when a
"bug" is employed. The connections for
this relay are shown in Fig. 1. The next
application is for turning the transmitter
on and off. In cases of low power, where
filaments and plate voltage may be applied
to the rectifier at the same time in the power supply, only one relay is required, as
shown in Fig. 2. When using this particular method, it is advisable to have a
switch in the B negative or B plus supply
of the transmitter power supply, so that
the plate voltage will not be applied to
the tubes before the filaments are thoroughly heated.
By employing the system shown in Fig.
3 in conjunction with Fig. 2, we have a
very satisfactory arrangement. This should
be used as we said before where a low voltage power supply is employed so that
there is no danger of damaging the rectifier tubes. The circuit in Fig. 3 primarily
opens the B negative circuit right at the
power transformer secondary. In addition,
we have shown how the receiver may be
operated in conjunction with this arrangement to permit stand-by for rapid changeover during communication. Two relays are
employed here-one to disconnect the l3
minus center tap of the high -voltage secondary, thus turning off the power to all

stages in the transmitter, and another relay
to turn the receiver on by connecting the
center tap in the high voltage secondary of
the receiver power transformer; this is for
standing -by. In order to transmit, merely
make contact with the stand-by switch; this
turns the high voltage on to all tubes in
the transmitter and at the same time turns
the receiver off.
Where higher power is used it is necesTO

TO ALL
PRIMARIES

KEYING cKT

.tY

r0 SWITCH

FIG.1

FIG.2

1-Keying relay. Fig. 2-Simple
circuit for turning transmitter "on"
and "off."
sary to heat the filaments for a period of
at least 15 or 20 seconds and in some cases
a few minutes before plate voltage is applied. This may be accomplished with
time-delay relays or more simply and more
economically by the system shown in Fig.
4. Here a single double -pole, single -throw
relay is used to turn on the filament transformers. The other pair of contacts on this
relay complete the circuit for the high -voltage relay. Thus, when the plate switch
makes contact the primaries of the high voltage transformers arc thrown on and we
are ready for operation. If the plate switch
Fig.
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Fig. 3-This system provides rapid
change -over from tt ansmit to receive
and speeds up operation.
is pulled open, only the filaments remain
on; while if the filament switch is pulled
open while the plate switch is closed, they
all go off at the same time, which is a
reasonable measure of safety. The only
danger is in throwing the filament switch
on when the plate switch is already closed.
The operator should make sure that this is
never done!
The entire group shown in the four different diagrams represent a complete installation. A combination for relatively
high voltage would be Fig. 4 for starting
the station. In the case of Fig. 4 for relatively high voltage power supplies, where

L__

PL ATE
SWI [CF

A

11OV

Fig. 4-IIow two relays are employed
in a high -voltage power -supply, using

separate transformers for plates and
filaments.
separate filament and plate transformers
are employed, break-in can be accomplished
with the plate switch, merely by disconnecting the high voltage primary. In this
case, the field of the relay operating the
receiver would be connected in parallel
with the field of the plate relay. Of course,
if a number of separate power supplies are
employed, then the number of relays will
have to be increased. This will depend upon
the particular station layout. If relays are
installed, there is no doubt that they will
prove the most valuable accessory the operator ever employed.
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LEARNING THE CODE

space between two words should be equal
FINGERS
WRIST
1

KEY

FOREARM

UPPER
ARM

ELBOW

TABLE

Correct arm position

Before one may operate an amateur
station one must learn the code and
be able to send and receive it at the rate of
letters to the
13 words per minute, (5
word. The code test is the first part of the
examination given, if this is failed, the aplicant must wait 3 months before taking
another examination.
Our suggestion would be that anyone
applying for a license should be able to
copy code at least 15 words per minute.
Undoubtedly, the reader has heard many
arguments pro and con as to the methods
of teaching and learning code, and also
has heard much about certain people not
being able to learn code at all.
There is considerable latitude regarding
one point. All the various methods available for learning code are good, but there
is no such thing as "can't" in learning the
code. The most important of all is PRACTICE. The radio code symbols are known
as dots and dashes, but in practice sounds
are called, dits and dahs.
The relative lengths of the dots and
dashes and spaces between them are as
follows; A dash is equal to three dots, the
space between parts of one letter, or between dots and dashes of one letter is
equal to one dot, and the space between
2 letters should equal three dots; and the

to approximately five dots.
Various code teachers prefer different
methods for learning the alphabet. Some
prefer learning all the dot groups and dash
groups separately. However, since they all
must be learned, there would seem to be no
better method than learning them in mixed
groups or choosing letters at random. In
fact, learning them in alphabetical order
provides a well mixed formation.
Listening to commercial transmitters
sending press and various secret codes
will provide the student with the sound of
the various characters. Most important is
the proper formation of the characters composing a single letter, for instance, A in the
chart is shown as one dot and one dash. To
obtain an idea as to how this would sound,
the dot and dash should be pronounced dit
and dah as stated before, and as rapidly as
possible leaving almost no space between
the two. In other words, the dash should be
pronounced or sent as soon as possible
after the completion of the dots. (ditdah).
After this is done several times, the letter
will have a certain rhythm, and, it is this
rhythm, and the proper recognition of it,
that makes a successful telegrapher.

Code set

using buzzer
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MORSE CODE

INTERNATIONAL

AND

CONVENTIONAL SIGNALS
A
B

~a

S

lap

D
E
F

T

MEW

U

...

V

W

Cr

X

H

Y

ea

all

a

0`.

...
.- .r

2

3

M

4

N

5

6
P

7

8

QUESTION (PLEASE REPEAT

_

AFTER..)L

INTERRUPTING LONG MESSAGES__

_

J

WAIT__

(BK) (DOUBLE DASH )__
UNDERSTAND_ _
___-____
BREAK

ERROR

RECEIVED

(SPANISH)_-_

aeaa

lav
may_

-----_

-1_

ALL POSITION MESSAGES ).__i

END OF EACH MESSAGE (CROSS)__

-- ;

TRANSMISSION FINISHED
(END OF WORK) CONCLUSION
OF CORRESPONDENCE

I--

mu
---Z

k(GERMAN

a

a.
a

---

BAR INDICATING FRACTION_

PARENTHESIS___.

__

_-_.

INVERTED COMMAS _ _ _ . _

UNDERLINE

_

___ _ _...

DOUBLE DASH

_

__

--

_-.-

.-n

.a

.._.__.
a.NM
_

_

am

_.

ATTENTION CALL TO PRECEDE)
EVERY TRANSMISSION.__..
GEPdFRJJ. INQUIRY

,.

CALL

alp

-am

NOT E

[TO BE USED FOR ALL GENERAL
PUBLIC-SERVICE RADIO
COMMUNICATION.

(2)

(1)

A DASH IS EQUAL TO THREE DOTS ;

THE SPACE BETWEEN PARTS OF

IS EQUAL TO ONE DOT.

(3)

THE SAME LETTER

THE SPACE DETWEEN

ai

TWO LETTERS IS EQUAL TO THREE DOTS

s

a
o

-

__ _--_

_.---al
----_----b.
-_

DISTRESS CALL _________..._

.-GERMAN
-----U

..
a.
MIa.aa
wo.

(O.K.)__-______

POSITION REPORT (TO PRECEDE

a

Oa..a

11

-__ - - ---- --

INTERROGATION_-_

HYPHEN__._.--

-(FRENCH)

N

mul.a.

_

EXCLAMATION POINT_
APOSTROPHE ____

r----- ----- -E

qium

(DE)__.

®«MY

aa

SEMICOLON_
COLON

(GERMAN -SPANISH)

Maa

PERIOD

COMMA

SCANDINAVIAN)

.OW

INVITATION TO TRANSMIT
(GO AHEAD)
WARNING -HIGH POWER

Ism

CH

aUMW iW

a

.,a

k(SPANISH -

a
a aas

1

~a

(GER MAN )
IkoRÁ

®.a
aMEP 9

cm

a.o.

.,. ...,,

z ®

K
L

FROM

a.

(4)
all

m

THe SPACE BETWEEN
TO

TWO WORDS

;

IS EQUAL.

FIVE (DOTS )

___:

Complete Code Chart
As the student becomes more proficient,
muscles. In fact, in receiving or transletters will not be recognized for the dot mitting,
one should be more or less relaxed
and dash content, but by a certain rhythmic and
should
copy in a leisurely manner.
sound which they have.
Make it a practice of writing slowly, just
We have shown a diagram of a simple fast
enough to keep up with the rate of
code practice oscillator and a drawing showtransmission.
If you find yourself waiting
ing how the key should be held. The secret for letters
to
be
sent, you will immediately
of good transmitting is the lack of tense know
that your method is wrong.
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I

For the beginner we would suggest
forming the letter just after it is sent, and
form it slowly, then he will find that the
next letter is being sent before the letter
which is being written down is completed.
This method serves for slow speeds from 5

ADJUSTABLE

COND.

ABOUT 001 -ME

tu

4101

rA.F

TRANSFORMER

KEG

e

006

MF

2

words a minute. Above this speed he
to
should copy further behind.
10

PHONE

MMF

SECOND

FIRST
FINGER

FINGER

MEG
1

2T06V.

RHEOSTAI-

BATTERY

KEY

THUMB

Simple audio oscillator for code practice
How to grip the key.

This practice exercise
contains the all -dash letters listed ín memorizing

PRACTICE EXERCISE
group.

'1'

(lab

;

dah dah

M

1.

;

O dah dah dah.

Two -Letter Code Groups

TT MM

T(1

MO

00

MO OM
OT Mg

TM

TT MM MT MO TM
OM TM TO OT OM

MOO

TTM

010

TMT

TMT
TOT

TOO
MOT

MTM

OTO

MMT
MOM
OTM
OOM

TOM
MMT
TOM
TOO
OOT

MOO

OMO
OTM

TMO

OMT
MTO

OOM
TOM

'f MO

TOMO
MTMT
TMTO
OTMO
MOTO
OMOT
TOTOM
MOTMT
OOMTT
MOTTO
TOTMO
MOTOT
TMOTT
TOMOT
OTMOT
MOTTM

TMTM

MOMO
MTTM
MTOM

OMTT
TOTO

MMOT
MOTT
TMOT
OMTM
OTMT
MOOT

MOTO
OTOM

TOTO
TOOM

'roTOO

TOTOM

MTOTM
OTOMO
TOMOT
MOTTO
TOTOO
MTOMT
MOTOM
OMOTT

EISH
Two -Letter Code Groups
El

EH

Hit

IS
EE

SS
ES

MOTM

OTTO

Five -letter Code Groups
OTTOM
TOTTO
MTMOT
TOMOT
MTMOT
MMOOT
TOMTO
MTOTM
OMMOT
OTMTO
TMOTM
OTTOM

.

MTM

Four-letter Code Groups
OTOT
TMOM
MTMO
TOTM
TOMT
TOMO

is dit dit. S, dit dit dit, etc.)
.This exercise is for sending and receiving the all
,lot letters listed in memorizing group 2.
I

Three -letter Code Groups
TOM

both be1Vatch your spacing in the above groups,that these
Notice
groups.
between
and
tween letters
or backgroups can be sent from left to right,
wards from right to left; also both up and down.
dots or dot
PRACTICE EXERCISE 2: Next send SI,
and SE.
letters such as I. IS, E, EH, HI, HS,
to the one which
Write up a drill exercise similar
in the drill
follows. As you write down the letters
"dit"
exercise say them mentally to yourself, using
is dit,
and "dah" instead of dot and dash (letter E

MTOMO
OMTTO
TMOTO
MTOMT
TOM MT
MOMOT
TOMOT
OMOTO

ESE
HSI
HEH
EHE
SISE
ESHE
1S11E

HESE
11151

ISES

SitIS

II

SH

HI
SE
HE

SI

HS
IE

El
Three -letter Code Groups
HIH
ISI
SIE
¡SI HIS
ESE
EIE
SIH
EIE
ISI
IEI
EIS
SHE
1HI
ISE
ISE
EIIS
ESI
HSH
Four-letter Code Groups
ISIS

SIIEE
HISE
ESHI
EIEI
HISH
SITIE

HSEI

111HI

SEHS
SIES
SERB

11E11E

ISHE

SEIS
EHIE
SISI
HISH
ISHE
SHEI
ISHI

1H

EH

IE

ES

ESI

SEI

EHIS
HSIE
SISE
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Rodin

S11/I'!,E ROTARY

A

5

METER BEAM

-

ANTENNA
SOMEWIIAT

more than fifteen years
ago we secured a piece of well seasoned
lumber three inches square and twenty feet
long. The edges were trimmed off and the
top mas tapered so that it would not appear too unsightly and then the stick was
given several coats of paint. It has been
fastened to one of the studs on the side
wall of the house in a corner besides the
962

-

96

101"

t" APPROX.4"
2/ACTUAL DIMENSIONS

OF AUTHORS BEAM, CUT
FOR 58 MC. ANO SUITABLE
FOR USE IN ALL PARTS
OF

T

I

5 METER BAND.
ADJUST HERE. AS EXPLAIN-

ANY
N2.

X101

ED IN TEXT.

741--

LEAD-IN,

NOT ANY LONGER
TO REACH TO
TANK FROM INSULATORS,
WHERE
H1 POWER IS IN USE

507/8"
GIANTKILLER

/THAN NECESSARY
1

CABLE
ANY

l

L
LENGTH

TO

ALTERNATE METHOD

SIMPLIFIES

FINAL

/15

CON-

-

POWER BELOW
I

250 WATTS
50
IN LENGTH.

NOT FOR LINES OVER

FT.

-TYPE

FP 999-W

TELESCOPIC AERIAL FULLY
EXTENDED TO 961/21N. AND
SPACED 101 IN. CENTER TO
CENTER

WINDOW MOUNTING
BRACKET IS

BENT T090°ANGLE AND ATTACHED
TO CROSS
MEMBER

rx

2" x
105" BEAM

TYPE

-

G5-8

(1Yre FP999-W)
ANT. WITH

BRACKET
BENT TO

90°

END
CROSS

LEADWIRE

MEMBER

Diagram and sirle view of 5 -meter rotary
beam antenna

-

chimney, by four rather large lag bolts.
Telescopic Fisllpole antennas, designed for
mounting on automobile bumpers and
apartment house windows gave us the no
Lion, stated Arthur H. Lynch, W2DKJ, that
they could be used very satisfactorily in
connection m ith the building of multi -ele
utent ultra hi -frequency antenna systems.
The type FP-999-W broadcast antenna
poles are provided with a mounting bracket
which is bent to an angle of forty-five degrees. We bent this bracket to an angle of
ninety degrees and it formed an ideal support for the antenna itself.
It happens that our crystal has been cut
to oscillate on a frequency of 7,245 kilocycles and by suitable doubling, we came to
an ultimate frequency in the final
stage of
57,960 kilocycles. Extending the
telescopic
fishpoles to their limit produces rods which
are 96/" long and that is just about
correct
for the frequency on which we are transmitting. Such poles can be used satisfactorily from the middle to the high
frequency
end of the five meter band but they
are not
satisfactory for frequencies below 58 megacycles.

The crossarm that we use, states Mr.
ynch, is made of a piece of well
seasoned
pine two inches square and one
-hundred
and fie inches long. Two
radiators are
mounted on the lower side. A piece of
heal y, insulated wire is provided
with this
type of fishpole and by joining
these lead
wires from the two upper radiators at
the
center and following the same
procedure
with the two lower radiators we have an
"H" beam which might very well be fed
by a low impedance transmission
line.
In our case, however, we preferred to use
an open line for a part of
the run to the
shack and a junction to the
open line is
made, without introducing any
serious difficulties by sliding the ends of the low impedance twisted pair up and
down
foot or so of the open line until the last
the
point is found, in the usual way. A best
satisfactory point for starting to locate
the opI
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timurn junction between the open line and
'the low impedance twisted pair is to make
the open line any number of half wave-

UPPER

GS -8 STANDOFFS ATT-

TO

ACHED TO
SIDES WITH

SHAFT

lengths long.
Simple Spaced Pair
A few years ago we designed a special
type of transmission block, for use in connection with the making of noise-redu, ing
antenna. These blocks provide one of the
simplest methods of making open trarismision line because they keep the wires
separated the correct distance, they can be
inserted in the line without any tie -wires
and any time that it is found desirable t.
insert additional spreaders these transposition blocks can be used very satisfactorily. When a transmission line of this
type is made it should be borne in mind
that the wires are NOT transposed. The
wire we used is approximately the equivalent of No. 14 solid and, as it becomes automatically spaced with the use of these
transposition blocks, we provide ourselve.
with a line having an impedance of approximately 450 ohms. The losses in a
line of this kind are negligible. even at five
meters. This is not true of any twisted
pair nor is it true of any type of coaxial
conductor. So, wherever an open spaced
pair can be used, particularly on the ultra
hi -frequencies, it should be used and the
use of nothing but the best twisted pair
should be used in conjunction with it.

101" CENTER
CENTER

RA DI ATOR

(PIVOT)

CROSS

ARM

WOOD SCREWS

A

Making the Beam Rotate
The simplest method for mounting the
2 x 2 inch cross -member on the top of our
3 x 3 mast would be to drill a reasonably
small hole through the 2 x 2 and run a
fairly long lag screw into the top of the
mast, placing a metal washer between the
head of the lag screw and the top of the
cross member and another one between the
bottom of the cross -member and the top
of the mast. Such an arrangement is all
right for a temporary affair but it is certinly not workmanlike and we believe that
the arrangement that we have used will be
welcomed by those amateurs who contemplate making their rotary beams more substantial. The arrangement that we have
used is a very simple but very effective one.
We secured a copper contact, of the type
which is used on large elevator controls.
The contact had an outside diameter of 254"
The base is 4,1" thick. the pin is 27" long
and the diameter of the pin is /". We
drilled three holes through the base and

\

SCREW

EYE

LOWER
RADIATOR

6 INCH STANDOFF, BAKELITE
EYE, IRON

LEAD
WIRES

0

HEAVY
FISH

LINE

BOLTS

SCREW
EYE

SHAFT OF CONTACT

NUT

TOP OF CROSS

ARM

BAKELITE
BUSHING
ELEVATOR CONTACT
WITH COUNTER -SUNK
HOLES FOR WOOD
SCREWS WHICH ARE
SCREWED INTO TOP
OF MAST.

WASH-

\

ER

MAST
--:-7.--:-

_7,

N.Y. CITY

-

O

GARDEN CITY - ---f-7,,---77-LONG ISLAND
BOSTON
'

NESW.

C

PHILADELPHIA

.._

E&W.COVERR AGE OBTAINED
-

BY

45°

ROTATION

OF CROSS ARM -

COVERAGE

Details of suspension of rotary beam
antenna are shown above.

then counter -sunk the holes so that the con
tact itself could be fastened to the top of the
mast with three wood screws. Insulating
bushings for these copper contacts are
stock items and they are made of molded
Bakelite. They have a bottom surface
which is equivalent to the surface of the
base of the copper contact. We drilled a
hole through the cross -member and sunk
the bakelite bushing into the hole and that
gave us a very satisfactory bearing and
prevented any side swaying of the cross member. Plenty of vaseline was applied
to the upper surface of the copper contact
and the lower surface of the bakelite bush
ing. The complete antenna can he rotated
so easily that it turns as though it \vas
mounted on ball bearings.
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806 "ALL- BAND"
TRANSMITTER
DELIVERS 400 WATTS
THE main purpose in

the design of this

transmitter Isas flexibility and simplicity. It as an easy matter to make an al!-Lurid
transmitter employing a large number of
stages. On the other hand, if proper tubes
and circuit arrangements are employed, the
problem is not quite so complicated as it
may seem.

In transmitters having fairly high -power

this position requires only a few watts excitation, then we can produce all -band op '.ration with a single crystal. With this
transmitter we have chosen the 804, which
vlorks exceptionlly well clown to 10 meter,.
The excitation requirements of this tube
are extremely modest, less than
watt being sufficient for maximum output.
1

"Pen-tet" Exciter Employed
In order to obtain the utmost in flexibility, we resorted to the "Pen-tet" exciter.
This unit consists of nothing more than 6F6
pentode crystal -oscillator, followed by a
6L6 multiplier. This arrangement makes it
possible to quadruple the crystal frequency

with excellent efficiency. With 400 volts on
the plates of the oscillator and multiplier,
the' output of the fourth harmonic and
80

meter crystal is more than sufficient to
drive the 804 driver and it is necessary to
adjust the coupling in order not to overdrive the large pentode. The 804 pentode
seems to be the ideal driver for the 806
final amplifier used in this transmitter, as
its output ranges from 50 to 80 watts, depending upon the circuit connections and
the voltages applied to the tube.
50

Front view of the complete transmitter.
The "exciter" and "driver" stages are
built on the lower panel and sub -base;
the 806 "final -amplifier" and control
panel being the top one.

amplifier stages, that is somewher around
IA kw., (500 watts) the driver stage
should
receive greatest care in the choice of components. The tube used as the driver determines whether or not the transmitter
must be complicated. If the tube used in

In our

Watts From Driver

case we used the tetrode connec-

tion and applied 1,000 volts to the plate of
the tube. The output with this
arrangement
was approximately 50 watts with an
excitation requirement of only .65 watt. This
output, of course, is slightly greater than
the 25 to 30 watts required for the 806,

when operated as

a plate -modulated class C
amplifier. However, the driver stage, especially in a phone transmitter should have
good regulation and a fair surplus of
power;
proper excitation being obtained by varying
the coupling between the driver and the final

stage.
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the manufacturers claim that for this serv-

ice the tubes should be cooled, preferably
with an electric fan. While this may be an
inconvenience in some cases, should it become necessary, we believe that a slightly

lower plate voltage would overcome the
problem. The slight reduction on 10 meters
would not be worth mentioning, insofar as
actual service is concerned.

Single Chassis for "Exciter" and "Driver"
The photographs show the general construction of the exciter unit, as well as the
final -amplifier unit. The exciter and driver
a single chassis and
it can be seen that this is a very
simple unit-only three tubes are used.
The panel dimensions are 8M" x 19"
while the chassis is 2" x 7" by 17". The
chassis for the final stage is the same size
and the panel is slightly higher or 10".
The final amplifier tank condenser is of the
split -stator variety and has a capacity of 50
mmf. per section. This unit originally was a
6,000 volt 100 mmf. condenser, the stator
was later split. However, a standard split stator condenser is readily available. For
operation on the 80 meter band, this capacity is slightly small; we would recommend the use of a condenser having 100
mmf. per section if one is interested in high
power operation on 80 meters.

stage are contained on

peek behind the front panels-top,
the 806 "final -amplifier," and belowthe "exciter" and "driver" stages, with
crystal.
Since link coupling is used, a variation of
he excitation is simply a matter of the
)roper placement of the link coil. The
lmonnt of grid current present in the final
implifier stage is the best guide to proper
A

xcitationn adjustment. For class C telegaphy, the final amplifier grid current should
in the neighborhood of 25 to 40 mills.
:M.A.) This can be obtained with a 15,000
)hm grid -leak.
Smaller values of grid -leaks may be used
with lower voltages.

e

Phone or CW Operation
For phone operation, the grid current
should be at least 40 mills, slightly higher
values-not exceeding 50 milliamperes-

may in some instances improve the linearity of the amplifier. For CW or code operation, the plate voltage to the final amplifier
can run as high as 3,000 volts. However,
for phone use, the maximum rating is 2,000
and this seems to provide the best allaround operation. These values will serve
for the 80, 40 and 20 meter band. However,
in some cases, it may be advisable to reduce the plate voltage slightly, probably to
1500 to 1800 on the final amplifier. Although
we have operated the tube with 2,000 volts
on 10 meters with no signs of ill effects,

Exciter Unit Can Be Used As
90 -Watt Transmitter
Our suggestion is that the final amplifier
he eliminated for 80 meter operation, and
by applying approximately 45 volts to the
LINK TO

LINK TO
ANTENNA

806

804

TUNER

ORIVEP

/1
z

s0-s
M

a
NC

(SEE

TEYT)

aa

.001

-

MF
2.500V.

15.000_

oNMs

II.001-MF /
I

.001-MF.

2.500V

0-250
MA.

5,000V.

1-1`1
TO

R.F.C.

2.5 M1t.

B-(V)F

ORvER

J

C 110v.AC

B+, 2000 10 3.000V.

the 400 watt final amplifier, using 806.
The neutralizing condenser is a disc
type, high -voltage neutralizing condenser. See pilotos for details.
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50,000
CRYSTAL

6F6

OHMS

100

R

MMF

6L6

250

FC

2.1 MH

100
MMF.

100
MMF

MMF
R.F.C.

xr,
KJ

2.1M14.
(KD

O

2.000
OHMS

/

3r

200

MMF

i

.001-

.001-

MF.

MF.

MF

.01MF

-

(EACH)

5.000
OHMS

Ol-

MR.

MF

JACK
X

OHMS

.001-

20.000

B+

TEXT)

``

Sw.OR
KEY

I

JACK

400V -500V.

( SEE

100
014/AS

MF1.1.000V `\
SW

C 0-100
MA

F 0-200
MA.

30.000

MF

6 .3V

4 5V

B-

OHMS

NOTE

(ALL TUBE

-

SOCKETS,
BOTTOM VIEW

(EXCEPT 804,WHICH

t3+, 1000V

IS TOP VIEW)

Complete Exciter Unit 50 -to -90 watts: for operation of the exciter alone, the switch
in the suppressor -grid circuit should he in the position which puts 45 volts on the
suppressor.
suppressor of the 804, we have a 90 watt
Coil Data
transmitter which should be thoroughly
80 and 40 meter oscillator 17 turns; 6L6
capable of meeting all requirements on the multiplier, 18
turns. 20 meter multiplier coil,
80 meter band. In fact, this is the way the
8 turns. These coils are wound on a 11/4"
original transmitter was operated.
isolantite form with the winding spaced to
The high power final stage is only used a length of 11/4 inches.
on 40, 20 and' 10 meters. The grid tuning
Data for the amplifier is
condenser for the final amplifier stage ap- lows: 80 meters -22 turns, No. 12, as fol21/4" dipears to be a split -stator condenser of quite ameter; for 40 meters 14 turns,
No.
12, 21/4"
large dimensions. This was used in the diameter; 20 meter, 6
turns
No.
12,
2/"
first arrangement of the transmitter in an diameter; 10 meter. 4
turns
No.
12, 134"
endeavor to employ a single -section plate diameter. These coils are of
condenser by the simple expedient of grid porting type with a length of the self-sup4". The 806
neutralization. Howe\ er, satisfactory results
grid coils are wound on 13/1" dia. isolantite
can be more easily obtained with the split - forms. The coils
are wound to a length of
stator condenser in the plate circuit, and a 3" with No. 18 tinned
single condenser in the grid circuit. When as follows: 22 turns for wire. The turns are
40 meters; 12 turns,
using grid neutralization, the output of the for 20 meter; and 5
turns
for 10 meters.
driver stage, operated as shown in the diaThe
806
plate
coils
are
of
the same congram, would not pros ide sufficient excitastruction
as
the
804
plate
coils,
however,
tion for efficient phone operation on the
they
are
wound
to
a
length
of
5"
and
have
higher frequencies. Plate neutralization is
a
diameter
of
2/".
The
40
meter
coil
has
shown in the diagram and eliminates this
26 turns; 20 meter coil has 12 turns. The
problem.
10 meter coil has 4 turns of the same diThe complete transmitter as described, ameter but is only spaced to a length of 4".
pros ides one of the smoothest operating
The self-supporting coils are constructed
"rigs" ever tried. Its excellent output of 400 with No.
12 tinned
watts on all bands provides an impressive draw n Variety. Thecopper wire of the soft
supporting strips are
signal.
made of 1/16" celluloid strips
wide.
-

/"
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iu fat': t5e ht.ud nothing .urn
signals and e believe that this real
ultra high frequency business offers the
.mattur an excellent opportunity for .hurt
rung.- direct cdmuudnicati,rn. We further be
lit%e that a successful amateur hand (-milt,
be tut ganiirI in these regions, and itrul
ably p, ()duce more Mt( resting results than
the present 5 ;peter band. Of course, the
transmission range is more limited as the
frequency increases and the higher we go,
the more it seems to take on the optical effect.
In otter words, in wavelengths around I.
meter, distances of around 25 miles would
seem to he "DX," unless we experience
some unusual conditions similiar to those
now current on the five meter band, where
atmospheric conditions play a prominent
part. Before any definite opinions can he
reached, it will he necessary for the amateurs to occupy these high frequency reg
ions in large numbers and thereby prove
wletltt r or not present theories and find
ings are definitely correct. n any event, we
believe it affords an excellent opportunity
for intro -city communication.
The transmitter employed during our ex ;

MU" uddn

Top view of

THE amateur

1

-meter receiver.

has

done little experi

meeting on the real ultra -high frequencies for the simple reason that proper
equipment has only recently become available. It is a well-known fact that it is almost impossible to get any appreciable
power from the conventional type of vacmeuum tube at wage -lengths as short as
1

ter.

With the advent of the new Western
Electric 316A tube, there is no reason why
the amateur who can afford it should not
to 11/4 -meter
carry on experiments in the
be
operated at
regions. This new tube can
at
/-teeter, and has a
fairly high efficiency
from
five
to eight watts.
power output of
There are many advantages in working on
frequencies in the neighborhood of 300 megacycles or higher; principally the entire
lack of outside interference.
No Interference Noticed
For instance, during the several months
of experimental work, we did not hear a
single automobile ignition system, or for
that matter, any other type of electrical

1

/

The 400 -volt power -supply used with
the oscillator.

ti

.r

TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS
A COMPLETE LINE OF OIL-PAPER AND MICA TYPES, BUILT TO HIGHEST STANDARDS OF QUALITY ABOVE ALL.

l4NSOIL CAPACITORS

-oil

LAREX CAPACITORS

-oil

impregnated-wax filled.
Type X-Rectangular cans.

MINO CAPACITORS

-Paper molded

ANSMICA CAPACITORS
CAPACITORS

impregnated-oil filled.

Type XL-Rectangular cans.
Type XD-Small drawn -shell cans.
Type XT-Metal tubulars.
Type XC-Round cansstud mounting.

-Mica
Type

dielectric.

XA-Ceramic

-Mica
Type

in Bakelite.

cases.

dielectric.

XM-Bakelite molded.

Complete Catalog on Request

OLAR MANUFACTURING CORP.
99-601 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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periments was a single 316A, plate -modulated with about 400 -volts on the plate. In
the photographs you see the actual transmitter that operated in the neighborhood
of 275 megacycles. The circuit is exactly
the same as that described by the author
in the November 1934 issue of Short Wave
Craft, and this circuit seems to be the only
logical one at the present time for 1 -meter

operation.

Constructional Details
The general constructional details can be
learned by referring to the photograph.
Here we see that the tube is fastened to
the ends of a pair of copper tubes. These
tubes are /-in. in diameter, and the spacing between them is slightly over a /-inch.
The spacing in fact is identical to the spacing of the plate and grid prongs of the
tube. The length of these copper rods of
course, depends upon the frequency at which
you wish to transmit. The over-all length

the -grid and plate connections on the copper rods, and this is done with the aid of
a small neon bulb, after the transmitter is
operating and the two clips connected to
about the mid -point of the copper -rods until
a point is reached where no glow is apparent. This is the point where the two clips
should be attached.
The antenna used in our experiments
consisted of a single copper rod one-half
wavelength long. Its length was determined by the standing wave on the linear
circuit of the oscillator. The distance from
the free end of the copper tubes to the
point where the neon bulb went out may be
roughly considered as /-wave, and the
length of the half -wave antenna will be
twice this length. The antenna feeder con
sisted of a single wire, tapped on to the
antenna a short distance from the center.
This distance is equal to approximately 14%
of the total length of the antenna.
1
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Diagram showing the transmitter connections.

of the external circuit from the tube to the
far end of the copper tubing is 15/ -inches.

and the frequency of oscillation is approximately 275 megacycles. The frequency may
be increased by shortening the length of
the two copper electrodes. The plate and
grid re -turn leads are taken from a point of
zero R.F. voltage on this oscillato-y line.
R.F. chokes are used at this point and they
consist of 20 turns of No. 18 or 20 wire,
wound on /-inch dowel stick. After the
winding form is removed the turns are
spaced so that the over-all length is approximately 2 -inches. Similiar chokes are
also used in series with each leg of the filament.
If the directions given are followed the
oscillator will work the first try and no
tricky adjusments will be necessary. The
one and only adjustment is the placing of
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Diagram of the 1 -meter experimental
receiver.
1

-Meter Recei%er

No directional antennas were tried because the receiver was most of the time
located in a moving automobile and therefore a directional antenna would not have
served our purpose. The receiver employed
is also shown in the photograph,
and consisted of an acorn 955 triode, and a 41 audio
amplifier. The tuning condenser was a
two -plate Trim -air with the stator plate
split in the center. Complete data is also
gis en in the diagram cox ering
the
struction of the choke coils and the coninductance for the grid circuit.
The power supply for the transmitter was
a very simple affair and
the
plains it in detail. As 21/2 volt diagram exthe nearest obtainable, in the windings are
average
transformer, a resistance is necessary power
in order to reduce it to 2 volts for
the filament.

RAY ÍEONO(AMATEUR TUBES
The Finest Quality "HAM" Tubes Made!

lum plates, Nonex hard glass bulbs, Isolantite bases, etc. Tubes that will stand up
under the most adverse conditions-and
give the greatest output per dollar over
the longest period of time.

R aythecn-the first tube manufacturer

tube designed for radio
First to build an Amateur
triode . . . first to build an Amateur
and the first to build a zero
'pentode
bias Class B modulator. Always-Raytheon led the way.
To the experienced radio amateur,
baytheon R K tubes mean the "tops" in
quality amateur tubes. Tubes made from
the finest materials in the world -Tantato build
Tmateurs.

a

...

TWO NEW BEAM POWER TUBES
Beam Power Tetrode, 1.0 Watts
Beam Power Tetrode, 1.2 Watts

RK-47
11K-48

DESCRIPTION
'(PE No.
K -10 -Triode Power Amplifier
.K -18-Triode Oscillator R.F.

Class B Modulator

_....__..

__..

25

W'

50

W

100W

.K -19-Full -Wave High Vacuum Rectifier 7.50
600 Ma
7.5 V. Heater, Peak Current
15.00 80 W
K20A R. F. I'entode
64 W
Oscillator R. F. Amplifier..._
80 W
Oscillator R. F. Amplifier
18W
Suppressor Modulated Phone
Hard Glass Bulb
5.00
tK-21-Half-Wave Rectifier ................. _....
600 Ma
2.5V Heater, Peak Current

tK-22-Full-Wave Rectifier

7.50

it K -23--R.

4.50

2.5V Heater, I'eak Current
Pentode

F.

Oscillator R. F. Amplifier
Oscillator R. F. Amplifier

_ ............._

Suppressor Modulated Phone
2.5V Heater

2K -24-Triode Power Amplifier
(5 Meter Oscillator)
1{

2.25

K-25- -R. F. Pentode
Characteristics same as RK-23
except 6.3 volt heater

RK-25B--R.
R.

P.

F.

Characteristics same

K-28 -R. F. Pentode

18 W

24
5.5

W
W

1.2

W

PRICE OUTPUT
10.00 65 W

DESCRIPTION

RK-30-Triode Power Amplifier
RK-31-Zero Bias Class B Modulator

_...._....10.00

RK-32-Triode Power Amplifier RK-3.4---Dual Triode Power Amplifier
RK-35-Triode (for Ultra High
Frequencies)

RK-36-High
RK-37-High
RK-38-High
RK-39-Beam

_

12.00
3.50

8.00

140

W'

65 W
14

W

75

W

14.50 200W

Output Triode
Mu Triode _.

8.00

80 W

14.50 225 W
Mu Triode _
3.50 35 W
H't'r
V.
6.3
Tetrode
Power
3.50 35 W
H't'r
RK-41-Beam Power Tetrode 2.5 V.

1.10
RK-42-Triode Amplifier
1.50
RK-43-Twin Triode Amplifier .......
Pentode
RK-44-Coated Cathode Type Amateur
12.6 V. Heater 8.50

28 W
with Ceramic Base
RK-45-Coated Cathode Type Pentode
Suppressor grid brought out to
a separate base pin
S.65 241V
I2.6 V. Heater
k K46-Thoriated Filament "Type Pentode
Suppressor grid brought out to a

base pin 12.6 V.

3.90

1R

Fil

.

...........................

21.75

Power Type Tetrode with
standard 6 -prong Isolantite base
(Similar in characteristics to 6L6G) 2.10

W

RK25

v41

(Bakelite Base
..
Oscillator R. F. Amplifier
Suppressor Modulated Amplifier
R

600 Ma

120W
250 W

80 W

ItK-49--Beam
.

as

oat of the Laboratory!
$17.50
27.50

TYPE No.

4.50

Pentode Oscillator

Amplifier

Jr1st

Driving Power .............
Driving Power

PRICE OUTPUT

Oscillator $3.50
Amplifier 10.00

-

Specify Raytheon R K Amateur Tubes.
They cost you no more than ordinary
tubes -yet you get the finest quality
"ham" tubes made. Sold by leading parts
jobbers. Write for details.

24
5.5

W
W

34.50

842
866

-Triode

R.

3.25
3.25

F. Amplifier

-Triode Audio Modulator

-Half

Wave Mercury Vapor

866A -I1al(Wave Rectifier Mercury
Vapor Peak Current
872A -Half-Wave Rectifier Mercury
Vapor Peak Current

160 W
Oscillator -R. F. Amplifier
200 W
Oscillator-R. F. Amplifier
60 W
Suppressor Modulated l'hone
Indicates value for two tubes.
RAYTHEON IS THE MOST COMPLETE LINE-ALL TYPES OF GLASS,
RESISTANCE AND AMATEUR TUBES

42.0 Lexington

W

14W
3W

1.50

4.00 600 Ma
16.50 2.5 Amp.

OCTAL BASE,

METAL,

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORP.
Ave., New York,

445 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois
555 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
415 Peachtree Street,

25

N. Y.

Chapel Street, Newton, Mass.

N. E.,

Atlante, Ga.
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Complete L-tneter oscillator.

This ,resistance can be a short length of
resistance wire, the proper length determined with the use of a voltmeter, the exact

resistance should be .1369 ohms.
The modulator used in the transmitter,
hut not shown in the photographs, consisted of a pair of 2A5's in class ,\,B. However, any audio unit with about 15 -watts
output v\ ill be entirely sufficient.
In the test conducted all known rules on
ultra -high frequency transmission were
found to be predominant. In other words,
the higher the antenna, whether it is for
receiving or transmitting, the better the
signal strength; also hills have an appreciable effect on the signal, when either the
transmitter or receiver are located close to
the base of the hill. The ill-effects of the
hills becoming less noticeable as the transmitter or receiver is moved farther away
from it.
All in all, our tests proved that the amateur can occupy the ultra high frequency
region with just as much satisfaction as he
now can obtain from the 5 -meter band.

Set-l'art4 List

One Meter
OSCILLATOR

1-\\'E -3I6Á

tube

2-.001 inf. 1,000 volt condensers
-10.000 10 -watt resistor
1

1-I00

ohm center tapped resistor

1-power transformer; see diagram for ratings
1-12 II. 130 ma. filter choke

2-8

nil. 500 V. electrolytic condensers
50 watt resistor

1-25,000 ohm

1-type

80 tube
meg. resistor % -watt
1-50,000 ohm resistor %=-watt

1-!s

1-500 ohm resistor

-watt
1-50,000 ohm resistor 1 -watt
1-50,000 ohm potentiometer
1-1/4-meg. potentiometer
1

3--.0001 mf. mica condensers
1-.001 mica condenser
2-.1 inf. paper condensers
1-.01 mi. paper condenser
1-25 ntf. electrolytic condenser
1-Trim-Air 2 -plate condenser with split stator
(X V -5 -TS)
1-Acorn tube socket
-prong wafer socket
1-955 Acorn tube
1-41 tube
1
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Tlseywere

once/

beginners too

experimenters in
MOST of the successful radio engineers of 1937 were, like yourself.
grew up with
They
founded.
was
CO.
SERVICE
RADIO
WHOLESALE
1921 when
then were

they used
WHOLESALE. The parts and tubes-the "rigs" and "bugs" which
days when their
those
during
WHOLESALE
on
leaned
purchased at WHOLESALE. They
down.
them
radio technique was in the making. And WHOLESALE never let

*

WHOLESALE issues
GREAT CATALOGS

TODAY, the number of prominent engineers who still depend on WHOLESALE
RD10 SERVICE CO. as their source of
One of tite services which WI IOI I? suply for anything and everything in radio SALE renders is the fine catalogs
isip in the hundreds. Follow the example
which are mailed to you ER EE upon
o these successful radio men who have
request. They cannot he duplicatedg>wn up with us. Learn to depend on
only WIlOLES LE RADIO till{1%VIOLESALE for YOUR radio require ith its tremendous bow11:E
flints. No order is too small to receive
offer you such radio
power
can
ing
pampt attention. No radio problem, simple
new 180 -page hook full
"buys.The
o complicated, is overlooked when you
of real values in everything you will
kng it to WHOLESALE. You'll find every
rver require for your radio expericI in our organization always ready and
the
ments. The merest "gadget;fling to help. You'll enjoy consulting with
and
listed
are
all
most elaborate "riglt: "hams" on our splendid staff especially
illustrated. TEN THOUSAND barRADIO
WHOLESALE
tined to assist you.
gains to help you make a success of
1IRVICE CO. with its seven branches strayour radio career. Send for this VII Er
Mcally situated to serve you best, offers
catalog T()I)A1. Ask for Catalog
Diu swift service, lowest prices, highest
No. 69-18.
Jtality.

FREE
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6L6 MOD ULA 7'(1 /r'
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'lime output transformer is designed (ui
2500, 5000, and 7000 ohu loads, and is cap

able of carrying the plate current of Ilse
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plete modulator, including the crySIuI microphone.

THE fatuous 6L6 tube, although not

modulated amplifier. The entire audio por
tion is built on a 7 x 17 inch, crackel-finished chassis, 2 inches deep, and has a metal
caste style cover. The power suppliesthere are two of them, one for the power
stage and another for the three amplifier
stages-are mounted on a similar chassis,
A cage was not employed here, but would
undoubtedly improve its appearance.
Separate Power -Supplies Used
'I'le photographs show tIte complete unit
ready to couple to the R.F. amplifier with
the power supply sitting on the top of the
speech equipment. The other two photographs show close-ups of both the speech
and the power -supply portions. Due to the
rather heavy current requirements of the
power -stage and extra good regulation being necessary, separate power -supplies were
used. The one delivers 400 volts at 250 mills
(ma.) and has only to serve the plates of the
6L6's. Another power -supply, delivering
250 volts, supplies the plate voltages for
the three low -power stages and screen voltage for the 6L6's. The screen voltage
was taken from the low voltage power supply in order to obtain perfect regulation and maintain the screen voltage constant during current swings of the power

very old, has become one of the most
popular of all tubes manufactured and is to
say the least, the most interesting. Previous
articles have shown its adaptability to transmitting apparatus in the R.F. portion and in
this article we will describe a modulator using them in the output stage.
Two of these tubes in Class A -B in this
modulator will deliver over 50 watts of
audio and are capable of modulating an R.F
amplifier with inputs up to 100 watts. This
modulator is designed to work in conjunction with a crystal microphone and uses
metal tubes throughout, except in the power supply. The diagram reveals that we start stage.
out with a hi -mu triode, as the first stage
The transformers available would not
of speech amplification, a low -mu triode
permit a single 6.3 volt winding to feed all
in the second stage of speech, two in pushof the heaters and, therefore, as the diapull as drivers for the push-pull 6L6's. Re- gram shows, the
heaters were split up,
sistance coupling is used in the first two some being run off
the low -voltage power stages which employ a 6F5 and a 6C5. The
supply, and some from the high -voltage
speech amplifier is "transformer -coupled"
power -supply. This is not at all inconvento the driver stages which, in turn, make
ient because the windings are already preuse of special transformers for the inpu
sent on the transformer and are taken care
and output circuits.
of in the plug arrangement. In the rear

JI

isn't what you put in
at counts y,

Ue RCA Tubes to be sure of better

pIrformance at hign frequencies
seems to us that much emphasis has been placed
to tube and
on tube input
g
g with little regard
p ratings
ctiuit efficiencies and the resulting output. After all,
tb other fellow only hears what you put into the
atjenna-not what you put into the final stage. Why
g,nble, therefore, with the operation of your trans inter? Give it a good start by designing it around
11:A. tubes. There are many types to choose from which
v;1 give you long, reliable service at high efficiencies.
High plate efficiencies in many tubes are obtainable
ály at very high plate voltages. This means costly
wer-supply equipment. RCA offers you a line of
tees designed to give high efficiencies at reasonable
p.te voltages, thus permitting you to save money on
y,Lir power supply equipment. The money saved can
b used to improve other portions of your transmitter.
Efficiency at ultra -high frequencies is an important
natter. Naturally, overall círcuít efficiency ís lower.
m't let the tubes be the weak link in the system
lac RCA ultra -high -frequency types which have been
tefully designed and rigidly tested to assure good
laa-high-frequency performance.

RCA 801

r

3

RCA 802

°

y;Nay

RCA 803

RCA 805

RCA 807

RCA 808

RCA 834

RCA 866

-

For full information on any RCA type,
see your supplier, or write to

i
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AMATEUR RADIO SECTION

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.

.

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
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The speech or

11111110

part of the equip.

metal.
of the speech unit we have two socket
which are receptacles for the power -supply
leads and front the power -supply unit
there
are two cables with plugs attached to fit the
sockets. In the high -voltage supply, we used
an 83 rectifier and an 80 in the low -voltage
power-supply. If the 83 causes a hush in the
receiver, merely substitute it with an 83V

which is a special vacuum tube, with regulation nearly as good as the 83. The 83 provided slightly better results.
"Gain -Control" and Bias Arrangements
Good equipment must be used in the construction of the power -supply and the modulator, because poor regulation can not be
tolerated, otherwise you will have serious
distortion and low -power output. The gain control is incorporated in the grid circuit
of the second speech amplifier. This is a
500,000 ohm potentiometer and usually has
to be turned on about 60 per cent for comfortable speaking into the microphone.
Plenty of circuit -isolating resistors and
condensers are incorporated in the speech
amplifiers and are absolutely necessary
wherever shown in order to obtain maximum stability.
The 6L6 stage may be operated with
automatic bias or fixed bias. The battery
bias, or fixed bias arrangement, permits
slightly greater power output. Although
this grid voltage might have been obtained
from the low -voltage power-supply, a separate battery was used. The small variety
work well because of the low voltage requirements and also due to the very slight
amount of grid current that flows during
peak power -outputs, which has very little
effect upon a good battery. Automatic bias
is used throughout the rest of the modulator in the conventional manner.
Both the grid leads of the two speech amplifier tubes are shielded with regular
shielding braid. This was found necessary
in order to reduce hum pickup and also
possible feed -back. Under operating con-

ditions, the amplifier, as we said before, gate
over 50 watts audio, and the quality is extremely good. In fact, many who have
heard it "over the air" claim that it sounds
as good as anything they have ever brand
and equivalent to "broadcast" quality.
There Cs absolutely no noise in the amplifier itself worn using a c rystal microphone, and not the slightest trace of hunt
which also makes for better quality.
"There are two types of output transformers available for the b1.6's. One is shown
ín this particular modulator, and another
which has low -impedance outputs ranging
up to 500 ohms. It has been 101111(1 tlesir
able in litany cases to use an "out -put"
transformer with a 500-ohnt output secondary and coupled to the modulated am.
puffier through a 500 -ohm transmission line.
Although this requires another transformer
for matching the 500-olun line into the modulated amplifier, it eliminates "feed -back"
difficulties in that the modulator may be operated at quite a distance from the R. F.
amplifier, and thus there will be little
chance of R.F. getting into the modulating
equipment. Of course, if care is used in setting up the apparatus, no R. F. should be
present in the audio system. But one of the
best ways of getting around this possible
es it is to use the above method and employ
a 500 -ohm line between the modulator and
the modulated amplifier.
Parts List for Modulator

1-5

meg. resistor
1-3500 ohm resistor
1-50,000 ohm resistor
1-200,000 ohm resistor
1--200,000 ohm resistor
1-2,500 ohm resistor
(The above resistors are all
1-20,000 ohm voltage divider
1-15,000 3hm voltage divider
1-.5 meg. potentiometer
2-4 mf. condensers, 100 volt
2--2 mf. condensers, 400 volt

5-8

1-.1

'

watt)

mf. condensers, 600 volt
mf. by-pass condenser

1-10.000 ohm resistor
1-500 ohm resistor

'Ile

two power -supplies conbined in one

unit, which are used for the 616 modulator.
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6C5's

616's

5

MEOS

110

La

/

V.. A

C.

3.500
OHMS

OHMS

9Nlll0.9

616"
C-

"24
OMMS

2-7

25V

10 Mf

MODULATOR

Diagram of the complete modulator and power supplies
2-6L6 tubes
1-83 tube
1-80 tube

x 17 x 2V2 inch chassis, with bottom plates and
one cane type cage, black crackle finish
6-Bakelite wafer sockets, octal
1-6F5 tube
3-6C5 tubes

1-crystal microphone

UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY

FOR THE HAM
THE problem of supplying voltages to
a transmitter is constantly confronting

the average amateur.
In most cases two separate power -sup.
plies were used; one furnishing low voltage,
that is around 500; another supplying the
high voltage, usually around 1,000 to 1,500
volts. It is also possible to obtain the same
results with a single power -supply by using
a tapped voltage divider. However, this
latter method is electrically unsound because of the poor regulation afforded and
power wasted. The low -power stages suffer
when the high -voltage amplifier is keyed.
The new special triple -winding transformer which is described in this article,
and shown in the photographs, permits the

-r

entire problem to be solved economically
and in an electrically sound manner.
In most of the amateur stations where the

Bottom view showing the wiring.
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DYKANOL TRANSMITTING
CAPACITORS --TYPE TJ
proven dependability,
Of

Dr1"u1 c11,

CA
A
I

ER
Pl

OL

DRY
T

these

-You're just starting out in this fascinating
field called radio. A lot of thrills lie ahead
and possibly a good many
'for you
¡disappointments. One of the most import
pnt component parts utilized in any radio
írcuit ís the condenser. Disappointments
hue to condenser failure have been avoided
py those "who know their way about in
radio" by standardizing on Cornell]ubilier Capacitors.
'There are a lot of sound technical reasons
rvhy C -D Capacitors are "Tops", but what
ould be more convincing that this: Enigineers the world -over specify C -D.
.

LYTICS

.

.

1.

CAPACITORS --TYPE 86
Hermetically sealed in glazceranon -hygroscopic
ed,
Available
mic
containers.

volts.

DYKANOL FILTER

CAPACITORS-TYPE TL
in
encased
Hermetically
round aluminum containers.
Oil impregnated and filled.
PAPER FILTER CAPACITORS
TYPE PE

capacitors
with a high dezree of safety
voltage
against
margin
breakdown.
Paper

diélectric

DRY ELECTROi.YTiC
CAPACITORS-TYPE JIt
The latest etched foil development in the industry.
Small, compact. triply sealed
in silvered containers.
PAPER TiIR11i.ARS
TYPE D'I'
Long recognized as the finest in the field, the Di'
ea:tensively
Tubulars are
utilized by leading set manu-

facturers.

Whether radio ís going to be "Just A Hobby" with
you, or your life's work, begin right . . . . insist on
(Cornell-Dnbilier Capacitors for Quality, Performance,
C -I1

line of Capacitors

IVril.te

for

Cat. No. 151-4, free on request. C-1) capacitors are anailable at all Cornell-11uhilier authorized t1iFt1'Ibr/tlll'4.

CORPORATION
south Plainfield,

12,5011

Dependability.
For listing of the entire

.e

sealed

hermetically

capacitors are Dykanol impregnated and filled. Universal mounting bracket permita either inverted or upright mounting. Available in
a complete capacity range
up to 25.000 volts, D.C.
MOLDED MiCA CAPACITORS
TYPES 9 & 4
Constructed of the finest seSpecial
lect India mica.
Bakelite composition molded
under pressure hermetically
seals condenser section.
MICA TRANSMITTING

from 2,000 to

LL =RrIBILIER

Y`

H.

I.

THE

WORLD'S LARGEST AND OLDEST

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

CAPACITORS

!It
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Top view of the Multi -purpose power supply.

Sv

Circuit diagram showing the various
connections.

average power output is around 100 tó250
watts, two voltages are required, 500 and
1,000. The 500 volt potential is usually applied to the oscillator and buffer stages,
while the 1,000 volt supply furnishes power
for the final amplifier alone, and it was for
this particular purpose and arrangement
that this power -supply was designed.
Here we have in effect, two power -supplies employing only one transformer for
the high soltages and using three type 83
rectifiers. A switch is also provided so that
a single output of some 1,600 volts may be
obtained if needed; however, this does
away with the low, voltage supply. Elsewhere in this book we describe a transmitter which can satisfactorily employ this
particular power -supply. The transformer
which supplies the various filament voltages contains two 6.3, 7.5 and a 5 -volt winding. One 6.3 and the 7.5 windings are
both employed.
By employ lug a rather long filament
cable, the voltage is tlropped to around 101/4 volts which is entirely satisfactory. ¡'he remaining 6.3 volt winding is employed for
the low -power stages. Each output section
of the poser supply will provide the voltages indicated in the diagram at 250 milliamperes, this is entirely satisfactory for almost any medium power amateur transmitter.
Numerous other combinations may be employed aside from those shown in the diagram. The only variations we found necessary were the double -throw switch for

switching from one single output, at I,60(1
volts, to two delivering 500 and 1,100 volts,
together with three taps on the primary.
The voltages shown in the diagram are
obtained by employing tap No. three on the
primary. Taps one and tco will gis e tor.
re!.pondingly lower voltages.
T-1 in the diagram is a triple -winding,
5 -volt filament transformer, and permits
the many combination hook-ups with this
power -supply. The filter section of the supply may seem rather meager; however,
careful examination has shown that a
single choke and condenser is entirely sufficient to provide an absolutely pure note
from an efficiently designed transmitter.
Of course, the crystal when used in the
oscillator circuit goes a long way toward
ironing out any ripple that might be caused
by the power -supply.
Tests on the air with a number of transmitters proved that this power -supply gives
a perfect note, and one need not incorporate
additional chokes or condensers in the filter
section.
Parts

Supply

I-Tritlle

winding transformer (250 ma.)
-winding filament transformer, see text
1- 3 -winding Filament transformer
1

-4

2-

14 henry -250 Ina. filter chokes
1-50.000 ohm -50 watt resistor
1-25,000 ohm -50 watt resistor
1-2 mt. 2,000 volt filter condenser
1-2 mi. 1,000 volt filter condenser
1-17 by 12 by 3 inch crackle finished chassis
3 -4 -prong wafer sockets

'SWK' COIL

'APC' IN

'MCD - X'
DOUBLE-SPACED

S

W

F

FORM

SPLIT -STATOR

CONDENSER

'NF' MICRO CONDENSER

2-67L
WITH Hammarlund precision products in your
receiver or transmitter, you are thoroughly assured of dependable service for superior results!
;ince 1911-when Hammarlund products were introduced-engineers, professionals, amateurs, set build!rs, and experimenters in every corner of the world
lave developed and built their equipment exclusively
with Hammarlund products-products that insure
,mooth sailing performance)

Hammarlund, today, manufacturers over 500 pre ;Won products among which are standard, midget
and micro variable condensers; trimming and pad ling condensers; plug-in coils; coil forms; Isolantite sockets; I.F. transformers; R.F. Chokes; couplings; shields; professional "Super -Pro" and "Comet
Pro" receivers, and special laboratory equipment for
ultra -high frequency and high frequency receiving
and transmitting. Above are illustrated the famous
coil forms (SWK and SWF) using the special low
!loss natural colored XP -53 dielectric with its unusually low power factor,
rugged structure and ex-

treme durability. The "MC" condensers use lsolantite insulation, noiseless silver plated Beryllium
wiping contact, wide split type rear bearing, cadmium
plated soldered brass plates, etc. The "HF" micro
condensers, ideal for tuning or trimming high frequency circuits, also use cadmium plated soldered
brass plates, Isolantite insulation, wide front bearing, etc.
For best results use Hammarlund, and to be sure
you get a genuine Hammarlund product, look for the
name HAMMARLUND stamped on every product!
Mail coupon below for new catalog with complete
details on all Hammarlund products.
If you do not wish to cut this page.
COPY the coupon below

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., Inc.
424-438 West 33rd St., N. Y. C.
Please send

"37" catalog

Name

Address

City

..,,.

.

State
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AN EFFICIENT

e

125 -WATT MODULATOR
USING 35T's

Complete view of modulator and speech
equipment, together with an "inside
shot" of the high-power stage and its
power -supply
IN previous articles we have described
transmitters ranging from 100 to 300
and 400 watts input, and all of these transmitters are capable of phone operation. The
modulator described in this article is a fitting addition to any one of the previously
described transmitters.
The modulator consists of two units; one
is a combination speech amplifier and driver.
consisting of three 56's and two 2A5's
connected in push-pull class A. The class
B power stage employs two Elmac 35 -T's.
with from 1,000 to 1,100 volts on the plates
and is capable of an output of over 125
atts.
Referring to the diagram, we find that
we start out with a crystal microphone and
three stages of triode amplification. Resistance coupling is used to permit good
quality, and if the values given in the diagram are followed carefully, there will -he
no danger of instability or feedback. The

plate circuit of each 44 the amplifier tubes
contains a resistor, condenser and filter.
The third triode is transformer coupled to
the 2A5's. Transformer coupling is used in
this position to simplify construction and
design. The 2A5's in push-pull serve as a
driver stage for the 35 -T's. The 2A5's with
from 250 to 'U0 volts on the plates are entirely adequate for drix ing the final class
B stage. Slightly better quality would be
possible w ith a pair of 2Á3's or 45's in class
A. However, the combination shown in the
diagram provides excellent quality, that is
as good as can he found on the amateur
bands, and we must agree that there are
many fine phone stations now in operation.
The output transformer of the 2A5's is a
universal affair, designed to match the 2A5's
into various loads from 500 ohms downward. Therefore, the input transformer on

Top and bottom view of the "speech
amplifier" and "driver" unit.
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the class B stage is designed to couple a
low -impedance line to the 35 -T's. The 500
ohm line was chosen and provides the best
all-around results. The turn ratio of the
input transformer should be 2.8 to
step
up from the 500 ohm line.
In a good many cases the driving stage
and even the voice amplifier stages are included in the same unit with the Irigh-power
class B stage. While this can be done successfully, it is much more advisable to follow the arrangement there described, which
permits the modulator stage to be mounted
in the rack with the rest of the transmitter
and the speech amplifier and driver on the
operating desk, well out of the field of the
transmitter. In this respect there is less
likelihood of it picking up R.F. and, at the
same time, the amplifier is located close to
the microphone where the gain control is
readily accessible.
1

to the photograph of the
final -amplifier stage, we find that here too,
the power supply is mounted on the same
chassis with the amplifier. I'his power -supply
makes use of a transformer which has a high
and low primary tap, providing an output
of 1,100 volts on one tap, and some 1,400 on
the other. Either may be used with the
audio transformers listed in the parts list.
However, some juggling of the load impedance on the 35-T class I3 stage will be
necessary when the higher voltage is ernploYed. In other words, the 6,00(1 ohm output tap may have to he used with a load impedance as high as 8,000 ohrns in order to
reflect the proper load into the 35 -T's.
However, we recommend adhering to the
1,000 to 1,100 volt supply for best allaround results, unless the input of the modulator amplifier is in excess of 500 watts
and cannot be applied to the modulator

Referring

-r,

10 Mc.'

25.000,
OHMS

Diagram of the speech amplifier and driver
The power -supply, the speech amplifier
and driver stage are all included on the
same chassis. Reference to the photograph
will show the general construction of this
unit. Any fairly high -gain audio amplifier
with an output of approximately 7 to 8
watts will drive the 35 -T's, and if such an
amplifier is readily available completely
constructed matters are greatly simplified.
There are a number of 6 to 8 watt high -gain
amplifiers now being sold by various radio
supply houses which can be purchased just
as cheaply as they can be constructed, and
any of these which have a 500 ohm output
winding will work satisfactorily with the
class B stage.

tubes. With the plate voltage indicated in
the diagram, the plate meter on modulation peaks will show about 180 to 190 milliamperes; higher values than this should

not be permitted.
The output transformer employed with
these tubes mas designed to be used with
the type 800 tubes. Since the load impedance of the 35 -T's with the voltage specified in this article is slightly less than the
value for the 800's, the low' impedance represented by the final amplifier input should
be slightly less than the values indicated
on the output taps of the transformer. For
instance, the 6,000 ohm tap should be used
for a load of slightly over 5,500 ohms for
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Diagram of the Class "B" stage and its "power supply."
a perfect match. However, such a slight dethe tap may be connected into loads simiviation will not impair the quality at voice liar to the listings on the transformers.
-frequencies, and for all general purposes
Parts List for Modulator
Speech Amplifier and Driver.
meg. resistor-y=-watt.
2-5.000 ohm resistors-1-watt.
2-100.000 ohm resistors 1 -watt.
2-25.000 ohm resistors 1 -watt.
1-.5 meg. resisto! V2 -watt.
1-2.500 ohm resistor 1 -watt.
1-10.000 ohm resistor 1 -watt.
1-250 ohm resistor 2 -watts.
1-.5 meg. potentiometer.
1-50.000 ohm 50 -watt resistor.
2-.1 mf. condensers.

1-5

3-10

mf. electrolytic condensers.
mf. electrolytic condensers.
mf. electrolytic condensers (wet 500 volts).
1-push-pull input transformer, T-52.
1-push-pull output to low impedance line, T-105.
2-30 henry 90 ma. filter chokes, T-153
1-power transformer 250 to 300 V., D.C., output, 90 to 100 ma.

3-4
3-8

3-5
2-6

prong wafer sockets.
prong wafer sockets.
1--4 prong wafer socket.

-

-

1-D-104 crystal microphone.

3-Type 56 tubes.
2-2A5 tubes.
1-83 V. tube.

1-Amplifier foundation unit chassis and cover. Class
B

power stage.

1-Input transformer
to class B grids.

1-T-460
1-T-357
1-T-352
1-T665

T-261

;

variable ratio

S00 ohms

output transformer with tapped secondary.
filament transformer for 35 -T's.
filament transformer for 866's.
plate transformer 1,180 volt output, with
primary tap.
1-T-511 swinging choke.
1-2 mf. 2,000 volt oil condenser.
1-50,000 ohm 100 -watt resistor.
-0 -250 -ma. meter, large bakelite case.
4-4 prong sockets.
1-17 by 3 by 11 inches chassis black crackle finish.
1-10 by 103 panel, black crackle finish.
2-Eimac 35 -T's.
2-866 Jrs.
1
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the Ultimate In Ultra High Frequency
THE NEW 1938 ULTRA STRATOSPHERE "10"
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Eager acceptance on the part of its purchaser-, singles out the 1111ríí Stratosphere
"I0" SIM the value of the year. The noonday,.
of letters of appreciation was far greater
than normally expected to prove that dollar
for dollar the many purchasers of the Ultra
Stratosphere "10" found it a wise investment. Long lists of verified stations received
with this amazing unit will !lake even the
most successful D.X. listener enthusiastic
of its performance. Described in detail Page
295, October issue Short II'urv' & I'cleri.c'
Compete kit of purls, inrinding
II" 1lyntuuir Speaker, unwired,
le«« turbe« rend t,cre«rlorietl ,.
I
ICia of 10 uuotrlrr,I Sylvunin eider.
to 15 ureters
Net of L roil.
Set of 11 roll.-IS to 5 511 ',mirror
Sri of 4 rolla -7511 to 411011 rimier...
Anlerleon S. 11. Ilandntike
Wired anti ironed extra

-2t

11.*

*Ten tubes.
I-111(7 Regenerative 'Tuned li.t . Amplifier.
1-(,.17 Regenerative Ile ter 1or.
1-6J51; Super lirgeneralive Detector 11

Tran.mitting Our.
2-(105 P.P. 1.t Audio

,ír.95
.:10
..

...

.

2.20
2.00
2.95
4.:11

I'lll'I( Irh'ILhHIl;,INAM' til'1'I'I,'

P.P.

Ream

power

*Inge

&

II

noeler.

Iierrlve« front 25 i to X1/101) meters.
*I'ran«uiil« on 21 & 5 meter..
*

*II"

Dynamic. Speaker.

11.1'. Gain Control.
Gain Control.
*Size -17;"211 x 111;í"-14 gtllrgr

*Calibrated

*A.I.

*TO Ilf1

.

Stage.

output
& modulator..
2-257,( Parallel Iiectiber«.
1-6G5 Electronic tuning indicator

2-25I,6

control.

Rellontrtor control.
*Seprer:ote elerlriral hand.prend.
*N'ernier irlanetnry drivels on tuning I;und.
*

l.argr II" toning dial..

*May hr a«ed for I.C.W. and phone tram*eni«.ion and its ii curie practice rr.ril.
Ialor. Only n key required.
*Standby tlwitclt,
*Autonomic Phopne jerk.
*liulll-In A,1;. v D.C. I'uwrr «apply
.
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ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY PRODUCTS CO.
New York
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THE
C -O -M 150

WATT

TRANSMITTER
.
THE trend of

late has been toward compact ad simplified transmitters. This,
of course is due to popular demand but it
is only made possible by the increased
efficiency of our transmitting tubes. This
transmitter is really compact and efficient,
and above all is very simple to build and
operate. The output consists of a pair of

.

R N 37's in parallel with an RK 39 driver.
The crystal -oscillator circuit is built around
the "Md-faithful" 6L6. The entire transmitter exclusive of power -supply of course,
is built on a 8 by 17 -inch chassis, with a
8/ -inch panel 19 inches long. The complete
power -supply unit for this transmitter could
easily be built on a similiar size chassis
and panel, making a complete job of small
dimensions and capable of putting out a
really "husky" signal. The transmitter is
simplified and easy to construct and operate.

New Frequency -Doubling

Circuit!

From the diagram it would appear that
the crystal -oscillator is a cons entional tet
rode arrangement, holsever careful examination and operation prove it to he quite
the contrary. The plate circuit of the 6L6
oscillator may be tuned to either the crystal
frequency or the second harmonic (twice the

Top: Front view of the complete 150 watt Transmitter. Center: A peek at the
rear of the 150-watt Transmitter. Note
that the final -amplifier plug-in coil is
mounted between the two sections of the
split -stator condenser. Lower photo
shows bottom view of Transmitter.

IM

crystal frequency;. It will be noticed that
the diagram shows a 400 ohm cathode bias
resistor with a 140 mmf. variable condenser
connected across it. This may seem rather un
usual, but it is this trick that permits frequency
doubling in the oscillator with only one tuned
circuit. with the 140 mmf. set at mid -scale,
the crystal will oscillate regardless of the frequency at which the plate circuit is resonant.
The condenser shunted across the cathode
biasing resistor could have been made fixed;
however, different crystals require slight
changes in this capacity. Also when doubling in the plate circuit a slightly different
adjustment is required over that which provides stable operation when the plate circuit is tuned to the crystal frequency. This
400 ohm biasing resistor in this particular
transmitter is a wire -wound affair, and we
also note that the shell of the 6L6 is connected directly to the cathode. These were
not according to schedule, for originally
the 400 ohm cathode resistor was a metal

EVERY AMATEUR SHOULD
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SPRAGUE
TRIMMERS

KNOW ABOUT

ur ew line of Trimmer Condensers
is t:t an immediate remponse whereer he call ís for extremely stable
lips with excellent flower factor at
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more essential to your Transmitting Condensers than the right oil. On this oil depends their
ability to dissipate heat, resist moisture, perform
satisfactorily over a long period of time.
Thus, ín analyzing oils of many types for Sprague
Transmitting Condensers, we paid special attention
to the oil used to impregnate the transatlantic
cables. Here, there could be no failure. Here, none
but the very best would do . . . As a result, we
used this same identical oil for our Condensers. We
demanded the best-and got it! This Sprague oil
has no trick name-but it is the best oil for the
purpose BAR NONE.
Use Spragues-and note the difference!
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UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
Sprague Transmitting Condensers are oil -filled,
oil -impregnated, cylindrically wound and constructed with ample safety factor-They are
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Diagram of the Class -It stage and its "power -supply."

lized affair and the shield of the 6L6 was
connected to the "B" negative. This was
in the original experimental oscillator and

it performed excellently, and there is more
than sufficient output on the second harmonic
to excite a pair of RK39's in push-pull. When

the original idea was incorporated in this
finished transmitter it was found that after
the rig was tuned up, the crystal would not
start oscillating when the 6L6 and 39 plate
voltages were switched on at the same time,
In other words, it would have required
two switches to be thrown each time it was
put on the air during a QSO. This was a
rather bothersome arrangement, so the
shield was connected to the cathode to provide a slight amount of feed -back which
started the crystal off even when the two
stages were turned on simultaneously. In
the original circuit, as in this one, we employed a 60 ma. two -volt pilot -light bulb
connected in series N%ith the crystal to indicate crystal current, and also as a precautionary measure. Should the crystal current rise above 75 Or 80 ma. the bulb
will blow, thus acting as a fuse .This 60 ma.
bulb in the original experimental model
showed no signs of glow, not even a dull
cherry red, when the plate circuit was tuned
to either the crystal frequency or the second harmonic with the plate circuit of the
oscillator unloaded.
However, with the arrangement shown
in the finished transmitter, there will be a
considerable indication of crystal current
when the plate circuit is unloaded, and when
tuned to the crystal frequency; although in

the finished transmitter the plate circuit
in the oscillator is permanently "loaded,"
and therefore there is practically no indication of crystal current as would he evidenced by a glow in the lamp.
Should any reader desire to follow the
original arrangement, we believe it offers
the most perfect oscillator and multiplier
arrangement so far developed. We would
recommend of course, that the shell of the
61.6 be grounded and link coupling used between the 6L6 plate and the tube 'licit the
oscillator is to drive-. Even with 600 -volts on
the plate of the oscillator, absolutely nc
indication of a glow was present in the pilot
light, either with the plate circuit loaded
or unloaded, and it makes relatively no difference whether the 400 ohm resistor is
wire -wound, metallized or even of the carbon type. With this circuit, or course, a
g 1 active crystal must be used. Many of
the cheaper and not !accurately ground
crystals will, of course, fail to start off in
this circuit. But this is no drawback, because even good crystals are relatively inexpensive at the present time. So much for
the oscillator circuit.
v%

The 39 Stage

Progressing to the 39 stage of the transmitter we find that it is a conventional

tuned -plate affair and it is capacity -coupled
to the oscillator. This stage is thoroughly
capable of driving the two RK 37's even
when the 39 acts as a doubler, for it is possible to drive the grid current to 65 milliamperes in the final amplifier, which is considerably greater than the manufacturers

BUILT FOR
PERFORMANCE
The KENYON "T" line of audio and
power components includes a number
of Universal Transformers which entirely eliminate obsolesence. Solves
the amateur's problems in an economical manner. Low in price yet built
to stand the gaff.
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t
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UNIVERSAL MODULATION TRANSFORMER
The Reliable Solution to the Moduls*ion Problem
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The Modern Answer to Critical Driver Operation

KEN -O - LINE
UNIVERSAL SPEAKER OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
The Precision Method of Matching Output Tubes to Speakers

KEN

-O - DYNE

UNIVERSAL LINE TO SPEAKER TRANSFORMER
The Efficient Coupling Device from Universal Line

BEFORE BUYING A PLATE TRANSFORMER GET THE
DOPE ON OUR TRIPLE WINDING TRANSFORMERS.
THESE NEW UNITS PROVIDE OVER 30 VOLTAGES
RANGING FROM 400 TO 3,000 VOLTS.
coil
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and antenna

Beginners and old timers

that the Kenyon
Amateur Transmitter Man-

agree

14

Ken -O-Graphs pereasy conversions
of various units. An excellent reference book for
the licensed or prospective
Your net cost
amateur.
25 cents.
page
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manual published to date.
Contains design details for
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and C. W. transmitters.
Includes 13 pages of radio
data, formulae, Conversion
tables, inductance calcula.
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specifications

circuits, etc.
additional pages are full

the
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MANY OF THE ARTICLES IN THIS BOOK UTILIZE
KENYON COMPONENTS. THEREFORE IN ORDER TO
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Chief Engineer-Amateur Division

840

TRANSFORMER

CO., Inc.
Berry Street, New York, N. Y.
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recommend for efficient opet atiou. It is very
important that the RK 39 be shielded. The
shield should extend up to the tot, of the
tube and should not tit too closely around
it. Also it is advisable to have a number
of holes around the bottom and top of
the shield in order to provide adequate
ventilation. 'l'he final amplifier is also very
simple and conventional. It is capacitively
coupled to the driver stage in order to
simplify matters.
The two tubes were used in parallel in
an effort to further simplify the transmitter, for in push-pull an additional tuned
circuit would have been required, and the
plate circuit of the driver would also have
been more complicated. Down to 10 meters
there is apparently no difference in the output of the 2 -tubes, whether they sue connected in push-pull or parallel. The plug-in
coils for the oscillator and butler -doubler
are wound with heavy tinned copper wire
on R-39 forms. The plate coil of the final
amplifier is9 wound on the new XR forms
and presents a, very convenient arrangement, inasmuch as this coil and its mounting can be mounted directly on the tuning
condenser.
Plate Current Valued
A rough indication of what might be expected in the way of plate currents in the
various stages will undoubtedly help the
reader in knowing whether or not his transmitter is functioning properly. The oscillator under load should have a plate current
from 30 mills when operated at the crystal
frequency and 40 to 45 mills when the
plate circuit is tuned to the second harmonic of the crystal. The RK 39 plate current will be around 10 mills with the key
Alf the final amplifier open, land when
the 39 is used as a straight amplifier, and
about 20 milliamperes when it is used as
a doubler. With the final amplifier delivering power to the antenna the plate current of the 39 when operated either as a
doubler or straight amplifiers will be in the
neighborhood of 80 to 90 milliamperes.
The final amplifier with the plate circuit
unloaded should show a plate current of
around 15 to 20 milliamperes and with
1,000 volts on the plate, under full load
the plate current should not exceed 200
milliamperes. With 1,250 volts on the plate
of the tubes, 190 ma. will be approximately
correct.
There is no fixed bias on the final amplifier, and therefore the key should not be
closed unless excitation is being applied to

the grids of the two amplifier tubes. flow
if anyone building this transmitter
happens to be using the vacuum -tube "keying" artaugenent, there will be sufficient
automatic bias Clue to the voltage drop
across the keying tubes, to furnish enough
grid bias to eliminate all danger, should
the excitation fail at any tinte with the key
closed. This is another good feature of the
tube keying arrangements.
The final -amplifier can be used as a
doubler -stage
at
considerably
reduced
power output, but it would be best to always use it as a straight amplifier. If used
as a frequency doubler, the grid resistor
should be increased from the present 2,000,
to 3,000 or -1,000 ohms. Also, tite plate
current should be kept down to approximately 135 or 1-10 ma., otherwise the tubes will
be dissipating too much power, and "short
life" will be the result.
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Lint-I50

Watt 'I'runantitter

-.001 inf. mica cond. ( 1000 V.)
III inf. mica rand. (1000 V.)

--1110 ntntf.

I-.00I

mica cond. (1000 V.)

mf. mica cond. (5000 V.)

nun(. vat. cond.
mint. ar. cond.
1110.100 nunf. var. cued.
I --neutralizing
cond.
-140 mini. var. cond.
S--S1nung coil forms
1-coil forms
.1
-plug base
I-plug socket
-ISO

I

-11111

I

1

4-5 prong sockets
-8 prong socket
I

2--

thong sockets

4

2-2.5 nth. RF chokes

I-1 mh., RF choke
1-2000 ohm 10 watt resistor
I-400 ohms 10 watt resistor
1-50,000 ohm 20 watt resistor
1-4,000 ohm 20 watt resistor
1-10,000 ohm 20 watt resistor
1-400 ohms 20 watt resistor
1-20,000 ohm 20 watt resistor
1-2000 ohm 20 watt resistor
1-100 ohms center -tapped resistor
1-0-100 ma. meter (small)
1-0-200 nut. meter (small)

1-61 6
1-RK39
2-RK37

I-8)
1-8

x 19 inch black crackle panel
x 17 x 2 inch black crackle base

1-crystal holder
1-60 ma. 2 V. pilot light
1-socket for pilot light
4-single closed circuit jacks
2-phone plugs (for meter and key)

Coil Data for Xmitter
'Ost. and buffer coils
Band
Turns
Wire
80 nt.
30
No. 18 tinned
40 nt.
16
No. 18 tinned
20 m.
714
No. 16 tinned
Wound full length on R39 form

final amp.

Band

80 m.
4') ni
20 m.

Turns
40
24

Wire

No. 18 tinned
No. 16 tinned
16
No. 16 tinned
'Wound full length on XR13 form

..

Quod Erat Demonstrandum
as the Latins used to say, means

"that which has

been proved," and this certainly applies to CENTRALAB. An ever -improving line of radio parts
manufactured since 1922 justifies this quotation.
---_._.
F
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STANDARD RAD.IOH-M

variable resistors for smooth, quiet control
of volume, tone, sensitivity, or regeneration.
Improve old equipment and insure best performance ín new. Available in values from
500 ohms to 3 megohms ín six different resistance tapers.

Selector Switches
in assembled or kit form for any normal se-

lector application. Available with bakelite
insulation for ordinary requirements and
Isolantite insulation for best efficiency at
high frequencies. All switches have adjustable stop allowing choice of two to eleven
positions. Wide variety of contact arrangement provides correct switching sequence
for any application.

Fixed Resistors
that are "baptized by fire" at 2500° F. ín the
making. Available in 11/2, 1 and 1/2 watt

sizes in all values from fifty ohms to five
megohms. The resistor cross section shows
the jacket type construction that protects
the conducting core against breakage and
humidity changes. The small diameter core
assures low noise level and constant value
over wide ranges of requency and voltage.

just off the press. Details of
Send for yours today.
included.
these and other Centralab products are

FREE: Your copy of catalog No.

1001,

CENTRALAB

'

')00 EAST KEEFE AVENUE
RIiI'I'ISIl CENTRALAB, LTD.
Canterbury lid., Kilburn
London, N.W.6, England

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
FREVCII CENTRALAB CO.
118 Avenue Ledru-Rollin
Paris XI, Frunce
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POWER SUI'l"L YFOR L O W
POWER TRANSMITTERS
ON the front of the power -supply panel
we hay a two switches and a pilot light.
One switch for turning the entire supply
on and is connected in the 110 volt line,
while the other breaks the center tap of the
high -voltage N%inding on the transformer,
allowing the B voltage to be rt moved for
stand-by purposes during comtk.unication.
The power-supply panel is of the same dimensions as most others being 7x18 inches
and is fastened to a 2 inch sub -base.
The power transformer is a combination
filament and plate transformer. The high voltage secondary is 625 volts either side of
the center tap. There is one 5 -volt, 3 ampere
winding for the rectifier and two 6.3 olt
windings at 3 amperes each.
In this particular unit we used a heavyduty type 80 tube together with choke input in the filler system, in order to limit
the output voltage to a value of around 425
to 450 volts.
An 83 mercury vapor tube may be used to
advantage because of the higher voltage it
would provide. The two filter choke coils
are rated at 11 henries at 300 ma. current
carrying capacity. While the transformer
is only rated at 250 ma., these chokes
were used because they were designed as
companion units to the transformer.
For the filter condensers we used 8 inf.
electrolytic condenser with a 500 olt peak
rating. Two of these were connected in
series in each section, resulting in 4 mf.
capacity with a working voltage of well
over 800, thus allowing a good "safety
factor."
With the use of two titter chokes and
the condenser arrangement shown in the
diagram, absolutely pure D.C. is obtained
at 250 mills. The output of the filter system
is loaded with a 25,000 ohm, 50 -watt wire wound resistor in order to prevent voltage
surges and improve regulation.
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Diagram o!' pm.er-supply

Parte List
1-power transformer (for rating see text)
2-chokes (see text)

4-8

mf. 500 volt electrolytic condensers

1-25,000,

wire -wound resistor

50 -watt

1-7x19xq inch crackle finish steel panel
I-2x11x17 inch crackle finish chassis
1-26 inch standard relay cabinet, crackle
2-toggle switches
3-4 prong wafer sockets
1-type 83-V. cr type 80 rectifier tube
1

Top and bottom views of power unit.
finish
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Are judged and Yaluerl"
Every Engineer and Experimenter in any way concerned with pick-ups
and then his choice will
should choose only after strict comparison
many
naturally be AUDAX. As pioneers in this field and sponsors of manugood
with
other
refinements which have become "regulation"
facturers, we offer you MICRODYNE as the greatest forward stride
since the advent of pick-ups in 1926. The astonishing facsimile performance of this truly WIDE -RANGE system,-over the full audio rangeunder all climatic conditions, has won the acclaim of Sound Authorities
everywhere. Recording -microphone fidelity at the pick-up! And why
should you accept less!

...

for your every need, from
the humblest portable to the most
exacting transcription requirement . . and each AUDAX
model delivers wider range, truer fidelity and greater
stability than you can secure elsewhere at any price.

$7.50 fo $260 00 List
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THE
..IV2

INN
5 -METER

1'I- is now possible to build a well
atubilized transmitter with fairly respectable output for as little as a good rttodulated oscillator of the present-day design
would cost. The new 61.6 beam tube which
has been featured in other transmitter at t
ides has been found to give excellent per

to 5. This, in twit, drives a 61.6 as a stsaigltt
aitplitiri on 5 Melt Es. Huth tubes have the
saint plate %oltage applied to them, anti run
%%itlt orally the saute input. The 5 meter
output of the oscillator is More titan suf

ticirnt to drive the 6L6 amplifier and pet
mitits an untuned loosely -coupled grid cis
cult, further isolating the two stages.
As a tritet oscillator on 10 meters, the 6L6
exhibits excellent stability characteristics
The oscillator, after the tube has once been
heated, sloes not shift frequency when it
is switched on and off. The amount of creeping has been found to be less than a multistage transmitter using a low -frequency
crystal and operating on 5 meters.
"Crystal -Stability" Reported
A regular "communications" type rrcriv
cr, operating wit it a 5 -meter coitnerter,
proved that this transmitter had no frequency modulation and even when the cry
stal filter was in the circuit, the thousand
cycle heat note did not vary during coinplete modulation. With from 400 to 425
volts on the plates of the tubes, the following voltage and current readings are recommended, when the amplifier is delivering
power to an antenna 50 rna.; oscillator
screen, 250-275 volts; oscillator screen current, 12 ma.; amplifier plate current, 70-80
ma.; screen voltage, 150; amplifier grid current, maximum 10 ma.-mitini;num 6 ma. It
is important that the grid current be held
between 6 and 8 milliamperes for maximum
efficiency and proper modulation capabilities
of the amplifier. The amplifier plate current,
when not delivering power to the antenna,
will drop to approximately 29 ma. As the
grid current is driven higher than 6 or 8 ma.
the plate current will swing lower than 20
mita., but the power output will decrease.
Detuning the amplifier circuit will show
a rise in plate current up to approximately
-

Two photos above show respectively top
and bottom views of the 5 -meter MOI'A,
utilizing two of the new 6L6 Beans
tubes.

formance on the ultra -high frequencies. In
the transmitter shown in the photographs,
and outlined in the diagram, we use only
two of these tubes-one as an electron -con
pled oscillator with the grid circuit tuned
to 10 meters and the plate circuit tuned

-
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UTAH ADD -A -UNIT
TRANSMITTER KIT
Here's a rig that really packs a wallop!
It has twice the power of other similar trans-

costs a third less. It's fun building it yourself. All parts cut and punched
to fit. Sensational new circuit. Every part
proved and tested by UTAH, so you KNOW
it's right. You'll always he glad you started

mitters-yet

ONT Y

$49.75
Less tubes,
meters, crystal

with this professionally styled transmitter.
Later on you can plug in additional UTAH
kits and have a complete 400 watt Phone
Transmitter! Start now and start right with
this UTAH kit. See your UTAH dealer or
write direct to us-TODAY! Address department CB.

input
Completely self-t'ou tained
10-20-40-80-160 meter bands
Sensational new circuit
80 watts

Additional units plug in
Uses standard tubes

Simply -easily constructed
Lowest prices

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY'
,r

TORONTO
ONTARIO, CANADA

..
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CHICAGO. U. S. A.

16 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP

BUENOS AIRES

(itcOA RADIO PRODUCTS CO.)'
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The amplifier is still capable of supplying more 12.1. to the antenna when
loaded to o er 100 ma. plate current. However, for efficient operation it is recommended that the plate current be kept between 70 and 80 milliamperes. In the diagram we notice that the final amplifier is
neutralized by tapping off one turn of the
plate coil and using a 35 mmf. condenser.
125 nta.
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there is no need for automatic bias. However, it may be incorporated should anyone
desire it. The value of the biasing resistor
should be somewhere around 100 ohms and
be by-passed with a .001 mf. condenser.

Adjustment of Transmitter Not Critical
The cathode tap on the oscillator grid
coil is somewhat critical and if the dimensions given in the drawing are carefully
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Wiring diagram of the "W21MN 5 -ureter MOI'A."
followed, this tap should be exactly
Tire Question of Neutralization
Experiments have proven that neutralizturns from the "B" minus side of the coil.
ing is unnecesary when the tube is being Outside of this there is no critical adjustexcited properly, and particularly with the ment in the entire transmitter, and no one
should have any trouble in obtaining exceluntuned, loosely -coupled grid circuit. Neutralizing is employed merely as a matter of lent results. Measured power output of the
precaution against possible changes in tube
final amplifier stage was just slightly over
20 watts, with approximately 35 watts indesign. In each case, the cathodes, the metal
shell of the tubes, and one side of the heatput to the plate circuit.
In the power supply portion which is
er circuit are connected together and
grounded to the "B" negative. The other built on the same chassis, as the R.F. unit,
we have used an ordinary receiving type
side of the heater circuit is by-passed with
transformer. This transformer was rated
a .001 mf. condenser. It is very important
that the screen, plate, and heater by-pass at 365 volts each side of center -tap at 145
condensers be connected close to the cirma. With 8 mf. condenser input and low resistance choke, this power supply delivcuit to be by-passed and with very short
leads. Also, in the diagram we show that
ers slightly over 400 volts to the transmitter. If a 450 -volt transformer were
the plate and screen are modulated simultaneously. It has been found that the used, it would be necessary to employ choke
1

plate could be modulated alone and the
screen tied down to approximately 150 volts.
arid -leak is used in the amplifier stage
and is the only method which will give
satisfactory performance; fixed bias is not
recommended in this case. No automatic
biasing is incorporated in the cathode circuit because the oscillator and amplifier
are switched on and off at the same time.
And since it is almost impossible for the
electron -coupled circuit to drop out of oscillation, as may happen with a crystal,

input in order to reduce the voltage. We
do not recommend that over 425 volts be
applied to the plates of the tubes. Almost
any antenna may be used in conjunction
with this transmitter. If the transmission
line to the antenna is untuned, then one or
two turns should be used as a coupling coil.
The arrangement shown is for tuned
feeders.
During the tests a vertical 8 foot rod,
with a single -wire "feeder" tapped approximately 13 inches off center was used. This
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SERVICE MODERN RADIO RECEIVERS

Important and far-reach-

RADIO SERVICE WORK_
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RAD10 BEGAN

ing developments ín Radio
create sudden demand for
specially equipped and
specially trained Radio
Service Men.

Radical changes have taken place in radio receiver
design during the past year.
Circuits and construction are
very different from the receivers with which the radio
receivers with which the radio
service industry has had its greatest experience. Even more sensati,nal developments with further
complications are coming next season. Who will service these receivers? Certainly not the "old timer"
who knows nothing about modern
receivers! He can't do it. That is
why, right now, there is an urgent
demand for reliable service men
with up-to-the-minute knowledge of
modern radio receivers. such men
can step out and earn up to S3 an
hour doing nothing but pleasant
service work in the better homes
around town.
,

\

No Past Experience Needed
Past experience actually counts for
little at this time, because the swift
changes in receiver construction
havemarle knowledge of old equipEven
ment practically useless.
though you may not know one tube
from another today... still, you can
take R.T.A. training lnd make
more money servicing modern radios than many of the "old timers"
áre making. R.T.A. graduates are
doing it every day. Many of them
are making more money as R.T.A.
Certified Radio Technicians than
they ever made in their lives before!

Be An R.T.A. Man and You'll
Be the One Man in 1000
R.T.A. training will equip you to
give fast, complete service to any
radio receiver built. The jobs that
pu,zle and sometimes baffle the
usual service man will be simple
I.a "A,B,C," to you ... when you
become an R.T.A. Certified Radio
Technician. It is very possible that
you will he the only service man in
your locality able to quickly diagnose and quickly repair the new
types of radio receivers. Be the one
man In 1000! YOU CA NI
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R.T.A. Membership Valuable
With your course of training, and as long afterward as you
may need help, you always have available, without extra cost,
valuable consultation service on any problem that may arise in
your radio service wora or on any of the newer development.
that may appear in new radio receivers from time to time.

To Help You Make Money Quickly
It.'fA. supplies you with an excellent and reliable Gil lilt
is illustrated
Tester and Point -to -Point Resistance Checker
above -one of the handiest pieces of portable service equip
rnent. It quickly helps you locate trouble in any type of
radio receiver, old or new.
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SEND COUPON
AUPT, Engineer
Radio Training Aaa'n. of America
A. G. MOH

Dept. RAC -3R, 4525 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill
Dear Mr. Mohan:it: ilea e send me your bee hor,,,l. I,I
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FOLDED DOUBLET FOR TRANS'11//TT/NC

TIl1., antenna shown herewith is in use
at tite writer's station. I thought that
it might be of interest to amateurs who desire the directive advantages of an "array"
without having the required space. To the
best of toy knowledge this antenna has not
been described in any publication.
211
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Folded Doublet which has shown fine
results.

It is suitable for either 5, 10 or 20 meter
operation and even on 20 meters takes up
a space only eight feet square.
At this station it is being used for 10
meter operation, and, at present, is installed
inside in the attic. The first experiments
were highly gratifying as a matter of fact

the first contact Made with this antenna
ws K611V\' in lIaaii, a distance of about
5,000 stiles!
At the time this contact s as Made tht
antenna \'its directed broadside W.S.W. We
received a report of (ISA. R6-7 on this
contact with 00 \arts input. We next swung
the antenna south and worked K4EPO receiving an R8 report in Porto Rico. Tests
were made with se\eral other outdoor antennas, namely a half -way vertical and three
half -waves horizontal. In all cases and in
every direction this simple loop antenna
provided as good or better reports than
could be obtained with any outdoor antenna.
\Ve also tried it for reception on 10 meters
and found that in many cases an R6 signal
could be brought up to R8 by swinging
the antenna broadside to the incoming
signal.
The constructional details are simple;
cut a doublet to a half -wave on the desired
frequency and bend it back against itself as
shown in the diagram. For example, on 10
meters each leg is 8 ft. 3 inches long. The
feeders used at this station consist of a
length of RCA cable that was originally
used for a doublet receiving antenna. I believe that the diagram will be easily understood.
Harold B. Rhodes, W2IKW.
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STA-KcóR

READ

OCTOBER

SST

GET YOUR COPY FROM YOUR JOBBER
(Brand new... from cover to cover! New tubes, new circuits. Full data

on the STAN Co U LINE, now the most complete line available.
It NEW TRANSMITTERS with a complete power range from
5 watts t, 1 K\V.... Ask your jobber for your copy. If he cannot
supply you, .just drop us a post card. Well send it direct.

'CORPORATION
STANDARD TRANSFORMER
S,TREET' C.HICA°GO`.1
850 BLACKHAWK
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A METAL TUBE
U.

H. F. SUPERHET

MANY of our readers are familiar with
the now quite popular resistance -coupled, ultra-high frequency superheterodyne.
Many questions have been asked about this
type of receiver and among the most prominent, was whether or not metal tubes could
be used to an advantage. The writer constructed the receiver shown in the photograph for the express purpose of trying otit
these tubes and ,comparing it with other receivers. We endeavored to keep this set as
simple as possible, not including some of
the fancier frills which may be added to almost any receiver.
There is apparently one distinct advantage in the use of metal tubes, and that is in
the thorough shielding. It is possible, due
to their small size and the fact that they require no shields, to make the set very compact and still not crowded to the point
where operating efficiency would be sacrificed. Conventional metal tubes were used
in the I.F. and A.F. portions. We mention
this because in the detector we used one of
the newer type which have an Isolantite
insulated grid connection; this will be discussed later.
Simplicity and Low Cost
The outstanding advantage of a receiver
of this type, of course, is in the simplicity
of its construction and its relatively low
cost. One building it is almost sure to obtain excellent results, if the few hints given
in this article are followed. One need not
worry about the delicate task of aligning
1. F. transformers or similar adjustments.
The principle of the receiver is one of
the oldest; in fact, this was one of the first
types of superheterodyne receivers used.
The oscillating first detector works on the
autodyne principle, with a very low frequency I.F. amplifier, which has a relatively
wide band width. The range of the 1.F. am-
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The 5 -meter superhet pulling in "Ham''

phone stations.
plifier, ín the neighborhood of 10 to 100
kc., means that the first detector may be
tuned anywhere between 10 and 100 Ice.
either side of the signal frequency and still
permit reception. Or, looking at it from the
other side, the incoming signal may swing
from 10 to 100 kc. and still come through
the I.F. amplifier with relatively good qual
ity. This feature is what has made it exceptionally valuable in the ultra high frequency amateur bands, where modulated
oscillators are employed in the transmitters.
Television Reception Possible
receiver of this type may also serve as
a forerunner for any one who is desirous
of experimenting with television reception
now that we have at least two stations in
the ultra -high frequency region broadcasting
television signals. RCA Empire State
Transmitter (in New York City) and Don
Lee Station in Los Angeles.
Getting back to the first detector, we find
that when it is tuned approximately to the
A

COMPONENTS
FOR AMATEUR

EQUIPMENT

No.

30

toggle

"Local -Distant"
plate

switch

O
No. 389 Large Airplane
Dial. Two-spoed planetary drive.
%AP10

07

CROWE manufactures a complete line of
components for amateur equipment-Tuning
Units, Instrument Dials, Dial and Switch Plates,
Knobs, Instrument Controls, and miscellaneous
items-for constructing and equipping Receivers, Transmitters, Sound Equipment end
for doing Experimental Work.
Representative of the Crowe line for supplying
amateurs with their requirements are the items
pictured on this page-yet these are only a
few of the many quality products Crowe regularly supplies to amateurs the world over.

,4.ák

No. 562 "Send-Rec.Stand By" 3 -point
switch plats.

for Bulletin No. 75

No. 283 Black Bakelite

No.

542-A

"Chang -0 -

No.
Panel"

"Front -0 Airplane Dial

525

Skirt

Knob.
No.

132

Fan -Style

Wedge Drive Tuning
Unit.

Name" Dial Plate.
il

No.

,
177

Nos. 587 and 588 Nsw-Style Bar Knobs. Made of
black Bakelite. Fit ail, %" shaft.

"Ton"

Dial Plate.

1

No.

316

Micrometer
Unit

Band -Spread

No. 278 "Off-On"
Etched
switch plate.
Aluminum and black.

'

CROWE

"1-2.3"
plate. Etched
aluminum and black.
No.
switch

564

Panel

Mountin4 Kits are
various
in
made
styles for use with

CROWE

Remote

for Auto
Radios. Bulletin No.
201 gives full data
on these controls.
Controls

No. 196 Plan-O -Verner
Reduced Speed Dial
with Micrometer

Marker.

No. 145 Steel Cabinet with black cristalline finish,
for receivers, transceivers, pre selectors, monitors,
frequency meters, test equipment, etc.

CROWE NAME PLATE & MFG. CO.
1777 GRACE STREET

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
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The original receiver, using glass tubes,
required higher screen voltage and per.
Miffed by-pass condensers at points marked
"C" in the diagram. However, when the
metal tubes were installed, best results
were obtained with
meg. resistance in
the screen leads and no by-pass condensers.
Experiments showed that .001 mf. condensers in position "C" increased the overall
volume of tite signal, but with it the tube
noises also; thus the net result was just
about the same as without the .condensers.
However, different constructional layouts
alight prove to demand changes in this

.:,
a

/

:t :°

o

Note the neat wiring and placement of

resistors.
Antenna

Best results were obtained with the antenna connected directly on to the grid coil.
at about
turn from the B negative end.

/

No dead -spots were noticed with this rather
loose coupling, but should they occur with
other types of antennas, it is suggested that
a 35 mmf. condenser be connected in series
with the antenna.

Parts List
1-20

Rear View, showing general construction.
part of the circuit, and we recommend that
the builder try condensers up to .1 mf. for

bypassing screen leads.
The receiver is housed in a 5x9/2x6 inch
metal cabinet and the chassis is 9x4x1 /2.
The photos show top and bottom views and
indicate how the parts are placed.

inmf. midget condenser (one plate removed)
4-.0001 mf. mica condensers
3-S mf. electrolytic condensers
2-.01 mf. condensers
2-1 mf. condensers

7-/

meg. % watt resistors
meg., % watt resistor
3-50,000 ohm, % watt resistors
2-400 ohm resistors
1-50,000 ohm potentiometer
1-500,000 ohm potentiometer
1-vernier dial
S-laminated octal sockets
set of tubes, see diagram and text
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The World's Champion

NOW! Telegrapher --T.

R. McELROY

Offers YOU His Radio Key!
ri

1

ór. Speedy,-

Rhythmic,

Trel és`s,

Sending.'
.

1
NEW 1938 De Luxe Model MAC KEY

Here is the most amazing value in telegraph history.
A semi -automatic key so beautifully balanced and
designed, that speedy, tireless, rhythmic sending is
now easy for any operator. Has a remarkable new dot
stabilizer--a specially tensioned Swedish steel main
spring-a solid base that really "stays put"-big
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The Fastest
r. It. McE1,ROY
Radio Operator of all time! Ills
official receiving speed Is 69
words per minute. Realizing perhaps more than anyone else the
limitations of commercial telegraph keys, McElroy worked for
many years on perfecting this
important instrument. To McElroy's credit. he refused to
market a key until it not only
excelled any other, but until it
satisfied his own delicate sense
of balance and "feel." Every
MAC Item Is designed, built
tested and approved by Champion McElroy
himself. Every
MAC item is an exclusive opportunity for both the beginner
or advanced operator to improve
his code technique and efficiency.

silver contacts-large adjustment screws-in every
detail this key is the finest ever produced! You must
see it-at your jobbers. In no time at all you'll be
sending out the kind of stuff they love to listen to.
Only $9.50-but don't wait. Get yours now! Also
Standard Model. Same construction but with less
costly finish, $7.50.
IF YOU WANT A STRAIGHT KEY-just remember
this. " . . . the New 1938 Mac Straight Key is the
sweetest ever built." It's beautifully balanced, sturdy,
and designed to save your energy and your arm.
Priced so that every amateur can llave one. Only
$1.50 at your jobber's.
EVERY AMBITIOUS AMATEUR should have a MAC
HUMMER. This mechanical oscillator gives wonderful performance-yet sells for only $1.50 to operators. With just a 41/2 volt C battery, you can get a
1000 cycle note as clear as a bell.
FOR A REAL. PRACTICE SET-he sure you say
"MAC" to your jobber. He'll give you the sweetest
outfit every made for this purpose. It's a combination of the New MAC HUMMER and the New MAC
STRAIGHT KEY-all on one sturdy base. "It's a
honey." And the price? Only $2.95!
MAC-AUTO-World's finest electrical automatic

transmitter-only $69.

T. R. McELROY

175 Congress Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

WORLD'S CHAMPION TELEGRAPHER

.
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The original receiver, using glass tubes,
required higher screen voltage and per.
witted by-pass condensers at points marked
"C" in the diagram. However, when the
metal tubes were installed, best results
were obtained with 1/4 meg. resistance in
tite screen leads and no by-pass condensers.
Experiments showed that .001 tnf. condensers in position "C" increased the overall
volume of the signal, but with it the tube
noises also; thus the net result was just
about the same as without the .condensers.
llowever, different constructional layouts
might prove to demand changes in this

Note the neat wiring and placement of
resistors.

Antenna
Best results were obtained with the antenna connected directly on to the grid coil,
at about /2 turn from the B negative end.
No dead -spots were noticed with this rather
loose coupling, but should they occur with
other types of antennas, it is suggested that
a 35 mmf. condenser be connected in series
with the antenna.
Parts List

1-20

minf. midget condenser (one plate removed)
4-.0001 mf. mica condensers
3-5 mf. electrolytic condensers
2-.01 mf. condensers
2-1 mf. condensers

Rear View, showing general construc-

tion.

7-7% meg. 1/2 watt resistors
1-2 meg., 1/2 watt resistor
3-50,000 ohm, % watt resistors
2-400 ohm resistors
1-50,000 ohm potentiometer
1-500,000 ohm potentiometer
1-vernier dial
5-laminated octal sockets
set of tubes, see diagram and text

part of the circuit, and we recommend that
the builder try condensers up to .1 mf. for
by-passing screen leads.
The receiver is housed in a 5x9/x6 inch
metal cabinet and the chassis is 9x4x1 /2.
The photos show top and bottom views and
indicate how the parts are placed.
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Luxe Model MAC KEY

Here is the most amazing value in telegraph history.
A semi -automatic key so beautifully balanced and
designed, that speedy, tireless, rhythmic sending is
now easy for any operator. Has a remarkable new dot
stabilizer--a specially tensioned Swedish steel main
spring-a solid base that really "stays put"-big
silver contacts-large adjustment screws-in every
detail this key is the finest ever produced! You must
your jobbers. In no time at all you'll be
see
sending out the kind of stuff they love to listen to.
Only $9.50-but don't wait. Get yours now! Also
Standard Model. Same construction but with less
costly finish, $7.50.
IF YOU WANT A STRAIGHT KEY-just remember
this. " . . . the New 1938 Mac Straight Key is the

it-at
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1'he Fastest
F. it. McELROY
«adlo Operator of all time! Ole
official receiving speed le 69
words per minute. Realizing perhaps more than anyone else the
limitation, of commercial telegraph keys, McElroy worked for
nanny years on perfecting this
important instrument. To McElroy', credit, he refereed to
market a key until it not only
excelled any other, but until it
satisfied his own delicate sense
of balance and "feel." Every
MAC item Is designed, built
tested and approved by Champion McElroy
himself. Every
MAC item is an exclusive opportunity for both the beginner
Or advanced operator to improve
his code technique and efficiency.

sweetest ever built." It's beautifully balanced, sturdy,
and designed to save your energy and your arm.
Priced so that every amateur can have one. Only
$1.50 at your jobber's.
EVERY AMBITIOUS AMATEUR should have a MAC
HUMMER. This mechanical oscillator gives wonderful performance-yet sells for only $1.50 to opervolt C battery, you can get a
ators. With just a
1000 cycle note as clear as a hell.
FOR A REAL PRACTICE SET-be sure you say
"MAC" to your jobber. He'll give you the sweetest
outfit every made for this purpose. It's a combination of the New MAC HUMMER and the New MAC
STRAIGHT KEY-all on one sturdy base. "It's a
honey." And the price? Only $2.95!
MAC-AUTO-World's finest electrical automatic
transmitter--only $69.
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BOSTON, MASS.
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really high efficiency we do not
believe it is possible for the home constructor to build a coil -switching arrangement which can compare with efficient plugin coils; therefore, the best compromise is
plug-in coils made to plug-in through the
front panel, the same as the National-FB-7.
In fact, ready-made FB7 coils were employed.
Complete data is given should the reader
desire to try his hand at constructing them.

liegen. "Acorn" Detector Stage Solves
Many Problems
The next problem how much K.F. to use
ahead of the first detector. In order to de -

ME! VF.,R

radio frequency. -however, regeneration
'tally brings about considerable noise. Hay
ing recalled the low noise -level of receiver,
employing acorn tubes, we decided to try
a regenerative 954 acorn detector and elini
;Hate all R.F. stages. This yielded remark
able results, the image rejection was as
good, if not better than would have been
obtained with conventional tubes and one
stage of R.F., and the sensitivity was even
better. Also the noise generated in the regenerative first detector was practically nil!
Using this arrangment eliminated an extra
tuning condenser and eliminated one plugin coil, which is quite a saving inasmuch
as the results are as good, if not much superior.
1

How Good AVC Action was Provided

Front view of the receiver, the controls are as follows: A-first detector
regeneration, B-Detector trimmer, CK.F. gain and AVC switch, D-Beat
oscillator switch, E-Noise silencer, F
-1.F. volume control, G-Tone control, H-Crystal band -width control. The
jack in the extreme right-hand corner
is for earphone operation.
termine this, considerable experimental
work had to be done. We found that to do
the job right, two stages of R.F. should be
used. One stage would still permit a noticeable amount of image to get through. Then,
also, we were sure that regeneration in the
first detector would provide at least as
much gain as would one stage of tuned

Next was the problem of 1.F. amplification
and a method of attaining automatic volume
control; immediately we decided that iron
core I.F. transformers should be used, and
it had been demonstrated long ago that one
stage of I.F. was not entirely satisfactory,
although very good results can be obtained
with that arrangement, so two stages of
amplification was decided upon. Efficient
AVC meant incorporating at leas*. another
tube to get satisfactory results following
conventional arrangements. This difficulty
was overcome by employing 6L7's in the I.
F. stages with grids No.
and No. 3 connected in parallel insofar as AVC action is
concerned, thus permitting very sharp cutoff, and the voltage developed in the diode
second detector proved to be more than
sufficient for excellent AVC action. In fact,
we have yet to see a set using conventional
AVC methods which worked any more
satisfactorily than this one. As a means of
checking signal strength and aiding tuning
we employed a 0 to 5 ma. meter in the plate
circuit of the first I.F. tube.
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Model D-6 Six -Tube Aniateur communications Receiver covers all Ham bands -5.1020-40-80.160 meters. uses either glass or metal tubes, 6K7G tuned RF, 6K7G tuned
electron coupled detector, 6C5G first driver audio stage, 6L6G beam -power audio
output amplifier and 6J5G 5 meter detector. Covers 5 to 3000 meters. Amateur model'
is supplied with special bandspread coils covering only the 20, 40, 80, 160 meter bands
plus coils for the regular broadcast band. If general coverage coils covering from
12 to 200 meters are desired they are available at $2.00 additional.

Complete, ready to use

$25.00

In Kit form, less tubes
and unwired

$1 8.50

7C 5 -Tube
Short Wave Receiver
Bigger and
More
Powerful
Than Ever
A Giant in

Performance
FULL

6

TUBE PERFORMANCE plus IIIE NEW

K92A SERIES TUBE makes this an outstanding
value. Equipped with a powerful 3 stage audio fre-

IIG-35 TRANSMITTER
Powerful and efficient transmitter available for 59
TRI-TET crystal oscillator, 2-46's as a final amplifier of 89 crystal oscillator and 2-61,6G type tubes
as a final amplifier.
RG-35 Kit, including all parts, coils for any band,
diagram, and simple instructions (completely assembled and ready to wire
$21.95
Matched Arcturus tubes, 59, 46, 46
1.95
89, 6L6G, 61 6G
3.25
Crystals (80-160 meter band)
1.95
(40 meter band)
2.75
Crystal holder _
1.00
Coils for additional bands per set
1.45

FREE: New 1937 catalogue

of short wave receivers,

transmitters, and 5 meter
apparatus. Send stamp to cover mailing costs on
YOUR copy.

JUST OFF THE PRESS*

quency amplifier.
Uses 6K7G-6F7 (twin 2 in 1 tube)-6C5-K92A-12A7
(twin tube) tubes as RF amplifier, screen grid regenerative detector, powerful 3 stage audio amplifier
with pentode output stage, rectifier and complete
built-in power supply. Operates entirely from 105 to
130 volt AC or DC light socket.
IIAND SPREAD TUNING- smooth regeneration
control-bailtin high quality loudspeaker-automatic
headphone jack-large, illuminated airplane type
vernier dial-large 3 electron coupled low -loss inductances. Heavy, black shrivel finish metal chassis and
cabinet. Must be seen to be appreciated. Satisfied
owners report as high as 35 foreign countries on the
loudspeaker with this model. You may do the same
under fair conditions. Order YOURS TODAY! YOU
WILL NOT REGRET IT!
Complete, ready to use, with coils
from 9% to 600 meters
In kit fora!, less tubes and unwired,
but factory assembled

$15.00
$10.95

OSCAR B. KUSTERMAN
68 BARCLAY ST.
NEW YORK CITY

Dept. H

114

Radio Amateur Course

The second detector is a 6H6 duo-diode,
one section being used for rectification, and
the other as a noise -limiter in an effort to
reduce ignition interference.
Beat Oscillator-Improved Type
In order to keep the number of tubes
down, a twin triode was employed ín the
first stage of audio amplification, one section is used as an audio amplifier, while the
other section is the beat -oscillator. This
eliminates the necessity for a beat oscillator
tuning control on the front panel; and in the
two months during which this receiver has
been operating, the beat oscillator adjustment has never been changed; merely set
it for the most pleasing tone and forget

about it..
The audio amplifier is a conventional 6F6
pentode with a phone jack between the two
stages for earphone operation.
Trans -filter Affords Single -Signal Reception
In order to take care of the selectivity
problem we employed the new Brush Trans filter, this permitted excellent selectivity
in the phone bands and practical single signal receptión on C.W. There is a control
in the crystal circuit to change the bandwidth. However, it is left in the maximum
selectivity position because even at this
point it is not too selective for fair tone
quality on phone signals. For band -spread
tuning, of course, in a good receiver there
is only one solution and that is the use of
the National micrometer dial. Thís is really
an excellent device and makes operating a
real pleasure. Employing FB-7 band -spread
coils, the amount of spread obtained with
this combination can be gauged by the fact
that the 80 meter CW band covers from 135
to 315 on the dial, while the 80 meter phone
band takes in that portion between 315 and
390. the entire 40 meter band is spread from
250 to 420, and the 20 meter phone band, as
well as the 20 meter CW portion, is also
spread out in a similiar fashion; one division is approximately
inch.
Regeneration
In order to obtain regeneration in the
first detector circuit, a small winding must
be added to the FB-7 detector coils. If
care is exercised in taking the padder out
of the coil, the job is really easy and can
be done in short order. Merely place a hot
soldering iron against the two prongs to
be easily removed. This small cathode coil
which this padder is connected and it can
is wound just below the "B" minus end of
the grid coil. In some coils there is space
enough on the large portion of the form

and on oú.( rs this regeneration coil wilt
have to be m ound in the narrow slot at the
bottom of tl. form. Complete data as to
the number ( f turns is contained in the
coil table. This coil should be wound in the
direction opt:^site to that of the grid coil.
Fortunately, there was a prong in the
FB-7 detector ,.c il, only five prongs were
originally used. The blank prong is used
for the cathode terminal, the other end of
the coil is soldered into the prong used for
the "B" negative' side of the grid coil. An
additional hole has to be drilled in the back
of the mounting shields, that is, the shield
can which supports the coil socket, in order
to bring out the cathode lead. There already are five holes in the can corresponding to the five prongs used for the coil.
Naturally, with the extreme selectivity
obtained at the regenerative detector stages
a panel trimmer will be needed. This con
denser should have a maximum capacity of
from 10 to 15 mmf. The lower the capacity
used, the better because its adjustment is
really critical. A change of two or three
degrees w ill nearly eliminate an R-7 signal.
This condenser will require a slight readjustment when changing from one end
of a given band to the other; however, the
circuits "track" excellently, and once an
optimum setting is found, it need not be
touched unless an extremely weak signal

/

Top and bottom view of receiver showing construction and layout.
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ELGIN "MR ROAMER"
3-Tuhc
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Features:
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Features:

,1,(;. D.C. operation
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Ileadphone

*

.Jack

Ilynarnic Speaker
°

* W orld

Wide
Reception

Airplane Tuning

Ilial

Vernier Regeneration (.i,ntrr,l Kit
or Wired Models
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nrnr,letely 'rut<14e- any receiver of similar deign
ability to reach out and pull in Siena!- from ail
,arts of the world ha, yarned it an enviable re¡u
ation. Although it v. a: only designed a short time
¡go it ha, already t aught the fans v of technical and
ion -technical radiomen ac being an oat-tandine unit
lugin coil;, the rn r.t efficient tuning -y-teal in
eceiver-, of thi. de-ien, are employed. Any hand
rom WI to 2000 meters may he covered by merely
hanging the coil. A novel arrangement permit: in
ertion of coils without turning receiver about. Four
nee performance i. obtained from the three em
doted,
61'7 tormbrnation detector and first audio
1

a 43 power am,hfier. A .'.-Z- 1. u-cd for
dynamic capably hand
rectthcatron purpose- The
le. the full output.
Elgin Air Roamer three Kit of I'at-. with coila tuning front 1' to II() meter,, less tube., cabinets and
stra coils, unwired
-.
Your Cost
50
Wiring and testing'
1.25
Metal cabinet
2.08
Set of 3 matched tube:
.29
91/r-1 í meter coil
.29
'00 100 meter coil
.b9
,rt to 2000 meter coils

feed into

$8.12
1
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ELGIN "RUDDY TWO"

ELGIN "Ant HO AMER" IV
I-Tule Receiver

2 -Tube Receiver
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popular model that per sists in being the amateur.'
'avorlte receiver It hay proven itself time anti time
igain to thousands of triers
Requires no plug ín <trll A hand switching arrant re
Went permits you to <tle( t any hand from
í to ±ill
peters by a mere two t .f the wrist. Rand ' lrreatl
lining of any of the amateur bands enables <epera
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favorite with beginners and established "hams"
alike. Its wimple and yet very effective circuit has
earned it an enviable reputation. ideally suited for
headphone reception.
Makes n,e of two high efficient
tube; to provide
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The complete schematic diagram uf the "S.W.&T." Communications Receiver.
is being dealt with. Likewise, an optimum
setting of the regeneration control for any

given band will easily he found and this
also will need no adjustment except on
extremely weak signals.
The detector coil has a separate antenna
winding both terminals of which are available for connection to a doublet. Kest
results, were obtained with a 50 mmf. condenser in series, with one leg of this coil
connected to a single wire antenna with
the other side grounded. The antenna
which works satisfactorily for all amateur
bands is a 66 ft. flat -top, tapped some 9
ft. off center, employing a single -wire
feeder.
Of course, the oscillator coil needs no
changing. A conventional 6J7 metal tube
is used in the oscillator circuit. The use of
an acorn tube here would not provide a
noticeable improvement, inasmuch as the
'stability of this oscillator, even 'on 10
meters, is almost perfect. The method of
injecting the oscillator voltage into the detector is a result of much experimenting.
With the values shown this method provided a lower background level than any
other of the several methods tried, with the
result that the gain control can be run
"wide open" with the receiver remaining
absolutely quiet, insofar as recei er noise
is concerned.
Incidentally, the secret of success in a re-

ceiver of this type is low receiver noise level, and this receiver really has an extremely low background noise level. The
urge may be felt to deviate from some of
the values shown, and even to employ different tubes and slight modifications of circuits; however, we strongly advise against
this, because this receiver is really a perfect woe king job and we don't recommend
changes. That is, if the performance of
the original one is to be duplicated. If the
builder desires a higher degree of selectivity a conventional quartz crystal of
course, may be incorporated.
Reference to the photographs will give
an idea of the layout used. In the bottom
view you will notice a dotted circle and a
shield can at the bottom of the chassis; an
explanation may be necessary. After the
receiver was finished the I.F. showed a
tendency to go into oscillation with me
AVC switch in the off position and the sensitivity control wide open. This was traced
to the H.F. oscillator stage. Due to the
wiring arrangement, the by-pass condensers and resistors for the oscillator stage
vere mounted beneath the chassis directly
under the 6J7 tube. It seems that there
was sufficient radiation from these parts to
throw the I.F. stages into oscillation with
the gain control full on. Placing a small
shield can over all of these parts, (the bypass condensers and the plate and screen
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EAGLE (il,(i MODULATOR
AND SPEECH AMPLIFIER

modulator coupled with
the fact that it may he
used as a powerful public_ address cl stem with no iii -ruges es.c ept the shunting of two
regular speakers actos, the output ti.rn.fnrmer, make it the
ideal unit for the ham u ho u nod Irks to improve the quality
tin Ickes to make a little money
of his signal or the fellow
on the side renting it out.
Some of the feature. of this unit sue: Input foi all types of
microphones; pom.cr sufficient to modulate "I0,rtl watts input
to any class "("' stage: ovetall gain of approximately 90 db
and low hum level. I'sec 6N i, 2 6',6 .ind 61' ; in a phase inverter circuit, class A n
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$3.00
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is the most advanced
really flexible band switching. The
change front one band to another
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exceptionally good ten meter per
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10-20-40 meters, or, 40-80-160 meters. A combination of all 5 bands
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set of coils. Complete kit of high
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of parts, peak efficiency on all
bands is assured.
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),

$18.95
$4.80
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Amateur 1:u1er,,

resistors) cured the trouble. 'Ten there
no sign of instability at
maximum gain setting. With a slightly
different arrangement in wiring employed
in a duplicate of this receiver, of course,
the results would be entirely different and
there may be no tendency toward feedback. Ilowever, we mention this to show
vhat a slight amount of oscillator radiation
can do to a very high gain I.F. amplifier.
In an effort to eliminate R.V. in the filament circuit one side of each heater in the
tube is connected Ito ground, and this
proved to be entirely adequate. however,

t;oil I)ata for "ti,N',K'I'." Itecei'er

was absolutely

in some cases it may be found necessary to
by-pass the other leg of the heater circuit
right at the first detector and oscillator
sockets.
stability in the high -freSo far as
quency portion is concerned, this set leases

practically nothing to be desired. The regeneration control in the first detector
circuit does (lot a/Ject the tuning, of either
the oscillator or first detector. Also the
detector trimmer does not pull the oscillator. The entire high frequency portion
is absolutely stable in all respects.
As for the sensitivity of the receiver, no
measurements were taken and we will not
attempt to estimate its sensitivity in
microvolts. We will say this-from actual
experience and comparison with other sets,
it is not found wanting. During its operation we have not found a single signal that
could not be brought up to an R-7 value,
we experienced no cases where we
could hear signals but too weak to be
copied. This is undoubtedly due to the
low noise -level of the receiver for anyone experienced with receivers will recall
hearing stations, and many at that, which
are too weak to be brought in. We found
that if they can be heard at all on this
receiver, they can be copied solid, providing there is no QRN or QRM.
Aside from being an efficient receiver,
its appearance is also modern and businessiik, especially with the crackle finished cabiand
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-.01 ntf. high fiel.urncv rrurlen
.0001 elf. mica condensrls

rl,

1--.005 inf. nuca condenser
1-.006 mica condenser
2-10 inf. low voltage electrulytics
4-50,000 ohm !'2 -watt resistors
5-10,000 ohm 1'2 -wat t resistors
2-300 ohm 12 -watt resistors
1-1,000 Ann I --watt resistor
5-I4 meg. ohm I_ -watt resistors
1.1 meg. ohm
resistors
1 -wait
2-1 nneg. ohm 1'2 -watt resistors
1-500 idol, -watt resistor
1-10,000 ohm 10 -watt resistor
1-50,000 ohnn 10 -watt resistor
1-3,000 ohm 20 -watt resistor
1-20,000 ohm 20 -watt resistor
2-20,000 ohm potentiometers (one with switch)
1-5,000 ohm potentiometer (with switch)
1-50,000 ohm potentiometer
1-250,000 ohm potentiometer
1-51)0,001) ohm potentiometer
1-I'W-2 150 mmf. tuning assembly, with inicr,gutete
dial
I-set each 80, 40, 21) and 10 meter F11.7 coils
2-Octal tube sockets
1-Acorn tube socket
2-shield and socket assemblies for plug-in coil,
3-465 kc. iron ccre I.F. transformers
1-heat oscillator assembly 465 kc.
1-11 RO cabinet
1-15 mitt. midget trimmer
1-50 mint. midget trimmer
1-954 acorn tube
1-617 tube (isolantite)
2-6L7 tubes (isolantite)
I

1

1-6116

1-6N7
1-6F6
1-Transftlter 465 kc.
1-small bakelite case meter 0-5 ma.
5-Octal sockets (one hole mounting
1-toggle switch
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;HORT-WAVE

WITH

BOOKS

WORLD-WIDE

REPUTATION

You must go a long way to buy better books on short waves than you find on this page. Each book has
been written by a well-known authority on short waves
each book carefully illustrated with photographs and diagrams to make this field of radio simpler. The volumes are the finest books on short -waves
today. Order one or more copies
find out for yourself how instructive they are. l'rices are postpaid.
.

.

.

.

101 SI IORT-WAVE
Each diagram illustrated is accompanied by
a thorough text explanation. What parts are
required, coil -winding information, values of
resistors. etc., in fact, everything needed to
build the set or look up the data required.

All the important sets which have appeared
in print during the past few years are in this

hook. Sets such as the Doerle, Dinsmore, the
"19" Twinplex, Oscillodyne, Denton "Standby," Megadyne Triple X 2. "Globe -Trotter,"
2 -Tube Superhet. Minidyne, "Loop" Receiver,
100 Illustrations. 72 Pages,
Stiff, flexible covers

How to Build and Operate
the most up-to-date book
n the subject. It has been prepared
iv the editors of SHORT WAVE
,RAT, and contains a wealth of
Material on the building and opera ion. not only of typical short-wave
eceivers, h'rt short-wave converters
a well.
Dozens of short-wave sets
re found in this hook, which conains hundreds of illustrations; actual
'hotographs of sets built, hookups
aid diagrams galore.

21\
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5 OC

lexible covers

-2

50c
Reception

is

1.50 Illustrations,
12 Pages, Stiff,

tube Receiver, The Sargent 9-33 Tapped Coil
Receiver.
The
2 -Tube
Globe-Girdler
7,
"Champ"
Tubes Equal 3, Ham -Band "2 Tube I'ee-Wee" Wyeth AllWay 6, Denton
Economy 3, 2 -Tube "Regenerative-OscilIodyne" will be found here, with full descriptions. In many cases, we have included a picture hook -un in addition to the regular symbolic hook-up.

Bow to Get Best Short -Wave

Short -Wave Receivers
This

HOOKUPS

"Doerle" 2 -tube Battery, "Doerle 3 -tube Battery, "Doerle" 2 -tube A.C., "Doerle" 3 -tube A.
('.,. Doerle "Signal Gripper," Duo R.F. 4 -

The author, a professional radio
listener for many years, gives you his
long experience in radio reception
and all that goes with it.
\Vhy is one radio listener enabled
to pull in stations from all over the
globe, even small 100 watters, 10,000
miles away, and why is it that the
next fellow, with much better and
more expensive equipment, can only
pull in powerful stations?
The reason is intimate knowledge
of short waves and how they behave.
40
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Illustrations,

Pages, Stiff.
flexible covers

5 Oc

72

.

III1W TO BECOME AN AMATEUR RADIO OPER 1TOB
PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

In Po. mho +

AMAII UR

p0óPtRAIOR

We chose Lieut. Myron F.
Eddy to write this book because his experience in the
amateur field has made him
preeminent in this line. He
is a member of the I.R.E.
(Institute of Radio Engineers). also the Veteran Wireless Operators' Association.
If you intend to become a
'icensed code operator, if
you wish to take up phone
work eventually --this is the
book you must get.

Ways of learning the code. A system of se,rding, receiving with necessary drill words. Concise definitions of radio terms, units, laws,
descriptions of commonly used radio equipment. Symbols used to
indicate various parts of radio circuits. General radio theory as it
applies to beginners. Electron theory is briefly given, waves-their
creation, propagation, reception. Fundamental laws of electric circuits, particularly for radio. 1)e.;rrptions of modern receivers used
with success by amateurs. Ilow to build and operate these sets.
Amateur transmitters. Diagrams with specifications. Power equipment used with transmitters and receivers, rectifiers, filters, batteries, etc. Regulations that apply to amateur operators. International
"Q" signals. conversion tables for reference purposes.

The Short -Wave Beginner's
Book

Ten Most Popular Short -U are
Receivers

Here is a book that solves short
wave problems. It is the only low,)riccd reference book on short waves
'or the beginner.

The book is profusely

it is not

illustrated-

"technical." It has no math-

:matics and no technical jargon.
It also gives you a tremendous
amount of important information,
such as time conversion tables, all
about aerials, noise elimination, all
about radio tubes. data on coil winding and other subjects.
75 Illustrations,
40 Pages, Stiff,

flexible covers

2 5c

50c

Illustrations. 72 Pages.
Stiff, flexible covers
150

How To Make And Work Them

SIIURT WAVE CRAFT Editors

have selected ten outstanding shortwave receivers and these are described in the new volume. Each re-

nlr

SIIORI WAVE
BI4 INNI RS

BOOK
A

ceiver is fully illustrated. Photographs of the set complete, hookups
all worth -while specifications.
and
Everything from the simplest one tube set ti, a 5 -tube T. R. F. receiver
is presented. Complete lists of parts
make each set complete.

lustrationf,

Pages, Stiff,
flexible covers ..........
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2 5c

OVERSEAS READERS!-These books can be obtained from the following ,houses:
GREAT BRITAIN-Gorringe's, 9a, Green Street, Leicester Square, London, England; FRANCE: Editions Radio,
42 Rue Jacob, Paris; AUSTRALIA-McGill's, 183-195, 218 Elizabeth St., Melbourne, C. I.
ORDER TODAYI Send remittance in form of check or money order. If letter contains cash or unused U. S. Postage Stamps, register it.

5114)IiT WAVE & TELEVISION, 99 -RA Hudson Street, New York City
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The amateur and the prospective amateur should be thoroughly familiar with
the extracts of the Rules and Regulations
of the F.C.C. for amateur stations which
follow. Although it is not necessary to
know the exact wording it is again stressed
that the amateur be thoroughly familiar
with them as half of the examination is &voted to the topics of Laws, Regulations
and Penalties.
Extracts from the Cuuunuuieations Act
of 1931
Section 1. For tite purpose of regulating
interstate and foreign commerce in cons
ntunication by wire and radio so as to make
mailable, so far as possible, to all the
people of the United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire
and radio communication sere ice with adequate facilities at reasonable charges, for
the purpose of national defense, and for the
purpose of securing a more effective execution of this policy by centralizing authority
heretofore granted by law to several agencies and by granting additional authority
with respect to interstate and foreign commerce in wire and radio communication,
there is hereby created a commission to be
known as the "Federal Communications
Commission," which shall be constituted as
hereinafter provided, and which shall execute and enforce the provisions of this Act.
Sec. 2. (a) The pros isions of this Act
shall apply to all interstate and foreign
éommunication by wire or radio and all interstate and foreign transmission of energy
by radio, which originates and/or is received within the United States, and to all
persons engaged within the United States
in such communication or such transmission of energy by radio, and to the licensing and regulating of all radio stations as
hereinafter provided; but it shall not apply
to persons engaged in wire or radio communication or transmission in the Pitilip-

tone Islands of the (anal Zone, or to v%ot
or radio communication or transmission
wholly w ithir the Philippine Islands or the

Canal Lone.
Sec. -1. (a) The Federal Communications
Commission (in this Act referred to as the
-Commission") shall he composed of seven
commissioners appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of tie
Senate, one of whom the President shall
designate as chairman.
Section 301. It is the purpose of this
Act, among other things to maintain the
control of tite (united States over all the
channels of interstate and f oreign radio
transmission; and to pro\rde fur the use of
such channel, but not the ownership there
of, by persons fur limited periods of tint,
under licenses granted by Federal authniit),
and no such license shall be construed to
create any right, be\ and the terns, conditions, and periods of the license. No person
shall use or operate any apparatus for the
transmission of energy or communications
or signals by radio (a) front one place in
any Territory or possi.,sion of the United
States or in the District of Columbia to another place in the saute Territory, possession, or District; ur (h) from any State,
Territory, or pose ssiun of the United
States, or front the District of Columbia to
any other State, "Territory, or possession of
the United States; or (c) front any place
in any State, Territory, or possession of the
United States, or in the District of Columbia, to any place in any foreign country or
to any vessel; or (d) within any State when
the effects of such use extend beyond the
borders of said State, or when interference
is caused by such use or operation with the
transmission of such energy, communications, or signals from within said State to
any place beyond its borders, or from any
place beyond its borders to any place within said state, or with the transmission or
,

ACE HIGH
'c74-frna,&,~
TYpE
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It's not by chance that thousands of amateurs all over the world use Bliley Crystal Units
for dependable, accurate frequency control.
Operating experience has shown that these
units are always thoroughly reliable, instantly
snap into oscillation, key readily and give
excellent power output.
Whether you choose the LD2 low-drift
crystal unit, the HF2 unit for twenty meters,
or the economically priced BC3 X -cut
mounted crystal for your transmitter, you
will make a grand slam in frequency control.
See your dealer about these popular
crystal units and ask for your copy of the
Bliley1 938 Technical Catalog. Wiley Electric
Co., Erie, Pa.

TYPE NF

BLILEYCRYSTAL
3

4.

VAN

UNITS

SICKLE
D®stributors

RADIO INC.,

of all leading lines of Transmitting Equipment
OF
EXCLUSIVE CENTRAL INDIANA DISTRIBUTORS

R.M.E. - National - Hammarlund - Bliley Taylor - Hallicrafter
W9KJF-W9TKB-W9NNINA-W9OHM-W9NNB

34 West Ohio Street
*
*
*

*

Indianapolis, Indiana

Indiana's only complete Amateur Supply House.
We have no affiliation with any other supply house.
All popular Amateur receivers sold on E-7 payment plan.
send your orders, direct to us.
For quick personal service with full discounts allowed
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the burdels of said State; ul (' ) upon any
vessel or aire, aft of the United State? ; tot
(f) upon any other Mobile stations within
the jurisdiction of the [lilted States, except
antler and in aeeto dint r tt ith this Act and
with a license in that behalf wanted mulct
the provisions of this Act.
Sec. 303.

Except as otherwise provided

in this Act, the l utunissiun from time to
tithe, as public convenience, interest, or ne
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ul uhsrcur ttulds ur lauguapt ; ul (3) ha
wilfully 01 maliciously ln1(1Itied %%ith .In
ccssity requires, shall- other atlim t'1111Iltllllt at ltln'
(a) Classify radio stations:
(n) llave autholit) to iii, pct t all Haw,
(b) Prescribe the nature of the set vice witting, apparatus to awn' tam tt hethet lit
to be rendered by each class of licensed
t'tllSlltictim1 :ld opt Iatlull 1t tuufuus to
stations and each station within any class;
the Ietluirerllcnts mf tills At', the Ivies and
(c) Assign bands of frequencies to the
legulatiols of the Commission, and the It
various classes of stations, and assign frecense under tt 11ich It is (mist! ut ted ul ul
quencies for each individual station and decrated;
termine the power which each station shall
(o) Have autholt) to designate all let
use and the time during which it may
ters of all stations;
operate;
(p) llave authority to cause to be ¡nib
(d) Determine the location of classes of fished such call letters :hid sat h otlni anstations or individual stations;
nouncements and data as In the judgment
(e) Regulate the kind of apparatus to
of the Commission may be uetjured for the
be used with respect to its external effects
efficient operation of radio stations subject
and the purity and sharpness of the emisto the jurisdiction of the United States and
sions front each station and from the apfur the proper enforcement of this Act;
paratus therein;
Sec. 309. (a)(If upon examinant n t f any
(f) Make such regulations not incon- application fur a station license or for the
sistent with law as it may deem necessary
renewal or modification of a station license
to prevent interference between stations
the Commission shall determine that puband to carry out the provisions of this Act:
lic interest, convenience, or necessity would
Provided, however, That changes in the fre- be served by the granting thereof, it shall
quencies, authorized power, or in the times
authorize the issuance, renewal, or modifiof operation of any station, shall not he
cation thereof in accordance with said findmade without the consent of the station
ing. In the etcnt the Commission upon exlicensee unless, after a public hearing, the
amination of any such application floes not
Commission shall determine that such
reach such decision with respect thereto,
changes will promote public convenience
it shall notify the applicant thereof, shall
or interest or will serve public necessity, fix and give notice of a time and place for
or the provisions of this Act will be more
hearing thereon, and stall afford suclt applifully complied with;
cant an opportunity to be heard under such
rules and regulations as it may prescribe.
(g) Study new uses for radio, provide
for experimental uses of frequencies, and
Sec. 318 The actual operation of all
generally encourage the larger and more
transmitting apparatus in any radio station
effective use of radio in the public interest.
for which a station license is
by
(j) Have authority tomake general rules this Act shall be carried on onlyrequired
by a perand regulations requiring stations to keep
son holding an operator's license issued
such records of programs, transmissions of
hereunder. No person shall operate any such
energy, communications, or signals as it
apparatus in such station except under and
may deem desirable;
in accordance with such operator's license
(1) Have authority to prescribe the
issued to him by the Commission.
qualifications of station operators, to clasSec. 321. (13) All radio stations, including
sify them according to the duties to be per- Government stations on board foreign vesformed, to fix the forms of such licenses, sels when within the territorial waters of
and to issue them to such citizens of the
the United States, shall give absolute priUnited States as the Commission finds ority to radio communications or signals
qualified;
relating to ships in distress; shall cease all
(m) llave authority to suspend the li- sending on frequencies which will interfere
with hearing a radio communication or sigcense of any operator for a period not exnal of distress, and, except when engaged
ceeding two years upon proof sufficient to
in answering or aiding the ship in distress,
satisfy the Commission that the licensee
shall refrain from sending any radio com(1) has violated any provision of any Act
munications or signals until there is asor treaty binding on the United States
1

Start Right - Insist On
World's Largest Coil Manufacturers
K. F. Chokes

Antenna Coils
K. F. Coils
Oscillator Coils
I. F. Coils
Plug-in Coils
Beat. Osc. Coils
Noise Silver Coils
Complete Coil Kits

Transmitting Chokes
Crystal Filter Coils
Exact Replacements

Trimming Condensers

Padding Condensers
Wave Traps
4 to 14 tube receivers

FREE OFFER-Just mention this hook and we
will send you absolutely free our complete 32
page Coil and Coil Kit Catalog.

MEISSNER MFG. CO., Mt. Carmel, Ill.
TILE COMPLETE LINE OF POLYIRON INDUCTANCES
One of the most widely used intermediate frequency transformers,
type "A" illustrated.
MICA TUNED
ADJUSTABLE COUPLING
440.480
440-480
440-180

Fartory
Selling
465 kr
465 ke
465 kr

440.4110

465 ke

Frryoenry
Type
4101

H

A10141

A100
4201

ungr, ke

A20041

440.480

A IOOC

440-4110

A200C
A

125

4125
A225
ISO
A ISO

440-48(1
360-3110

360-380
360-380

A

250.2711

4250
4175
A175
4275
4185

250-270
250-270
165-185
165.185
165-185
105-125
105-125

A 1115

105-125

A2115

-

3and Width
Cain
50
48
250
110
113

465 ke
465 kr
465 Le
370 ke
370 kr
370 ke

2z

19

49
220
12

110

260 he
260 ke
260 kr
175 kr

62
330

175
175
115
115
115

kr

300

ke
ke
ke
ke

135

100i

Between

24
16

82

6A7 -6D6

56
66

61116-6116

19
13

11

120
54

8
....

81

6

145

Aluminum Shield. 1%:tí 0,

1

Inter.lnRr

-XTAL

53

13

61)6-75
6A7 -6D6

47

6116-6116
6136-75

51

6A7-6116

41

6116.6116

11

50

9
24

30

606-75
647-606
6D6 -6D6

34
28

647-6116
6136-606

31

10

6116-75
6116-75

18

3%íí high,

f,nnverlrr
(;nnvrrtrr

6A8 -6K7
6K7-6116

16
15
31
15

1

Price
$ 3.00
3.00
3.00

11,,e

6116-75

31
51

9

370

List

101

Diode
Diode

XTAL hip.

3.00
3.00
4.00

F. W. Diode

4.01)

Cenverter
Inter-minis
Diode
Converter
I nteretatte
Diode
Converter
Inierstage
Diode
Converter
InterrtaRe
Diode

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.04
3.00
3.00
9.00
3.00
3.00

13/32rr Mtg. Centers

Write for catalog shoving complete line.

INC
ALADDIN RADIO INDUSTRIES, CHICAGO,

466 sw WEST SUPERIOR STREET

Inc.
Licensee of ,lohnson Laboratories,
U. S. Letters

These devices manufactured
1.978,599
1,978,600
1,982.689
1,978,568
1,1187,380
1,940,2211

under one or more of the following
2,032.5 80
2,005,203
1,982,690
2,032,91.1
2,018,626
1,997,453
2,035,439
2,028,53.1
2,002,500

Other parent pending

Patent.:

2,0112,587

2,051,012
2,059,393

ILLINOIS
2,082,589
2,082,590
2,002,595
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sutante that no iutelfcleute %%ll lie caw( el
%%itll the
touutnt,ttolts ul k!.d
relating thel eto, and shall assist the t rssel
in distress, o fat as possible, h' comp') ink;
with it instructions.
Sec. 324.
In all cii uustances, ext t tt in
case of radio communications en signals It
I

.

e

Wing to vessels in distress, all lathe) sta
lions, including those owned and opriated
by the United States, shall use the mini

mum amount of power uecessaiv to carp
out the communication tlesiietl.
Sec. 325. (a) No person within the julis
diction of the United States shall knowingly
utter or transmit, or cause to be tittered
or transmitted, any false or fraudulent sig
nal of distress, or communication relating
thereto, nor shall any broadcasting station
rebroadcast the program or any part thereof of another broadcasting station without
the express authority of the originating

station.

Sec. 326. Nothing in this Act shall be
understood or construed to give the Contmission the power of censorship over the
radio communications or signals transmitted by any radio station, and no regulation
or condition shall be promulgated or fixed
by the Commission which shall interfere
with the right of free speech by means of
radio communication. No person ithin the
jurisdiction of the United States shall utter
any obscene, indecent, or profane language
by means of radio communication.
Sec. 501. Any person who wilfully and
knowingly sloes or causes or suffers to be
done any act, matter, or thing, in this Act
prohibited or declared to be unlawful, or
who wilfully and knowingly omits or fails
to do any act, matter, or thing in this Act
required to be clone, or willfully and knowingly causes or suffers such omission or
failure, shall, upon conviction thereof, be
punished for such offense, for which no
penalty (other than a forfeiture) is provided herein, by a fine of not more than
$10.000 or by imprisonment for a term of
not more than two years, or both.
Sec. 502. Any person who wilfully and
knowingly violates any rule, regulation, restriction, or condition made or imposed by
the Commission under authority of this
Act, or any rule, regulation, restriction, or
condition made or imposed by any international radio or wire communications
treaty or convention, or regulations annexed thereto, to which the United States
is or may hereafter become a party, shall,
in addition to any other penalties provided
by law, be punished, upon conviction thereof, by a fine of not more than $500 for each
and every day during which such offense
ww

occurs.

Sec. 605. No person receiving or assisting in receiving, or transmitting, or assist -
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Lion may lie passed, of to the uastrl of a
',',hour he is serving, or n 1
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spuusr to :t sullC(11a issued by a cool t of
competent jurisdiction, of Olt denand of
other laMfill authorit\ and no person not
being authoiiird by the sender shall inter
cept any coiuuuuit ation and divulge of
publish the existent e, contents, st!_bstait e,
purport, effect, or meaning of such noel
cepted communication to any person; and
110 person not being entitled thereto shall
receive or assist in receis Mg any inlet stale
or foreign tountunicaton by wire or 1:tdln
and use the same or any information theit
in contained for his own benefit or for tl.t
benefit of another not entitled thereto; and
no person having received such intercepted
communication or having become acquainted with the contents, substance, purport,
effect, or meaning of thesarne or any part
thereof, knotsing that such information
was so obtained, shall divulge or publish
the existence, contents, substance, purport,
effect, or meaning of the saute or any pat t
thereof, or use the same or any information
therein contained for his own benefit of
for the benefit of another not entitled thereto: Provided, that this section shall not ap
ply to the receiving, divulging, publishing,
or utilizing the contents of any radio coin
munication broadcast, or transmitted by
amateurs or others for the use of the general public, or relating to ships in distress.
;

Sec. 606. (c) Upon proclamation by the
President that there exists war or a threat
of war or a state of public peril or disaster
or other national emergency, or in order
to preserve the neutrality of the United
States, the President may suspend or
amend, for such time as he may see fit, the
rules and regulations applicable to any or
all stations svitltin the jurisdiction of the
United States as prescribed by the Commission, and may cause the closing of any
station for radio communication and the
removal therefrom of its apparatus and
equipment. or he may authorize the use or
control of any such station and or its apparatus and equipment by any department
of the Government under such regulations
as he may prescribe, upon just compensation to the owners.
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What

See

INSTRUMENTS IN ONE,
AND THE PRICE IS ONLY

rately measuring very
low resistance, from
below one ohm, also
capacity, and henries
and decibils, compris- r
ing twenty-three instruments in one.
0-15-150-750
volts d.c.
0-15-150.750
volts a.c.
0-15-150-750
ma d.c.
0-15-150-750
ma a.c.
0-1 ma d.c.

-12

The sensitivity on all
voltages ranges is
1,000 ohms per volt
and the Superior me-

Far-Reach-

Ing Services Our,
ALLMETER Performs! .
instead of being just
volt -ohm -ammeter,
a
it is such an instrurnt nt plus a.c. read- 1
ings for voltages and
currents, also accu-

6Í

10.4°

m

Wit.,..-

.

'

precision
movement
and measures 4.5
inches overall. The
eight scales are direct -reading. The a.c.
service is substantialto
non -reactive
ly
deep into the megacycle range, unlike
ter

utterly lose accuracy

long before even high
audio frequencies are
reached. This is because we use an elec-

tric rectifier.

3

91111111

3

11,..:soprrlor /nstramrnts

Co.

1

to 30 decibels

(2 ranges)
.03-500 ohms
.r,00 ohms to
500.000 ohms
5-1,000 henries
.01-50 mfd.
Condenser short

2
t

...1
1
1

0-15-150-750 volts,
vcuum tube

1

3

n

other instruments that

°

_3

...._

has

dirsonval

THE ALLMETER
- MORE!

DOES
COSTS LESS
Send for our Catalogue PV in colors. It's Free!

SUPERIOR
Dept.

INSTRUMENTS CO.

11111136 LibertySt.,N. Y. City

Double Your Power!
At The Useful Voice 1'ri'ijnencies

You must have one
of these instruments
because it does twenty things and does
them well. You can
greatly improve the
value of your services
work
and
perform
more quickly and ac.
curately with an
ALLMETER. Order
an ALLMETER today (Code AMR).
Cabinet 10.6.5x5.25 inches. Shipping weight
6 lbs. C,.mplcte with

test leads

RADI
IN IT'S

Cut

with

QRM
voice that can

through
a

be understood.

LIST

You

don't need a tricky
high gain amplifier
with this tremendous
efficient voice microphone-eliminates all
RF feedback problems
with its "air tight"
shielding. Cuts out
your hum problems

EOM I'I.l;I'1;

ENTIRETY!

11KF.
AND
ti'1'A ND -HANDLE

too. You will get
more satisfaction out
of dollars spent for a

$25.25

VT -73.

COMPLETE STOCKS

-

READY FOR YOU

in radio. Comcatalog of radio receivers, public
address systems, parts, supplies and equipment is
now available. You will find your favorite nationally
known lines represented in this big book. "l3 -A"
prompt service will please you-orders shipped same
day they are received.

"R -A" serves the trade with every need
plete

.

Ipi

G

160 -page

M(IIb;l, V"f'.73

THE TURNER CO.
CI+;I)AR IRAI'll)S, IOWA
linen owl

under patents of th,

Hs-

ush Developru are t Co.

BURSTEIN - APPLEBEE CO.
1012-14 McGEE ST. -:- KANSAS CITY. MO.

UP-TO-DATE CATALOG
NOW AVAILABLE
.

.I
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Regulations of the F.C.C. for Amateur SIatituts

1.
Prescribed application forms.-Each
application for an instrument of authorization shall he made in writing on the appropriate form prescribed by the Commission for the purpose. Separate application
shall be filed for each instrument of authorization. The required forms except as provided in paragraph '108 for amateur applicants, may be obtained from the Commission or from the office of any inspector.
For a list of such offices and related geographical districts, see paragraph 30.
2. Filing of application.-

tion of Federal laws, the Commission's
rules and regulations, or the terms and con
ditions of a license shall, within 3 days
front such receipt, send a written reply
direct to the Federal Communications Commission at Washington, D. C. The answer
to each notice shall be complete in itself
and shall not be abbreviated by reference
to other communications or answers to
other notices. If the notice relates to some
violation that may be due to the physical
or electrical characteristics of the transmitting apparatus, the answer shall state
fully what steps, if any, are taken to preIt. Each
vent future violations, -Ind if any new apapplication f o r
amateur facilities shall
paratus is to be installed, the date such apbe filed in accordance
paratus was ordered, the name of the manwith the following inufacturer,
and promised date of delivery.
structions:
copy to the in(I) Applications for amaspector in charge
26. If the notice of violation relates to
teur station and/or opof the radio diserators' licenses from
some lack of attention or improper operatrict in which the
applicants residing withapplicant resides
tion of the transmitter, the name and liin 125 miles of Washcense
number of the operator in charge
ington, D. C., a radio
district office of the
shall be given.
Commission, or an ex27. Normal license periods.-All staamining city (see par.
tion licenses will be issued so as to ex30).
(2) Applications for ama1 copy
pire at the hour of 3 A. 1\1. Eastern standirect to the
teur station and/or opFederal Communidard time.
erators' licenses from
cations C o m m i sapplicants residing more
sion. Washington,
e. The licenses for amateur stations will
than 125 miles from
D. C.. in accordbe
issued for a normal license period of 3
Washington. D. C., a
ance with the inradio district office of
years from the date of expiration of old
structions specific.
the Commission, or an
ally set forth on
license or the date of granting a new license
exant:ning city (see par.
the application
or modification of a license.
30).
form
28. Designation of call signals.-Insofar
14. License where construction
permit
as
practicable, call signals of radio stations
is not required.-Each application for new
will be designated in alphabetical order
license, where a construction permit is not
prerequisite thereto, shall be filed at least from groups available for assignment, depending upon the class of station to be
60 days prior to the contemplated operation
licensed. Because of the large number
of the station.
of amateur radio stations, calls will be as16. Renewal of license.-Unless othersigned thereto in regular order and requests
wise directed by the Commission, each ap- for particular calls
will not be considered.
plication for renewal of license shall be
29.
Deletion
of
call
signals.-Call signals
filed at least 60 days prior to the expiration
of stations will be deleted in each of the
slate of the license sought to be renewed.
following cases:
20. Penalty for transfer of license witha. Where an existing instrument of auout the consent of Commission.-The trans- thorization
expired and no application
fer of a radio station license, or the rights for renewal has
or
extension
thereof has been
granted thereunder, without consent of the filed.
Commission shall be sufficient ground for
b. Where a license has been revoked.
tite revocation of such license or denial of
c. Where a license is surrendered or
any application for its renewal. Amateur
station licenses and call signals are not canceled.
d. Other cause, such as death, loss of
transferable.
citizenship,
or adjudged insanity of tite
22. Special authorizations.-The Comstation
licensee.
Such occurrences coming
mission may grant special authority to tite to notice
licensee of an existing station authorizing mission, should be reported to the Compreferably accompanied by the
the operation of such station for a limited station
license
for cancellation, if available.
time ín a manner, to an extent or for a
30.
Radio
districts.-The
service other or beyond that authorized in
following list
of the radio districts gives the address of
the license.
each field office of the Federal Communica24. Answering notice of violation.-Any
tions Commission and
licensee receiving official notice of a viola- braced in each district: the territory em1
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FROM ANY ANGLE
Johnson Products Are Tops!
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The Johnson type "F" transmittincondenser shown above is one of several NEW types, small in size hut
big in performance. Consider these
features:
Alsimag 196 insulation, having 1/3
the loss factor of other similar
materials.
Stator mounted above, permitting
short leads and resulting in lower
minimum capacity.
Large cadmium plated bronze
spring contacts.
9 Voltage ratings up to 4500V.
There are other Johnson condensers
with ratings up to 13,000 volts.

possible

with

for r'eceiver's with
16.',K(: I.

Crystal

bands,

,

to 160.

And for the Antenna-

The

JOHNSON

"Q"

to 98% transfer of energy from

95

transmitter to antenna.
Easily installed and adjusted.
May be located several hundred

cheapest

way

to

effective power.
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-
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E. HOHNSON COMPANY
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Export Office:
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BRUSH
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increase

II' 7llh.' LAIIF,I.. SAYS
"IOIINSON"-IT'S COOT t
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r

feet front transmitter.

The

e

with a ft'e
llueney response of
from 60 to 10,000
cycles and extreme
sensitivity will improve
'1t r "f ) `C , ' record.

lntnf. maximum.
and 1000 watt sizes for all
10

amplifier.

t

II

Low -loss ceramic skeleton forms.
Variable coupling by means of rotating coupling coil.
10 to 160 meters with a condenser
100

V.

s

B r

NEW "Hi -Q" INDUCTORS

50, 250

the

"TransliItcr"-

Brush

To complete the condenser -coil combination-

of
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A
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Radio

district Address of the inspector in charge
States

1

Customhouse, Boston, Nlass. ( onnccticut'
Maine

assachuset is
New IIampshire
Nl

Il Intl

2

eruloni
Subtreasur New 1'urk

United States
Building, New fork, N.

1'

Tel rilory within district
Counties

All Counties.
1)u.

1)o.
Do.
1)u.
1)o.

\Ibany, Bronx, ( oluutbia, Dela
, are, )utchess, Greene
Dings, Nassau, New York,
Orange, Put pain, Queens,
Rensselaer, Richmond, Rockland, Schenectady, Suffolk,
Sullivan, Ulster and Westchester.
Bergen, Essex, I udson, I unterdun, Mercer, NIiddlesex,
NI onuloutIi,
1\1 orris,
Passaic,
Sunters._t, Sussex, Union and
warren.
I

New Jersc,

3

.rt'

Gimbel Building, 35 South I'rnrtsyIvania.......
Ninth Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

,

I

I

Adams, Becks, Bucks, Carbon,
Chester, Cumberland, Dauphin, Delaware, Lancaster,
Lebanon, Lehigh, Monroe,

Montgomery, Northampton,
Perry, Philadelphia, Schuykill.

4

Fort
NI

d.

1\IcIIenry,

Baltimore,

and York.
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden,
Cale May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean and Salem.
Newcastle.
All Counties.

Delaware
NI art'land
District of Columbia
Do.
Virginia
Arlington, Clark, Fairfax, Fanquier, Frederick, Loudoun,
Page, Prince \N illiam, Rappahannock, Shenandoah, and

Warren.

5

6

Delaware
Customhouse, Norfolk, Va. Virginia
North Carolina
Alabama
411 New P. O. Bldg., Atlan- Georgia
ta, Ga.
South Carolina
Tennessee
North Carolina

Kent and Sussex.

All except district 4.
All except district 6.
All Couiit,cs.
Do.
Du.

De.
Ashe, Avery, Buncombe, Burke,
Caldwell,
Cherokee, Clay,
Cleveland, Graham, Haywood,
Henderson, Jackson, McDowell, Macon, Madison, Mitchell,
Polk,
Rutherford,
Swain,
Transylvania Watauga, and
Yancey.
All Counties.
Do.
,

7

8

P. O. Box 150, Miami, Fla. Florida

Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands
Customhouse, New Orleans, Arkansas
La.
Louisiana
Mississippi
"Texas

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
City of Texarkana only.
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I'LL SEND YOU A
RADIO LESSON

-

and

Inexpensive -Efficient

ecause of the high sensitivity of this micro
'hone little preampliftcation is required.

431.1
vw:...a

i

BOOK

he Wright-DeCoster Model TBC1000 make -

excellent dynamic microphone for amateur
le. The unit is so ruggedly constructed that it
ill stand much hard usage and it does not be'tme noisy with age.

lima

FREE!
Make $15, $20, $25 a Week Spare Time,
Then $35 to $60 a Week Full Time
LL show you right away
how I train men at home to
make good money in Radio:
I'll send you my famous book
"More Money in Radio", and
one of my unique "Business
Builder" Lessons that show
where the jobs are, how to get
them, and how to handle them.

No Experience

!`

Needed
Don't let lack of experience either

-

;- .7
.

in Radio or in Business Methods keep
I have
you from getting a start!
started hundreds o' men on the road

'
TBC1000

6/"

he r'ahinet is only
in diameter and is
niched in soft suede which lends a distinctive
ppearance and makes the unit an attractive

tldition to any amateur station. The unit may
e mounted on the wall or laid flat on the oper'tor's desk. The soft finish protects the finest

irniture.

to better pay by showing them how
to pick up spare -time cash while
learning, and then step into good pay jobs when they are trained. Radio needs trained men ! Radio need;

a

illa

1113Ey
511n

nn.trün.r to cmperafe.

student
Joseph Arirabalo
who says: "Now
Fm in charge of
the repair department of a big distributor-a permanent job. Thanks
your course,
to
which was interestine and easy to
I'm
understand.
5175
a
making

month."

As I train you, I send you full professional Radio equipment: Big Tool
Kit. Genuine Triplett Tester, Complete Set of Rider Manuals, Repair
and Replacement Parts-practically a
complete Radio shop!

Special Course
for Servicemen

If you are already in the Radio
Service business, I have what you
need to get the better jobs: A new
45 -lesson practical course in Radio
repair work that puts you ahead
.uf
your competitors. Men taking
this course report greatly inereas¿':d
income. You can have it on terms
AS LOW AS $3 PER MONTH.
Get complete
about both courses in
my free book "More
r--M, Money in Radio"-see
1
how I train you from
the free lesson also
os' 'E.i
sent. Write to me for
_
complete facts and free
hooks TODAY. F. L.
-

]

Wright - DeCoNter, Inc.

.

Sprayberry, President,
Sprayberry Academy of

Saint Paul, Minn.

Western Canada:
LfILLIAM F. KELLY CO.TAYLOR & I'EARSON, Inc.
1207 Bay Street
Edmonton, A !bet ta,
Toronto, Ont., Canada
Canada

Month

facts

Wright -De í:rxter I)i.vtributnrs are always

Eastern Canada:

my

Professional Equipment Sent

Write for literature and name of our
nearest distributor.

F:eport Deportment
The M. SIMONS R SON CO., New York
Coble Aeltirese: "SI,nnntrlre'

A

Meet

YOU!

elides being an excellent microphone the
BC -1000 is a very efficient speaker which has
xceptional quality on %nice reproduction.
Men used with a double -pole, double -throw
witch this unit may he operated as a micro hone when transmitting and as a speaker
hen receiving.

269 University Ave.

$175

Radio.

SPRAYBERRY
ACADEMY OF RADIO

60

UNIVERSITY PLACE, N. W.

WASH

D. C.

130

lituliu AltntUIlr l:uur"e

Radio

district

9

209

l0

164

11

12

13
14

Territory within district

Address of the inspector in charge

Prudential Building, Gal- Texas
veston, Tex.

(Federal Building, Dallas,

Tex.

States
....

"I'exas

Oklahoma

New Mexico
Rives -Strong Building, Arizona
Nevada
Los Angeles, Calif.
California

1105

Customhouse, San Francisco, California
Nevada
Cal.
Hawaiian Islands..
Guam
American Samoa
207 New U. S. Court House Oregon
Idaho
Bldg.,' Portland, Ore.
808 Federal Office Building, Alaska
V1 ashington
Seattle, Wash.
Idaho

Montana

15

538

Customhouse,

Denver, Colorado
Utah
Wyoming
Montana
Room 927, New P. O. Bldg North Dakota
St. Paul, Minn.
South Dakota
Minnesota
Michigan
Colo.

16

17

18

,

Wisconsin
Federal Bldg., Kansas Nebraska
City, Mo.
Kansas

410

2022

Engineering

Chicago, Ill.

Missouri
Iowa
Building, Indiana
Illinois
Iowa

Counties

Aransas, Bratoria, Brooks, Cal howl, Cameron, Chambers,
Fort Bend, Galveston, Goliad,
Harris, 11idalgu, Jackson, Jef
Person, Jim Wells, Kennedy,
Kleberg, Matagorda, Nueces,
Refugio, San Patricio, Victo
ria, Wharton, and Willacy.
All except district 9 and the city
of T exarkana.
All Counties.
Do.
Do.

Clarke.
Imperial, Kern, Kings, Los \.
geles, Monterey, Orange, (lit
erside, San Bernardino, San
Diego, San Luis Obispo. San
to Barbara, Tulare, and Ventura.
All except district 11.
All except Clarke
All Counties.
Do.
Do.
Do.

All except district 14.
All Counties.
Do.

Benewah, Bonner, Boundary,
Clearwater, Idaho, Kootenai
Latah, Lewis, Nez Perce and
Shoshone.
Beaverhead, Broadwater, Cascade, Deerlodge, Flathead,
Gallatin, Glacier, Granite, Jefferson, Lake, I ewis and Clark,
Lincoln, Madison, Meagher,
Mineral, Missoula, Pondera,
Powell, Ravalli, Sanders, Silver Bow, Teton, and Took.
All Counties.
Do.
Do.

Except district
All Counties.

14.

Do.
Do.

Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Delta,
Dickinson, Gogebic, Houghton, Iron, Keweenaw, Luce,
Mackinac, Marquette, Menominee,
Antonagon, a n d
Schoolcraft.
All except district 18.
All Counties.
Do.
Do.

All except district 18.
All Counties.
Do.

Allarnakee, Buchanan Cedar,
Clayton, Clinton, Delaware,

'

NEW Sr.JUARs METERS
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
Tn.) AMATEUR USE
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Get a whole shelf -full
of RADIO BOOKS'
IN ONE
B
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Ur.TO-DATE
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RADIO PHYSICS

in Front of Panel
Rack of Panel

-

Voltmeters, ammeters, milliammeters, in
A. C. and D. C.
all popular ranges
Inexpensive instruments, thoroughly reliable
for many applications in the amateur radio field.
RUGGEDLY CONSTRUCTED-DEPENDARI E-LOW COST
For more information and prices Se, Your Jobber
or write

READRITE METER WORKS
738 Gtrtllege Dr., Bluffton, Ohio

BOURSE'
ONE BIG BOOK
NOW TAKES THE PLACE OF 36

!

RADIO PHYSICS
best-selling
Ghirardi's
COURSE compresses the world's knowledge of
radio, electricity and sound between the covers
of this great 172-page volume. Don't be satisfied
with the dribs and drabs you get when you buy
a lot of "little" books. Ever figured up how
much they cost you all together? Get "Ghirarbig
di" and get it all- a whole library in
book-for only $4! The ideal way to learn
radio and ht ourself for a better job. You
don't have to "study"-just read, and the
whole subject i' made so plain and easy you
can't ever forget it. Ilundreds of illustrations
make it quick to grasp. Schools and students
all over the globe use it more than any other
radio text. You, ton, should be using Ghirardi.
Clip the coupon and get it now! It's guaranteed.
1

tiCTRO 9)OICE
MICROPHONES
Hum Free
Shock Proofed

Streamlined
High Fidelity
Precision Built

r

What You Will /,earn From This (look

Sound, Speech and Music
Electrons
Electric Cut -rent .. Electric Units and Circuits
Resistance
Batteries
Ohm's Law
Magnetism
Electromagnetism .
Transformers
Inductance .
Condensers
Alternating Current Circuits
Filters ...
Electrical Measuring Instruments
Radio
Waves and Radiations
Broadcast Stations
Receiving Equipment
. Vacuum
Tubes
Radio and Audio Frequency Amplification
Superheterodynrs
Loud Speakers
Battery Operated Rr:eivers
Power Supply
Electric Receivers
Units
\utotnobile
and Aircraft Receivers
Phonograph Pickups
P. A. Systems
ShortWave Receivers
Photoelectric Cells
Television
Antennas and Grounds
Testing and Servicing Receivers
Sound Motion Pictures
Appendixes
856 Review Questions for Self
Study
AND IOTS MORE!
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NOTICE

.

Electo-Voice
"mike"carries an unEvery

.

100

.

=FILL

OUT

-

AND MAIL!

RADIO & TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO.
Astor Piece, NOW 'York. Dept. 0.2
FM. find $4. Rmntl my RADIO I'IIYPICR
VOIIRSE postpaid (Foreign $1.60.
Li Send me a free rirruler describing this book.
45

(I

5

Name
Address

ELECTROVOICE MFG. CO., INC.
300 E. Colfax Ave., South Bend, Ind.
Export 0111cc.

.

TEAR OFF

limited guarantee.
At Your Favorite
Supplier.
FREE senrrTodayt, FREE

.

.

Varlck SI., Now York, N.Y.
`

MONEY -BACK

jLZa:,_T.TE

I,

132

!Indio lrunlrur

I:,,ure
\itiu1

,

ilul,u,tt,

1'a

rite itlety, Jackson. Johnson
Jones, l.rr, 1.1i111, I_ul,a, Itlus
t

\\'it ullII

1025 New

Federal Bldg., De

l

)\l

30a. Examining Cities-Examinations fur
all classes of radio operator licenses will be
given frequently at Washington, 1). C., and
the District Offices of the Commission in

accordance with announced schedules.
(1) Such examinations will be held
quarterly at:
Schenectady, N. Y.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Nash\ ille, Tenn.
San Antonio, Tex.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Des Moines, Iowa
St. Louis, Mo.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cleveland. Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
(2) Examinations will be held not more
than twice annually at:
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Billings, Montana
Bismark, N. Dakota
Boise, Idaho
Butte, Montana
Jacksonville, Fla.
Little Rock, Ark.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Spokane, Washington
188. Station.-The term "station" means
all of the radio -transmitting apparatus used
at a particular location for one class of
service and operated under a single instrument of authorization. In the case of every
station other than broadcast, the location
of the station shall be considered as that of
the radiating antenna.
192. Portable station.-The term "portable station" means a station so constructed that it may conveniently be moved about
from place to place for communication
and that is in fact so moved about from
time to time, but not used while in motion.
a. Portable -mobile station.-The terns
"portable -mobile station" means a station

Ss

titt, \\''a

ulunlhia,

hIptul,

l_.rawfuld,

and

IJanr,

'Judge, Giant, Green, luwa,
Jrtfersou, Keru..la, 1_af aye Ile,
Milwaukee, l )eaukrr, Kacuv,
I:iclunuud, Rot. k, Sauk, \1/al
uurth, \\'aslliugluu, and \\'au

ichigau
troit, A1icligan
Ohio
Kentucky.......
West Virginia
20 514 hederal Building, Buffalo, New York
N. Y.
Pennsvl' ania
19

stiur,

\\'inurlirl.

I.ryha.
except

A11

distict

16

All Countics.
1)o.
Do.
All except dislilct 2.
All except district 3

cuustructtd that it may conveniently be
moved from one mobile unit to another fui
communication, and that is, in fact, so limy
ed about front time to tinte and ordinarily
used while in motion.
?(-.Allocation of bands of frequencies to
services.-Allocations of bands of frequrn
cies to services, such as mobile, fixed,
broadcast, amateur, etc., are set forth in
article S of the General Regulations annexed to the International Radiotelegraph
Convention and in the North American
Radio Agreement. These allocations will be
adhered to in all assignment to stations
capable of causing international interference.
so

207-Interference, prevention of.-Licen-

sees shall use radio transmitters, the emissions of which do not cause interference,
outside the authorized band, that is detrimental to traffic and prog rains of other

authorized stations.
210 Distress
messages.-Radio communications or signals relating to ships or
aircraft in distress shall be given absolute
priority. Upon notice from any station,
Government or commercial, all other transmission shall cease on such frequencies and
for such time as may, in any way, interfere
with the reception of distress signals or related traffic.
213. Operators.-One or more licensed
operators, of the grade specified by these
regulations shall be on duty at the place
where the transmitting apparatus of each
station is located and whenever it is being
operated; provided, however, that for a
station licensed for sere ice other than
broadcasting, and remote control is used,
the Commission may modify the foregoing
requirements, upon proper application and
showing being made, so that such opera or or operators may be on duty at the control station in lieu of the place where the
transmitting apparatus is located. Such
modification shall be subject to the following conditions:

The BEGINNERS'

Q
TTJ(C

MODEL T-3 MICROPHONE
PRAISED for FLEXIBILITY
Unique tilting mount permits
directional or non -directional
pickup without disturbing fre-

quency response. No yoke and
no annoying cable entanglements or breakage. Diaphragm
type for high class public address. broadcast, recording or
amateur use. Acoustic feedback definitely reduced. Attractively shaped. Beautiful

finish.
chromium
polished
Complete with Asiatic exclusive interchangeable plug and
socket cable connector, cable
and spring cable protector.
Fully guaranteed.

LIST
PRICE

$25.00

SEND FOR LITERATURE on other new A+tatie Microphones including unique "GRIP -TD -TALK Model CD -104.
for air -ti ay ground stations. inter -office, inter -factory. amateur and other similar rommunicaiing systems.

FRIEND!
The Newcomer to Amateur radio knows
well enough that there are times when
he really needs a friend. Sun Radio Com-

pany, too, knows that these Beginners
require Special Cooperation in the matter of selective buying.
Here at Sun Radio we invite inquiries
and orders from Beginners. We are especially equipped to serve intelligently and
honestly and to render advice on "tough"
problems as they arise.
We carry all nationally advertised lines
of Amateur Radio Supplies, Receivers,
Parts, Tubes and Accesso: ies. Send us
your want list or better still visit us, for
special quotations. Experienced hands
always on hand to help you. Address
Dept. GHB.

'RADIO

l.ican.ed fonder lbw!" Development Co. Patents

Laboratory, Inc.
YOUNGSrowN, onto, U. S. A.

tstatic Microphone

.227

DEPT. C-2.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Quality Crystal Devices
C

..CO.

Fulton Street, New York, N.

Y.

Cable Address: SUNRADIO NEW YORK

-_

Open or Shielded

Ei COI L

FORMS

t1.1

,

s-

for F roils.
ill,
It filters, or hifre.
R

F.

gurney HI' rhokeo,

May hr used for nnlv.raal, si ngla Laver

sol.nnid. or honk
type w{nding,.

ruins

,

RELAYS
for Antenna Changeover

i,

.093" base

i

-

r

re

movable for permanent mounting.

Molt dleleetrlc
strength - uniform
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You can now safely build R. F. coilsAlters and hi -frequency R. F. chokes.
These coil forms, made by the world's
finest builders of radio testing equipment, are your guarantee of efficient
receiver and transmitter operation.
Power factor at 1,000.000 cycles per
second Is .007. Water absorption gain
.07%. Adjustable iron core for changing coil inductance. Clear lacquered
Eraydo metal shield. See your favorite.
parts dealer or write factory today.
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You need one of these relays to
change automatically from sending
to receiving. You will find these Relays described on pages 5 and G of
bulletin 507B. Send for a copy.
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a, Tite ti asissittel shall ht t apable t l
eructation and : hall b operated to accord
ance with the terms of the station hcrnsr,
b.
I'he transmitter shall be litunnolyd
from the control station with apparatus
that will permit placing the tiaisutitter in
an inoperative condition in the event there
is a deviation front the terms of the license,
in which case the radiation of the trans
suit ter shall be suspended immediately un
tit corrective measures are effectively appli
ed to place the transmitter in proper con
dition for operation in accordance with the
ter tits of the station license.
c. The transmitter shall be so located of
housed that it is not accessible to other
than duly authorized persons.
214. Licensed operator required.-Only
an operator holding radiotelegraph class of
operators' license may manipulate the transmitting key of a manually operated coastal
telegraph or mobile telegraph station in
the international service; and only a licensed amateur operator may manipulate the
transmitting key at a manually operated
aulateur station. The licenses of other stations operated under the constant supervision of duly licensed operators may permit any persons ,whether licensed or not, to
transmit by voice or otherwise, in accordance with the types of emission specified
by the respective licenses.
220. Maintenance
tests.-Licenses of
stations other than broadcast stations are
authorized to carry on such routine tests
as may be required for the proper maintenance of the stations: Provided, however,
that these tests shall be so conducte.l as
not to cause interference with the service

of other stations.

Licenses, posting of.-The original
station license, except amateur,
portable and portable -mobile stations shall
be posted by the licensee in a conspicuous
place in the room in which the transmitter
is located. In the case of amateur, portable,
and portable -mobile stations the original
license, or a photostat copy thereof, shall
be similiarly posted or kept in the personal
possession of the operator on duty.
a. The original license of each station
operator, except amateur and aircraft radio
station operators of portable and portable mobile stations, shall be posted in a conspicuous place in the room occupied by
such operator while on duty. In the case of
an amateur or aircraft radio operator, and
operators of portable or portable -mobile
stations, the oiginal operator's license shall
be similarly posted or kept in his personal
possession and available for inspection at
all times while the operator is on duty.
(b) When an operator's license cannot
be posted because it has been mailed to an
office of the Federal Communications Commission for endorsement or other change,
such operator may continue to operate sta221.
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Definitions, auatcut service.-'1 ht
set s it r., ulrais 4 ra/ltu .tr
Lis alu.ltcul stations
3o2
Definition, amateur station.
terns "aillatrlll station" ill,'alis a station
used by an ".unatrur," thi.It is, a duly authul
!led per-oli hurt mesird iii lath:, Irclliliqul
solely vt ills :t pri sunal also and without
I,eeulllal Illtri tst
364
Definition amateur operator.
hl
trim "áilllalt 111 la ll, l,pl'lalt,l Itiralls a per
got holding a valid license Issurtl by tht
Federal k:ldit, ('utuullssluu who is author
tied undt. the regulations to operate alma
teur radio stations.
365. Definition, amateur radio communi
cattion.- The tefiii "amateur radio -cumin urn
cation" Illt'arls radio-l'u111111UltlCall(Jrt between
amateur radio stations solely with a per still
al aim and without pecuniary interest.
366. Station licenses.-An amateur sta
tion license may be issued only to a licensed
amateur radio operator who has made a
satisfactul y showing of ownership or con
trol of proper transmitting apparatus:Provided, however, that in the case of a military or nasal resers e radio station located
in approved public quarters and established
for training purposes, but not operated by
the United Status Government, a station
license may he issued to the person in
charge of such a station who 'nay not possess an amateur operator's license.
(a.) Operator's license.-An amaterli operator's license may be granted to a person
who does not desire an amateur station
license, provided such applicant waives his
right to apply for an amateur station license fur 9(1 (lays subsequent to the date
of application for operator's license.
367. Eligibility for license.-Amateur radio station licenses shall not be issued to
corporation, associations, or other organizations; Provided, however, that in the
case of a buma f de amateur radio society
station license may he issued to a licensed
amateur radio operator as trustee for such
society.
368. Mobile stations.-Licenses for mobile stations and portable mobile stations
will not be granted to amateurs for operation on frequencies below 28,000 kc. However, the licensee of a fixed amateur station
may operate portable amateur stations
(Rule 192) in accordance with the provisions of Rules 384, 386, and 387; and also
portable and portable -mobile amateur stations (Rules 192 and 192a) on authorized
amateur frequencies above 28,000 kc. in accordance with Rules 384 and 386, but without regard to Rule 387.
161

ttl ul ".lnlatrul
sit' l.trtlrll II
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1

370. Points of communication.-Amateur
stations shall be used only for amateur
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service, except that in emergencies or for
testing purposes they may be used also for
conuuunication with commercial or Govern
utent radio stations. In addition, amateur
stations may communicate with any mobile
radio station which is licensed by the Commission to communicate witii amateur stations, and with stations of expeditions which
may also be authorized to communicate
with amateur stations.
371. Amateur stations not to be used
for broadcasting.-Atnateur stations shall
not be used for broadcasting any form of
entertainment, nor for the simultaneous
retransmission by automatic means of programs or signals emanating from any class
of station other than amateur.
372.
Radiotelephone tests. -Amateur
stations may be used for the transmission
of music for test purposes of short duration in connection with the development of
experimental radiotelephone equipment.
373. Amateur stations not for hire.
Amateur radio stations shall not be used to
transmit or receive messages for hire, nor
for communication for material compensation, direct or indirect, paid or promised.
374. Frequency bands assigned. -The
following bands of frequencies are allocated
exclusively for use by amateur stations:
2,000 kilocycles
1,715 to

-

3,500 to
4,000 kilocycles
7,000 to
7,300 kilocycles
14,000 to 14,400 kilocycles
28,000 to 30,000 kilocycles
56,000 to 60,000 kilocycles
400,000 to 401,000 kilocycles
374a, The licensee of an amateur station

may, subject to change upon further order,
operate amateur stations on any frequency
above 110,000 kilocycles, without separate
license therefor, provided:
(1) That such operation in every respect
complies with the Commissions rules governing the operation of amateur stations
in the amateur service.
(2) That records are maintained of all.
transmissions in accordance with the pro-

visions of Rule 386.
375. Types of emission. -All bands of
frequencies so assigned may be used for
radio telegraphy, type A-1 emission. Type
A-2 emission may be used in the following
bands of frequencies only:
28,000 to 30,000 kilocycles
56,000 to 60,000 kilocycles
400,000 to 401,000 kilocycles
376. Frequency bands for telephony.
The following bands of frequencies are allocated for use by amateur stations using
radiotelephony, type A-3 emission:
2,000 kilocycles
1,800 to
28,000 to 29,000 kilocycles
56,000 to 60,000 kilocycles
400,000 to 401,000 kilocycles

377. Additional bands for telephony.
Provided the station shall be operated by a
person who ¡LOWS an amateur operator's Ii
tense endorsed for class A privileges, an
amateur radio station may use radiotel
phony, type A-3 emission, iii the following
additional hands of frequencies:
3,900 to 4.000 kilocycles

14,150 to 11,250 kilocycle's
378. Amateur television, facsimile, and

picture transmission.-- The following bands
of frequencies are allocated for use by am
ateur stations for television, facsimile, and
picture transmission.
1,715 to 2,000 kilocycles
56,000 to 60,000 kilocycles
379. Licenses will not specify individual
frequencies.-"1'ranstttissions by an amateur
station may be on any frequency within an
amateur band above assigned.
380. Aliens. -An amateur radio station
shall not be located upon premises controlled by an alien.

381. Prevention of interference. -Spurious radiations from an amateur transmitter operating on a frequency below 30,000

kilocycles shall be reduced or eliminated in
accordance with good engineering practice
and shall not be of sufficient intensity to
cause interference on receiving sets of modern design which are tuned outside the frequency band of emission normally required
for the type of emission employed. In the
case of A-3 emission, the transmitter shall
not be modulated in excess of its modulation capability to the extent that interfering
spurious radiations occur, and in no case
shall the emitted carrier lie amplitude -modulated in excess of 100 per cent. Means
shall be employed to insure that the transmitter is not modulated in excess of its
modulation capability. A spurious radiation
is any radiation from a transmitter which is
outside the frequency band of emission normal for the type of transmission employed,
including any component whose frequency
is an integral multiple or submultiple of
the carrier frequency (harmonics and sub harmonics), spurious modulation products,
key clicks and other transient effects, and
parasitic oscillations.
381. Waiver of Rule 381. -The following
order was adopted by the Telegraph Division on August 1. 1934:
"Until further notice, the provisions of Rule 381 shall not be con
strued to apply to amateur operation on frequencies above 56,000
kilocycles."
382. Power supply to transmitter. -Licensees of amateur stations using frequencies below 30,000 kilocycles, shall use adequately filtered direct -current power supply
for the transmitting equipment, to minimize
frequency modulation and to prevent the
emission of broad signals.
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WESTERN NEW YORK
Representing the best in amateur parts. We
stock quality merchandise of leading manufacturers. Aladdin Products; Amphenol
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tubes; Thordarson Transformers; and
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filled.
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383.
Authorized power.-Licensees of
amateur stations are authorized to use a
maximum
um of power input of
kilowatt to
the plate circuit of the final amplifier stage
of an oscillator -amplifier transmitter or to
the plate circuit of an oscilator transmitter.
384. Transmission of call.-An operator
of an amateur station shall transmit its assigned call at least once during each 15
minutes of operation and at the end of each
transmission. In addition, an operator of
an amateur portable, or portable -mobile
radiotelegraph station shall transmit immediately after the call of the station, the
break sign (11T) followed by the number
of the amateur call area in which the portable or portable -mobile amateur station
is then operating, as for example:
Example 1. Portable or portable -mobile
amateur station operating
in the third amateur call
area calls a fixed amateur
station: WIABC W1ABC
1

WIABC DE W2DEF, BT3
W2DEF BT3 W2DEF 8T3

Example

Example

AR

2.

3.

Fixed amateur station answers the portable or portable -mobile amateur station:
W2DEF, W2DEF W2DEF

DE W1ABC W1ABC WI ABC K
Portable or portable -mobile
amateur station calls a portable or portable -mobile amateur station: W3GHI W3GHI W3GHI DE W4JKL
BT4 W4JKL BT4 W4JKL

BT4 AR
telephony is used, the call sign of the
station shall be followed by an announcement of the amateur call area in which the
portable or portable -mobile station is operating.
384a. In the case of an amateur licensee
whose station is licensed to a regularly commissioned or enlisted member of the United
States Naval Reserve, the Commandant of
the naval district in which such reservist
resides may authorize in his discretion the
use of the call letter prefix "N," in lieu of
the prefix "W" or "K" assigned in the license issued by the Commission, provided'
that such "N" prefix shall be used only when
operating in the frequency bands 1715-2000
kilocycles, 3500-4000 kilocycles, 56,000 to
60,000 kilocycles and 400,000 to 401,000 kilocycles in accordance with instructions to be
issued by the Navy Department.
385. Quiet hours.-In the event that the
operation of an amateur radio station causes
general interference to the reception of
broadcast programs with receivers of modern design, that amateur station shall not
operate during the hours from 8 o'clock
p.m. to 10:30p.m., local time, and on Sun -

If

(ruin 10:30 a.ui., until p.m., local time,
upon such frequencies as cause such in
terference.
386. Logs.-Each licensee of an amateur
station shall keel' an accurate log of sta
tion operation to he made available upon re
quest by authorized Government repre
sentatives, as follows:
a.
Tire date and time of each transmission. The date need only be entered once
for each day's operation. The expression
"time of each transmission" means the time
of making a call and need not be repeated
during the sequence of communication
immediately follows; however, an entry
shall be made in the log when "signing
off" so as to show the period during which
communication was carried on.)
b. The name of the person manipulating the transmitting key of a radiotelegraph transmitter or the name of the person operating a transmitter of any other
type (type A13 or A14 emission) with statement as to type of emission. (The name
need only be entered once in the log provided the log contains a statement that all
transmissions were made by the person
named except where otherwise stated. The
name of any other person who operates the
station shall be entered in the proper space
for his transmissions.)
c.
Call letters of the station called. (This
entry need not be repeated for calls made
to the same station during any sequence
of communication i rovided the time of
clay

"signing off"

1

is given.)
The input power to the oscillator, or
to the final amplifier stage where an oscillator amplifier transmitter is employed.
(This need be entered only once providing
the input power is not changed.)
e.
The frequency band used. (This information need be entered only once in the
log for all transmissions until there is a
change in the frequency to another amateur
band.)
f. The location of a portable or portable -mobile station at the time of each
transmission.
This need be entered only
once, provided the location of the station
is not changed. However, suitable entry
shall be made in the log upon changing
location, showing the type of vehicle or
mobile unit in which the station is operated,
and the approximate geographical location
of the station at the time of operation.)
g. The message traffic handled. (If record communications are handled in regular message form, a copy of each message
sent and received shall be entered in the
log or retained on file for at least one year.)
387. Portable stations.-Advance notice
of all locations in which portable amateur
stations will be operated shall be given by
the licensee to the inspector in charge of

d.
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the district in which the station is to De operated. Such notices shall be made by letter or other means prior to any operation
contemplated and shall state the station
call, name of licensee, the date of proposed operation and the approximate locations, as by city, town or county. An amateur station operating under this rule shall
not be operated during any period exceeding 30 clays without giving further notice to
the inspector in charge of the radio inspection district in which the station will be operated. This rule does not apply to the operation of portable or portable -mobile amateur stations on frequencies above 28,000
kc. authorized by amateur stations. (See
Rule 368)
400. Only amateur operators may operate amateur stations.-An amateur station
may be operated only by a person holding a
valid amateur operator's license, and then
only to the extent provided for by the class
of privileges for which the operator's license is endorsed.

401. Validity of operator's license.-Aniateur operator's licenses are valid only for
the operation of licensed amateur stations,
provided, however, any person holding a
valid radio operator's license of any class
may operate stations in the experimental
service licensed for, and operating on, frequencies above 30,000 kilocycles.
402. Proof of use.-Amateur station licenses and or amateur operator licenses
may, upon proper application, be renewed
provided: (1) the applicant has used his
station to communicate by radio with at
least three other amateur stations during
the 3 -month period prior to the date of
submitting the application, or (2) in the
case of an applicant possessing only an
operator's license, that he has similarly
communicated with amateur stations during the same period. Proof of such communication must be included
the application by stating the call letters of the station with which communication was carried on and the time and date of each communication. Lacking such proof, the applicant Nvill be ineligible for a license for a
period of 90 days.
This rule shall not prevent renewal of
an amateur station license to an applicant
who has recently qualified for license as an
amateur operator.
403. Class of operator and privileges.There shall be but one main class of amateur operator's license, to be known as "amateur class," but each such license shall be
limited in scope by the signature of the examining officer opposite the particular class
or classes of privileges which apply, as follows:
Class A.-Unlimited privileges.
Class B.-Unlimited radiotelegraph Privileges. Limited in the operation of rai

diotelephone amateur stations to the following bands of frequencies: 1,800 to 2,000 kilo.
cycles; 28,000 to 29,000 kilocycles; 56,000 to
60,00(1 kilocycles; 400,000 to 401,000 kilo-

cycles.
Class C.-Sauce as class B privileges, rx
cept that the Commission may require the
licensee to appear at an examining point

for a supervisory %%ritten examination .ind
practical code test during the license term.
Failing to appear for examination when directed to do so, or failing to pass the supervisory examination, the license held will
be canceled and the holder thereof will not
be issued another license for the class C
privileges.
404. Scope and places of examinations.The scope of examinations for amateur operators' licenses shall be based on the clasmi
of pri\ ileges the applicant desires, as follows:
Class A.-To be eligible for examination
for the class A amateur operator's privileges
the applicant must have been a licensed
amateur operator for at least
year and
must personally appear at one of the Commission's examining offices, and take the
supervisory written examination and code
test. See pars. 2h (1), 30, and 408.) Examinations will be conducted at Washington, D.
C. on Thursday of each week, and at each
radio district office of the Commission on the
days designated by the inspector in charge
of such office. In addition, examinations
will be held quarterly in the examining
cities listed in paragraph 30 on the dates
to be designated by the inspector in charge
of the radio district in which the examining
city is situated. The examination will include the following:
a. Applicant's ability to send and receive
in plain language messages in the Continental Morse Code (5 character to the word)
at a speed of not less than 13 words per
minute.
b. Technical knowledge of amateur radio apparatus, both telegraph and telephone.
c.
Knowledge of the provisions of the
Communications Act of 1934, subsequent
acts, treaties, and rules and regulations of
the Federal Communications Commission,
affecting amateur licensees.
Class B.-The requirements for class B
amateur operators' privileges are similar to
those for the class A, except that no experience is required and the questions on radiotelephone apparatus are not so comprehensive in scope.
Class C.-The requirements for class C
amateur operators' privileges shall be the
same as for the class B except the examination will be given by mail. Applicants for
class C privileges must reside more than
125 miles air line from the nearest examining point for class B privileges, or in a
camp of the Civilian Conservation Corps,
1
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or be in the regular military or naval service of the United States at a military post
or naval station; or be shown by physician's certificate to be unable to appear for
examination due to protracted disability.
405. Recognition of other classes of licenses.-An applicant for any class of amateur operator's privileges who has held a
radiotelephone second-class operator's license or higher, or an equivalent commercial grade license, or who has been accorded unlimited amateur radiotelephone
privileges, within 5 years of the date of application may only be required to submit
additional proof as to code ability and/or
knowledge of the laws, treaties, and regulations affecting amateur licensees.
406. An applicant for the class B or C
amateur operator's privileges who has held
a radiotelegraph third-class operators' license or higher, or an equivalent commercial grade license, or who has held an amateur extra first-class license within 5 years
of the date of application may be accorded
a license by passing an examination in laws,
treaties, and regulations affecting amateur

licensees.
407. Code ability to be certified by licensed operator.-An applicant for the class
C amateur operator's privileges must have
his application signed in the presence of a
person authorized to administer oaths by
(1) a licensed radiotelegraph operator other
than an amateur operator possessing only
the class C privileges or former temporary
amateur class license, or (2) by a person
who can show evidence of employment as
a radiotelegraph operator in the government service of the United States. In either
case the radio telegraph code examiner
shall attest to the applicant's ability to send
and receive messages in plain language in
the continental Morse code (5 characters to
the word) at a speed of not less than 13
words per minute. The code certification
may be omitted if the applicant can show
proof of code ability in accordance with the
preceding rule.

Applications.-Each application for
instrument of authorization shall be
'made ir. writing, under oath of the applicant, on a form prescribed and furnished
by the Commission. Separate application
shall be filed for each instrument of authorization requested.
The required forms may be obtained
from the Commission or from any of its
408.

an

field offices.

409. Grading of examinations.-The per
centage that must he obtained as a passing
mark in each examination is 75 out of a pos
sible 100. No credit will be given in the
grading of papers for experience or know)
edge of the code. If an applicant answers
only the questions relating to laws, treaties,
and regulations by reason of his right to
submit other subjects because of having
held a recognized class of license, a per
centage of 75 out of a possible 100 must be
obtained on the questions answered.
410. Operator's and station licenses to
run concurrentlyr-An amateur station license shall be issued so as to run concurrently with the amateur operator's license and both licenses shall run for 3
years from the date of issuance. If either
the station license or the operator's license
is modified during the license term, both
licenses shall be reissued for the full 3 -year
term: Provided, however, if an operator's
license is modified only with respect to the
class of operator's privileges, the old license may be endorsed, in which case the
expiration date will not change.

411. Eligibility for reexamination.-No
applicant who fails to qualify for an operator's license will be reexamined within 90
days from the date of previous examination.
412. Penalty.-Any attempt to obtain an
operator's license by fraudulent means, or
by attempting to impersonate another, or
copying or divulging questions used in examinations, or, if found unqualified or unfit, will constitute a violation of the regulations for which the licensee may suffer
suspension of license or be refused a license
and/or debarment from further examination for a period not exceeding 2 years at
the discretion of the licensing authority.
413. Duplicate licenses.-Any licensee applying for a duplicate license to replace an
original which has been lost, mutilated, or
destroyed, shall submit an affidavit to the
Commission attesting to the facts regarding the manner in which the original was
lost. Duplicates will be issued in exact conformity with the original and will be marked
"duplicate" on the face of the license.
414. Oath of secrecy.-Licenses are not
valid until the oath of secrecy has been executed and the signature of the licensee
affixed thereto.
415. Examination to be written in longhand.-All examinations including the code
test, must be written in longhand by the
applicant.
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I'LL SEND MY FIRST LESSON FREE
/f Shows How ITrain You
af/Yome in Your.lpaieTime lora

IN RADIO

Clip the coupon and wall It. 1 will prole I can
train YOU at home In your spare time to 1w
RADIO EXPERT.
will send you cry first Ies tilt
FltEl'. Examine it. read it, see hum clear and ea s>
It is to understand-how practical I wake lea ting
'Indio at house. Men without Radio or electrical
experience tiecuwe ltadto Experts-earn mute Inoue)
titan ewer as a result of my Training.
Many Radio Experts Make
$30, $50, $75 a Week

!

1

I.

SMITH,

E.

President,

National

Radio Institute
Established 1914.
The man who has directed
the home atudY training of
more met fur the Radio
Igdustry than any other
Iran lit America.

Service
Manager

r

for Four
Stores

"I

in

with

N

mouths
Pay

1

a

garage

for the course three or

tour times. 1 am now Radio service manager tar the
Furniture Co., for
their four stores." J 1511S
Is. RYAN, 1535 Slade St.,

M-

hall hirer, Mass.
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in

work has

consisted of

Itadio set ser %icing, with some

o

Real Future in

for Well Trained Men

}

Public

Address Systems work-all
In my spare time. My earnings in Itadio amount to
about $10 a week."-WILLIAM MEYER. 705 Ridge
(toad, Hobart, Ind.

Earnings

Itadio already gives good jobs to more than 300,000
people. And In 1930, Radio enjoyed one of Its most
prosperous years. More than 1500.000,000 worth of
sets, tubes, and parts were sold-an Increase of
more than 60% over 1935. Over a million Auto
Radios were sold, a big increase over 1935. 24.000,0011
homes now have one or more Radio sets, and more
millions of these sets go out of date and are replaced with newer models. More millions need servicing, new tubes, repairs, etc. A few hundred 130.
$50, $75 a week lobs have grown to thousands in 20
years. And Radio 1s still a new industry-grow-

Tripled

Almost every neighborhood needs a good spare time
serviceman. The day you enroll I start sending you
Extra Money Job Sheets. They show you how to do
Radio repair jobs; how to cash in quickly. Throughout your training I send you plans that made good
spare time money-$200 to $500 a year-for hundreds of fellows. My Training is famous as "the
Course that pays for itself."
I
Give You Practical Experience
My course is not all book training. I send you
special Itadio equipment, show you how to conduct
experiments, build circuits illustrating important
principles used in modern Radio receivers, broadcast

by N. R. I.

) IJ

Training

t
t

aá

"I

have

Radio

ing fast!
Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week Extra
in Spare Time While Learning

Spare Time

"\ly

There's

was working

when 1 enrolled
H. I. In a few
made enough to

$10 Week

Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers, operators, station managers, and pay up to $5.000 a )ear.
Spare time Itadio set servicing pays as touch as
2.200 to $500 a year full time jobs with Itadio )oh hers, manufacturers, dealers as much as *30, $50,
175 a week. Many Itadio Experts operate their own
full time or part time ]radio sales and service businesses. Radio manufacturers and jobbers employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, servicemen, paying up to 18,000 a year. Radio Opelators on ships get
good pay, see the world besides. Automobile, police,
Aviation, commercial Radio, loud speaker systems are
newer 'fields offering good opportunities now and for
the future. Television promises to open many good
lobs soon. Men I have trained are holding good jobs
in these branches of Itadio. Read their statements.
Mall tine coupon.

BOTH

been

doing nicely,

thank» to N.R.I.
Training. My present earnings are about three times
what they were before I
took the Course. I consider
N. R. I. Training the finest in the world."-BERNARD COSTA. 201 Kent
St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

The Tested WAY
to BETTER PAY.,r

.1
.

J. F. SMITH, President, Dept. 7JX4

ji

Ny

.0.

,0.
.o

b,.°

stations, loud speaker installations. I show you
how to build testing apparatus fur use in spare
Urns servicing from this equipment. Read about this
50-50 method of training-how it makes teaming at
home interesting, quick, fascinating, practical. Mall

coupon.

Money Bock

Agreement Protects You

am sure 1 can train you successfully. 1 agree In
writing to refund every penny you pay me U you
are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction
Service when you finish. I'll send you a copy ul
I

this agreement with my Free Book.
Find Out What Radio Offers You
Mail coupon for sample lesson and 84 -page took.

Both are free to anyone over 18 years old. My
book points out Radio's spare time and full time
opportunities and those coming in Television; tells
about my training in Radio and Television; shows
you letters from men I trained, telling what they
are doing, earning. Find out shat Radio offers
YOUI MAIL COL PON in an envelope, or paste It
un a penny postcard-NOWI
J. E. SMITH, President. Dept. 71X4
National Radio Institute, Washington. D. C.

MAIL

P'

AM

:s

COUPON

NOW ,
FREE

tame

fJ

aPeurqj

-.FOR

:t=dCGOOD4

National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send the sample
lesson and your book which tells about the spare time and full
time opportunities in' Radio and explains your 50-50 method of
training men at home in spare time to become Radio Experts. (Please write
plainly.)
NAME
ACE
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE.
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NEW TAYLOR
MANUAL

-

Brand New! 44 ,pages
each
one is chockful of modern,
up-to-the-minute transmitter
data. Here are a few of the
many features contained in this
new Taylor Manual. Photos of
chassis layouts, circuit diagrams by the score-new, complete L/C charts
tube characteristics-Class B audio data.
Full operating information on
the New Taylor Zero Bias Tubes
TZ-20 and 203Z. It's the most
important amateur handbook
of 1937. Get your copy NOW
from your favorite parts jobber
or write to Taylor Tubes direct.
The Taylor Manual is well
worth a real price tag but it is
Eli
si-ctay.
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